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PLACING INFANTS AT RISK: PARENTAL
ADDICTION AND DISEASE
WEDNESDAY, MAY 21, 1986
Hot= OF REPRESENTATIVES,
FLIGLIES,

SELECT COMMIT= ON Ciountax, Yount

Washington, De

The comnnttee met, pursuant to notice, at 930 a.m., at Children's H. .ital National Medical Center, Washington, DC, Hon.
George

l'uler presiding.

Members present Representatives Miller, Coati, and &fat
Staffinesent Ann Ilosewater, devuty staff director; JudyWeia3,
professional_ stait Victcria Doyle, intern; Carol Statute, minority
depity staff diroctorL and Joan Godley, committee clerk.

Chairman Mimot. The Select Committee on Children, Youth,

and Families will come to oZder.

Since its inception, the &led Committee on Children, Youtii,
and Families has been dedicated to launching healthy babies, and
maintaining healthy families.
Today's hearing, Placing Infants at Risk: Parental Addiction and
Disease will locus on o new and extremely disturbing threat to_ the
wel14*.ing_ of babies: The severe health calamities which Wall infants whose mothers abuse drugs, alcohol, or tohacco, or who suffer
from AIDS.

This is a particularly unsettliiijg period for the American ietiant
This year, there were more impoverished children than in almost
any year since 1965 .

e know from rev,a- sources, ranging from the Insiante of

Medicine to the Soelern Governors Association that in the last 3
years the number of women receiving early prenatal care haS de
creased. We know for the first time in two decades infant mortality
fates are leveling off, and we know that the number of babies perishing botween 1 month and 1 year is actually rising.
The result is that wolose more babies in their first year than we
lose adulti to diailielAt, breast cancer, and leukemia combined.
For them infants who survive, we spend billions on the most expensive side of the health care equation, hospitalization costs. It is
IL. Lids unheal
4.entext that we are now beenning to see more
infants born to
d alcohol addict% and to abuser% smoker%
and the victim!' d'

It is in this context that we see a substan tial increase in the

numher of women using hefoin, cocaine, and stimulant% and find
61 percent of al/ women 20 to 34 drinkin,g, and see the greatest increase in smoking taking place among teenage girls.
(I)
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Unless these trends are reversed, we can bo abtolutdy certain
that there will limore low birthweight infants, who are 20 times
more likely to die than the normal weight babies. For those_who
survive, we know that they will be at a much greater riik of disedge and developmental handicaps, like cerebral palsy and mental
retardation.
_ _No caring person, and no golicymaker, can accept such a future.
More than enough evidence eiists to show that we can reduce low
birthweifht that Vie can save a great deal of money, and we can
give children what_ is aompted as their American birthrightan
ual chancO to thrive.
t is in this sRirit that we hold toddy's hearing. We hope to establist the linkage betifireen parental addiction and abuse, and in-

creased inrant mortality and mo6idity. We want to help Educate
parents and_wlicymakers, so that both will understand how unnecessary and preventable are some of the worKt problems facing our
youngest children.

_As Di. Ian MacDonald, the Administrator for Alcohol, Drug
Abuse and Mental Health Administration told this committee lett
year. With regard to futuie prevention and intervention needs, "I
think we are in terrille shape."
I agree with him; It is my hope that tmlay's effort will help us
refocus and better understand how to prevent, and treat infants
born at risk, due to pirental addiction, subttancO abuse, and smoking.
[Opening statement of Chairman George Miller follows:]

OPRIONSISTATEMILNT DYBOM Gsorembhusx A RRPREBENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
TIEVSEATM OP CALIFORNVA AND CHAIRMAN, SID= COMM/TTIOS ON CHILDREN,

Younc AND Fiamuse

Since SS incertion. the aelect Commitite_on L'hildren, Youth. and Families har
been dedicated to launcbinghealthy babies_ and maintaining healthy Waffles

Tidajahearirks_ilacing Infants at Mat Parental Addiction and Ditea" will

focus_on a_new and extremely _disturbing threat to their Well4leing: the savere
bealthcalandties_which befall infants whose mother* Mars drugi, alcohol or tobacco, or who suffer from AIDS.

Mk is a verticalarly =traded piried for the American infant.
_Mils year there were more impoverished children than in almost any year since

1965.

We know___, from re .._itourars ranging from the Institut* of MaliCme to tith
that in the last thrw years the numher of Women
recethingamly prenatal care has diemix1; we know that for the firet time in tin)
decades_ infant mortality raWs are leveling oft and we know that the number of
babies pesishirtg betwiwn one month and one year of rue is actually rising.
The ruisult is that we brae mare wies in their first year than we lose adults to
Southern Unvermrs2

diabetes, breast cancer and kukemia Combined.
Tor three infants Who eurvivA we spend billions on the most expensive side of the

health wit ernertion=bouritalion theta. _ _
It is in this unhealthy context that we are now 1r/s4nning to see more infanth
born to ft; md_alooholaddicts and shalom =Wars, and victims of AIDS. It Ia in
this context_tbst we ase
inmathres in the numlthai of women usim

heroin, cocaine and stimuWiet, ond 61% of all Women 2044 drinking, and see the
greatest therms i-n smoking taking gice among teenagrilais.
Miss &aft then& az* reversed, we can be absolutely thirtain_that_there mill be
more la* birdsithight inCants, who are 20 times more Wray to die than are normal
bAlW.
Who survive, we know thatthey will be at much greater rthk of disease
and develomental handicap, lilrezarehral _palsy and mental rethradon.
No caring person, and no policymaker; can accept au& a &Wm.
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Móiiàougbideceea.ste to show that we can seduce low birthweight,

can save a great deal of money, and can give children what is actepted ai their
Amerkaut birthrightan equal chance to thrive.
Itie in that wirit that we hold today% hearing.
We hope to establieh the linkage between parental addiction_and abuse, and increaead WantmortnlitLand morbidity._ We want to help educate parents, end poiicymakers, so that both will understand how anncessary and preventable are some

of the_worst problem, fining our youngest children.

-As Dr, Ian MacDonald, Adminietrator of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental
Health AdmktratioN told Mitt Committee last year, with reigarA to future prevention and httervention need% "I thinkwa are in terrible shape.'
'agree yrith him. It is my hope that today's effort will help us re-focus, and hotter
understand how to prevent end trrmt infants born at risk due to pax ental addiction, substance abuse and smoking.
PLACING INFANTS AT RISE PARENTAL ADDICTION AND DISEASE A FACT mart
L OVERVIEW

Patehrtii Wititri& linked to inceitefed infant risk

Behavioral and envirOnmental rids, snch as smoldrig, alcohol and other subdance libusa, are among the "riek &retorts" which indicate an increased chance, or
riskof bearing a low birthweight infant Low birthweight is one of the greatest predictors of infant mortality, and also increases the risk of illnae. (Iruilitute of Medicine [MI Preventing Miv Birthweight 1985).
Most mathinz continue to smoke or drink &rim pregnancy
In 19170,OnlY 18% of ernokers stowed smoldrqtduringoregnancy,_ while only 80%
of mothers who drank stopped _during
cy. (National Natality Survey, National Center for Health Statistics [N
1980);
Of the 50% d InIgh wheal dropoub (kers than 12 years of education) who itholed
hefore pregnancy, only &cart 10% stoppTd smoking dUring pregnanci Of the 15%
of oillege gradirata enio &Doled before_Lregnancy, about 24% stopped smoking
during pregnancy. (National Natality Survey, NOM 1220).
hWrits Metcre4 by ctrivs, ateokot, Snob-rig we high cost to society
One Fetal Alathol Syndrome (FAS) child rerteiree Sn Mrerege of $405,000 in direct

email services linen birth tri age 65. The total ads of FAS to society, including

&red services and loss in productivity, are estimatedat _between $1.987 billion and
$9.687 billion, with a median estimate of $8236 billion. A conservative estimate on
the health_ costs for treating babiea born with FAS in 1980 is $1t9 million. Marwoo& Napolita 1985);
Oftlie228A00
biehatal intensive care unite, a-out nom a%) were

ettigittAle to efrecti of Meiling sin Jr; at an annual cost of $175 million, VA
CFster, et al, Institute for the Sti* of Smoking Kehavior and Policy, Kennedy
School otGovernment_HarYard University, unpublishart 1986);

It is estinistect at Children's Hcephal National Mediral Center, that a low4iirthweklitlaby seemlier 16 &lot in the neonatal inteneive care unit, at an average ecot
Of $1,500 per day. (G. B. Avery, Childiun's Iroipital National lUerlical Center, May,
1986).

Althoagh low birtk migh4 otlar tWnt riskt, ten* preinnitak. preventio fl etrOtt*
en* tacuug
Politymars end health professionals know encirigh to interOehe more *Mouldy

to reduce the incidence of leet blithWeight in inraiite, Ind among the &rotors (affect&

ing low birth*light) that Can be recognized and dealt with before pregnancy are
.

. smokin& Moderate U) heavyalcohal usei and substance abuse . . . (TM 1985)-.

ZSmokingis one of_the most important preventable determinants of low brithweight in the ITS. aorit 1985);
A review of aleoholism prevention effiirte on the Videral, state, and lecid
Sitind thatprevention hiri ranked kikTst among_ all alcolioliim and drug_dgiendence
priorities estalilialied bY the U.S. government (P. E. Nathan, American Psychologist, April; 1988).
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IL DRUG ABUSE

More women of chird&wing age are using heroim cocaine and stimulants
Idi 81982 surrey, it was estimated that 4.1 miAlion_ women ages 12 and up used

Cocaine duriAtthe pen/ear Alp from a 1929 survey estimateeft4 million), while

L4 milhon_women had seed cocaine during the joist month_4Naresial Ittittittite on
DrugAbuse INIDA1 National Survey on Drug-Abuse, 1979) 1982).
In the mime survey, it WBB eternated that 90,000 women ages 18 to 25 used heroin

in _the past year, an increase of 10,600 users since a 1979 estimate. (NIDA, 1979,
1982).

ACCOxdinuto the1919surveyi an estimated nom women -1,a 18 Ud 25 had tired
stimulants in the past month Tle3_1982aurvey_estirnated a dramatid increme to
970,000 women stimulant DIME. (NIDA, 1979, 1982).
MO rate Of addict births in New York City; San Francini,

In 1

the Wew York at, Health Department conservatively estimated_ 884

addict births, a rate_of 7.9 _per 1,000 live birth& This repravenft an increase from
1966,_when 227 addict births were cotintala rath of 14 addict births per 1,000 lin
births. (New Yerkaty Lrepartnint of Ifelidth, Angiist, 1984).
In New Tork Citt the priqmetiOn Of women in the known addict polmliation rose
inn 14% te 25% bitween 1986 and 1973. Since theni_the proportion_ of womenhas
rmau at between 25% and 30%. (New York City Department of Medd; 1973; R.
Brotmaix et, al, 1985).
In San Francine County; CLI 1.2% (114) of the 9,562 WW1 birthe
1982 hid
drug- or Wohtil-related aymptomik (1d. Joidup, waliataidtallY Mpendent Pregnant
Women in Eraii Frairtiiico: A Statile Report," August 1, 19:., ).

Infants severely affixted b y mother); drug um ,tring pregnancy

Infants born to opiatedependent wonam frapintly have low-birthiseightt. (LP.
Annear; Federation of American Societies for Expirimental Siologr, April 1985)
Namtal abstinence, Which may ba severe and persist for as long_as. .mont.11
canna symptoms that can include sditralnervcaur_syrigtintilltruntabilAY,

gasliminteetanal dysfunction rewiratery distress, fever,
cry, .
uncoordinated sucking an swallowing refined; and dehydration. arinnegan, April,
1985)

FCP-Exposdal iambi were found to have sudden outbursts of agitaton and rapid
ciwnges in level of concionsness. (U. Chisnof4 et 11,1983)
Inranth born to _PolYdruc-addicts tended_ to be _more depressed than those babies

born to methadone maintained worn
1982i_
_

Chasnof4 et aL Profttritt, AmpTst

Compared to anneal mul opiate-addicted infants,-cocame-agosed inane are at a

signifimmtly higher AA for &utitren 1nrant IFeath Syndrome and re_viratoryabnornullities.
Chasnoff, et al, abstract submitted to The Society for Pediatric Research, 1906)

Cocaine abuse is amociated _with a high incidence of preinturity, intrauterine
tardation and intrapartam_ cumplitations. ad.H. Lifechits et id, lkylor

growth

College of AtedicituvHowilion, TX, 1986)

kccerding to preliminary observationi, cocaineusing women have a sikLnifwanVy
higher rate of spontaneous Aortion. Furthermomin_preAmerages under study, four
women had onset of labor with abrupt°
immediately after intervenous
Witiutection of cocaine. (I.J. Chasno$ et a1 New Ergismi dowrnal of Medicine, September 12, 1985)

ii . ems uiceurno MIME DEFICIENCY SYNDROME)

NunVeni of pediatric AIDS cases clinking

AS of Alen
1986,81 cases oLA1DS bad been reported in children under 13
years of age. 60%_am_known to have die& Of children diagnosis/1th AIDS_hefore
1984, 75%-80% have die& Themortallty rate kir auks with AIDS ii 54%. (Manzi
forDiseme Control [CDC1 1986)It Aunt known how many childzon have mildkir frond of the illnefter how many

are infected, bnt do not &row any symptoms. ftrerts detente that for every child
WW1 AAR:dorm AID& 1 to 3 others may be infected. (AL Rogers, CDC, 1986; G. Scotk
University of Nliami School of Medicine, Mem 1986)

5
Inprwerwes &rug users pass AIDS vino to infante

75% of pediatric ce cantmated_ AIDS from their mother either during pregnancy, or immediately after birth. Of those, 61% of the motheri were drug users themselves, find 12% -were the sax wthers of men who us4d drugs. Si:Wen percent of
children With AIDS contracted it from blcrod transfuidons or blood products. (M.
Rogers,CLIC issl)
Not all motherawho tea r tete'
for_HILW-3 (the AIDS_antelady)willinfect
theirinfants inutero. While itielikely that the majority of babies will test positively not all of them will develop symptom (G. Scott_ 1986)
In ow study of 13 mothers who already luunabies who baited poeftively for the
AIDS =Ube*, 65% of their subsequent children were infected. (G. Suitt, 1986)
IV. ALCOHOL ABUSE

Women of child bearing age are drinking

61% of women ages 2044 drank tame amaunt of alcolud_in_ 1983. Of these 35%
drank_5moretirinlis pertlay._(National Health_Intarview_Survey,_NCHS,_1983)
More women ages 18-24 drank heavily (5.7%) than women of any other age group.
(CDC, 1985)

Aral akolwl Syndrome
Rawson 3,700 to 7,400 babies were horn with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome in 1982. Up
to 36,000 neWhorns Mak
may be airectad by a range of lees severe akatakridat=
ed efkcte (Oudlette, 1988 ; NCAD

Eght7 percent of children With Fetal Aleoltol Syndrome havaprenatid and postaal growth retardation requiring_neonatal intensive care,45% are expected to
have mild to moderate mental retardafion,andbf% zequire agonies oiaudioiagical
maluations intludr_firstyear, withannualaheck4ipaand_ posethle_tarrectiveau
gery,One_out °Mare expected to _have a cleft palate requiring a seres of corrective
operations. aierwoort Napolitak 19831
Experts alginate that Fetal Alevhol Syndrome ocure between and 2 per 1,000

live Mrtia Nral expression of FAS occurs ut 3 to 5 live births per 1,000. (Ouellette, 1983)

V. SMOKING

MOre women of child-bearing age are smoking

A higher proartion of vfomen in Iheitchild-lataringyesra

20to 35are

smoking now than were doing so in the past ars. Office on Smoking and Health,
1986)

Aawding tothe 1980 National Natality S
, 31% of married pregnant women
smoked before their pc
an 26% am oked during their pregnandee (Nationtd Natality Sturvey, NOM, 1980)
&inching linW to Mal &fah, kw birthweigh4 poor infant health
Maternal smolc1n4 reaults in roughly 50,000 Mai cleathi and 4,000 inrant &tithe
(RT. Ravenholt, "Cell to Organiim: Tobacco's Influ=
in the United States each
ence on Erevdoment," 1985.

About 361600or 15%of the low-weight babies born in the United States in

1983 were underweight because the motbers smoked during pregnancy. (Oster, et
The I1
pofweokingtCintrauterine growth retardationie so well estal
fished thatthaterm "fetal tobacco spairomer III now commonly I. - to cases in
whichthe mothers_ who smoke at keg five ciipnettm daily
A.," Pregnancy
deliver a lathy at hall tarzu werighing les than 000 grams.
:
- "ftmoking
LEI
th Weght" 1985)
Spontaneous abortion rides are increaMd by grout one-third
-smoking

and are chmthied for tho* Who are heavy sincirere (RaSenholt,
Women Who Mote more than__ a_mct of cigarettas a dal, during_pregnency increase the risA of itillbirth and
inuant lath Syndrome 35%. (N 'Litmus'
AMOciation of Children'i Hospitals and Related Institutions, Inc_ 1 )
Preterm births were found to be increaeed by 60% in women smoking
more packs a day. (P.R. Shiono, et al, Journal of the American Medical AssociTio7,
1986)_

_Surdving_babies _of women_ who smoke _heavily during_ pregnancy_do _not start

gaining weightat the same rate as infanta born to nonsmokers until after four
months of age. (Ga Grubk Family Health Intarnaticautt 1985)

6
Children under 3 years of aim whose mothers smoked during_ pregnancy_ were_ perti-eivCtd te be in poorer hialtkend had bigher incidences of bed days; chrordc condi,
dons, resPinitor7 condition% andirspitalizations;_tlum children whose mothers did

not smoTte. (NatIonal Health IntervIew Survey; NCHS; 1981)
Passive snwhe uihatation tedek to incredeed respiratory pniblems for children

Parents who sinoke_ incrtmuie their child's chance of dirril4ing_tioth lower and
upper reepirabay trai illnesses durimithe filet_ year of life. (KA. EtzolXDC;1985)
Non-smoking women who were evoked to tobactaluonoke_for_two er more hours
daily at herne or St work hid twice the risk of having a growth-retarded infant.
(MM. Braden, 1985)

Chairman ?drum. I would like now tb recogniie my ranking niinoritymemberCongressmanDan Omits.
mr. 0)08. Thank _youi_ Mr. Chairman; and thanks to the people
here at Children's Hospital, who haVe grad-648V oPefied their_ facilities to us;_to allow us a site visit priot to this hearing, and tO
actually See firsthand; the problems that we are here to talk about
today-. It was a most ittstructive sita *lilt and I want to thank all
those who madeit possible.
I Would ear like te welcome the Witnesses who have come before
the committee today to present their Waft-60 toneerning the effees Of parental addiction and diem* on the newhorn.
It is a tragedy to know parents, as_I and Chairman Miller have
known; who have suffered through the Premature _birth of a low

birthweiglit_baby; who has to tos placed in a neonatal inlet:W:0e Care
unit It is alit) It real_ tragedy tofu, ndloving mothers; fully committed to their unhorn children, delher babies Pfematurely; with complications.
But how much sadder; to read expert_testimony; and to learn of
mothers who, simply_ through latk of Sducátion, or licit_ cif caring;

commitment; or sacrifice; subject their children to what we hate
seen here thig morning.
Let us look at some facts. There are hundreda Of Studies linking
smoking with low birthweight increased wrinstal and infant mot=
bidityand mortality; infant grooith defeat% and impaired scholastic

ability;
_Infanta horn tb mothers Who used cocaine during grwancy had
an_incrintord rate of stillbirthS and fetal growth imPairment_
_

Fetal elaihol syndrome is a leading_ cause of cesnienital brain
damage. It is estiniatAl that alcohol Is responsible for 10 to 20 percent_of the awe; of mental retardatiOn.
While there appearsto be little data on the relationship hetween
substance abuse and Child abnife; there is no question that a relation-Ship exists if one reviews social work /Wert* Or. dant recOrds.
In frtot,_ there are a number of _court cases that have examined ka .
rental addiction as a prima facie Criterion of unfitness as a parent;
or prenatal abuse.
I look forward. te heating froth the witnesses today about prevention activities; treatment models, attd_ptitilic awareness Worth, de&good to raduce thise preventable tragedm.
I request, Mr. Chairman; that the hearing reco_ be kept open
for 2 weeks; so that additional tegimony ma, be included from
other witnesses or from other members of the panel who could not
behere this morning.
[Opening refnarits of Congressman Dan Coats followsl
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OPINING REMAREB OF CONGRESSMAN DAN COMB, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM 1HE &ATI OF INDIANA, AND RANKING MINORITY MEMBER

Mr. Chairman: I would like la welcome the witneeees -who have come before the
Committee today to present testimony concerning the Ofrects of parental addiction
and ditente of the neWliorn. It is a tragedy to know parents,_ as I have, who have
sufared through the _premature birth of a low birthwerght baby who then inplaced
in a neonatal mtensive care unit. It lea reallragmly _when_ lcsing mothers, fully
conunittei to their_onlarn childf_deliver_ babies prematurely, with complications.
How mucli_eadder still to read expert testimony and learn of mothers who simply
are not loving enough, end mobs or heve the proper training to make the necessary
and commitments to their unborn child.
Consider these Sett:
There are hundrecla of studies linking smoking with low birthweight, increased
perinatal and inUant mothidity and mortality, infant growth defects, and impaired
scholastic abaft,
Infantabontto mothers who used cocaine during pregnancy lust an incremixl raft
of stillbirths and fetal growth_ impartment
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome re the leading cause of congenital brain damage. It Si Cetinutted that alcohol is responcrible for 10-20 percent of the cases of mental retardation.-

While there appears to be little data on the relationship between_substamm abuse
and child abuse, there is m_question_thate relationship _exists if one reviews_ social
vmrk records or court records. In fact, there are a number of _court cases that have
examined jmrental addiction as a prinm facie criUtrion of unfitness as a parent or
prenatal abuse
I lnok forward to hearing from the witnesses today about _prevention activities,
treatment morale, and public awareness efforts designed to reduce these preventable

I request that the hearing record be kept open for two weeks so that additional

testimony may be included.

MINORITY FACT SHICETPIACING INFANTS AT RISC PARENTAL ADDICTION AND DISEASE
HARD DRUGS (HEROIN, METHADONE)

Secio4Conoznic status is a mAkor factor of infant outcome (and development

wort*, regardleet of methadone _exposure.

hathadone outcome studies are problematic in data hth percentage of women

on methadone usa alum drug& (Roen and Johnson, 1982; Wilton et at, 1981)"Development Outcome-of Children Rorn to Methadone Maintained Women,"
Kaltenbach & Finnegan (1984

For eech client of psychoptnvic drug and for any even meat women are almost
twice as Ilk* than men to be mvolved. (Parry_X.S. Health Servic% 19681 Polydrug
Warne IS aipecial _problem, as is the quality of g=erghtoilable on the street.
Most of neonatal mortaliWs_mdated_to low

The citr At street

drawal symptoms or .1,
_ _Drug

vatyAhis leads to repmted episodes of either withIs high blood con= fradons of the dru4-.

dependent women are prone to other health complicationsgonorrhea,

have% hepatith4 etz
-Mot 4T of pregnancy are Similar to Withdrawal symptoms; WS can reiult in
innreased
intake.
"Perinatal
of Peythotropic Drug Abuen," Wapner and Finnegan, Perina.

tal PUedicine, A.-. alition, 1981
The prevalence of imrchotropic drug use among_women has _always_ Nan

er
thin amon4 men,_aggroximatr two times that for eachnlass of psychotropic
use mullor_any_given_ psphotropic_ agent. This has been attributed to: a) greater
likeliboodse a_women_ visiting a physiciam b) eaccessive demands charclorizing
female _social roles; and c) leas use of altermfive suhstancet, such as alcohol, m
coping with emotirand strum
Alum of multiple drugs is more prevalent in younger people, thus, among women
daring the child bmrmg years.
The type and am-amity of adthrM dada of a given drug on the fetus devend on a
multituck of actors, including the size and frequency of clam the route of admini&

tration, the gate of pragnancy, maternal health and nutritionel Veins, genetic

malteup of the mother and fet_frvevious obstetrical histamend_a myriad_of_environmental factorsincludingnancomitant_exposure to other drugs, smoking status,
and perhaps even environmental pollutanta.
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8
Drag Weiaindence In Prenancy: Clinical_ Management of Mother and ChiltL US.
Wepartment of health, Education; and WelfareAlcohol Drug Abuse, and Mental
Health Administration; 1979;
Maternal mainutrition . . does not entirely account for low birthweight Smallness is related to a Subnorrind number of cells rather_than a decrease in cell
This type of gto*th failure is consistent with &direct effect of adrug or other agent
on the fetus . . . therefore it appears than heroin this a direct effect on intrauterine
Stalgrowth.
White teenagers were much younger (lees than 16) at firit drug use than were
black teenager& Black teenagers became pregnant at youmpr agee than white teenagerm _The younger the drug dependent woman was atrirst pregnancy, the outer
the left khan, leaving her less likely to complete her high school education. Find;
Show that early childbearing is in fact related th more frequent or repeated
pregnancies.
_the indication of good parenting skills in the high-risk mother le the concernehe

shows for the welfare of lier threat in uteri). This can be measured to some extent
by the numher-Of nines she attended the vrenatal clinic. Women who were yotunger
at the time in' firit pregnancy and women who were also younger at the time of-first
dkut use had far fewer prenatal clinic examinations than the remainder of the
women. Having a rarent or sibling who was abusing drug% ileoholor litot_ was no
indication of early- drug ow. However, 43% of the wemen did report a family drug
or aionhol histhry.
The amount of violence or abuse experienced by drug dependent women; hoth
teinial and non-Genial, far exceeded that reported by comparison groups. The irequency with which this abuse occurs must be considered as factOrs in the developmeat of the drug ahnee
"Beyind Adolescent
Use and -Parentheed: Life Hifitery Data on Addisted
Mothers_ _in Trimtment,"
Health, Monograph Series, 1985.

,

Kaltenbach, Ehrlich, National Institute of

Toxic responses to narcotics may contribute_to malnutrition by interfering with
the ablorprion or utilization of ingested nutrient& Absorption abnormalities are
common because of hth incidences of lesions of the inteatine, liver and pancreas;

malnutrition issommon because of the frequent presence of liver disease.
_Multiple births occur hi drug addicted women at a greater rate than that seen in
the_waeral population.
With more serious complications in infants of drug_dependent mothers; the hospiVal stay is prolonged, producing maternal separation and the pi:Risibility of subeequent maternal detachment.

"Pithnonaly Problems Encountered by the Infant of -the Drug Mpendent

Maher," Clinics in Chest Medicine, SepteMber 1980, Loretta P. Finnigan, M.D.
One of the most imporMit concomitants of the neonatal narcotic
nence

chyme is interference with the infant's fedirig activities, which tend to tecome
frantic and poorly coordinated, so that the newborn infant requires the attention of

a skilled member Of the nursery staff to asettreadequate nutrient intake:
-Drug effects in the newborn areinghly dependent on variables such as the hittOry
if maternal addiction; the mother's narcotic blood level just prior to giving birth,
and tb._ maturiotthe Infant's own metabolic and excretory mechanisms.
"Pediatric _Narcotic Absttnenca Effects of Phantacotherapeutic and Maternal
Drug Usage Oa Nutritive Stinking Reharior," Kron, Litt, Pheonix, and Finnegan;
Journal of Pediatrics, Vol, :4: pert 1.
ALCOHOL

3% of adaltwomen are either alcoholics or problem drinkers.
FAS is estimated to oexur in 2 out of every 1,000 live births, and less severe fetal
alcohol effects are seen in 3-5 births per thousand.
There has heen a documented increase in rates of miscarriage for mothers who
drink.
-Factors influencing the severitt of the effects_ include the age of tht feting at thne
of exposure, as well as_the_frequency and the_ intensityof maternal-drinking
"Permatal Aspects of_Psychotropic Drug Abuse," Wapner and Finnegan, Perina
tal Medicine, 2ncl_ Edition; 1981.

Of women med 21-14, 70% were drinker% 41% were lighter drinkers, 24% were
moderate &inrs, and 6% were heavier drinker& Of women aged4549,_ 72% were
labeled drinkers, with 43% lighter drinkers, 20% moderate drinkers; and 9% heavier drinkers.
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Women having six or more drinks at least five daysa week were
tly
more likely to reloortbirth defects in offspring, and failure to become pregnant after

trfing_foratleast a year.

Young women drinkers were must likely to report drinking-relaMI hehavior problem! syrnptoms of alwhol dependence, and repeated occasions of getting drunk or
having six or more drinks in a day. All the contratits of young drinkers with other
age groups were Statiitically dpifima. t.
Among women drinker* neither education nor income had clear relationships to
drinkim-raated behavior prohlems of dependence symptoms, contary to explanations from past research.
_Women ni four maritaland_ employment subgroups (unmarried, divorced or separated, cohabiting or unemployed and seeking work) were more likely thnn women
in four other subgroups (widowal, or marriM working kill-time as housewives or
isurt-time or kill-time for pay) to report drinking related bthavior prohlems, dependence symptoms, and occesioni of extreme consumption and drunkeness.

"Vtomen!s Drinking and Drinking Problems: Patterns from a 1981 National

Surve," Wilsnack, Wilimack and Mallen, American Journal of Public Health, November 1984.

carman
The fetus is subjetted to alniett the same concentrats!,, of caffeine in the blciod as
the- mother, but caffeine leaves the fetus' Oaten: much murc slowly.
afreine increases risks_ of prematurity, and of low birthweight.
"Perinatal Aliptcta of Psychotropic Drug Abuse," Wapner and Finnegan, Perinatal Wdicine, 2nd Edition, 1981.
TOBACCO

There are hundreds of studies linking smoking with low birthweight, increased
perinatal wad infant morbidity and mortality, infint gro*th defects, and impaired
scholastit ability.
MbicarriMeTs are more freOuent among women who smoke.

Infants born to mothers who smoke are, on an average, 200 grams lighter than

children of non-smokers.

A higher wramtage_of sudden_ infant _death syndroms mothers smoked_ both
'luring ir_pregnancyandafter their babies were born; They also smoked a significantly greaternumber of cigarettes than other mothers;
_ _The increased mortality among children of smokers amtinues until at least the
age of five; Up to the me of 5, the children of smokers are hospitalized more frequently thmiimntrol children.
Children pf non-smoking incitheri-scoM better in 45 of 48 comparisons; the difference was significant in 14. (HEW Smoling and Health: A Report tb the Surgeon

m

General,
y.
"Perinatal Aspects of Peichotropic Drug Abuse," Wapner and Finnegan, PerinaMedieirm 2nd &Mien, 1981.
In 1980, the National Canna for Health Statistics 'spoiled that_a696_of females

17 and over wine smokers._ The Surgon General'alleport on Smoking andllealth
refo_rteitthatthe peaktmoking ageafor women coincided with childbearing years;

There have Been 18' _toxic age -nts identified among the games of cigarette smoke; The

decrease in weight is _directly related to the number of ciVeretW innolad daily;
The increased mortality nmong children of smokers is reported to continue until
at least the me of & Smokers' children were found to bt hospiteliZed more frequently than non-amokets children.

"Smoking and be -Effect on-Pregnancy and the Newborn, The Atkiik Infant:

Lbretta Finnegan.
relations-hip betWeen maternal smoking and reducnd birthweight is independ-

ent of all other factors that influence birthweight including race,_pariV, maternal
size, socio-economic status, and sex of child; it is also independent of_paatiomd me.
(Meier, Jonas, and Tonascia "Perinatal eventeassonated _with maternal smoking
durmig_pri rianc" Ame_ricariJournalotgpidemiology103(5): 1976.)
If_ammarigives_UplIMOUWearly during_pregnancy; her risk of delivering a low
birthweight _baby approaches tMt of a non-smoker. (Yeruslutlmy; J. "The relationof parente! c4garette BMOiftig to outcome of prmnncyimplicons es to the
m of inferring -causation from ohstrved assomations." American Journal of
tme 971-.)

smoking -during pregnancy may adversely affect the -child's long-term
growth, intellettUal development, and behavioral charecteriatics. (U.S. Mpartment
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Of Wealth, Diucation, 'Ind Welfare Smoking and Health: A Report of the Surlieon
eneral. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service;
1979.1
_

The risk of spontaneous abortion; fetal dead% and neonatal cbmith incrmisth

directly with increasing levels of miteriud smoking during pregnancy. (Meyer, TonastU and Bunk; "The interrelationship of thaternal smoking and intreaeed perinatal mortality with Other A* lactate." American JiMital cif Epidertiblogy 1975.)
An incent's ri# Of deislopin4 the "Sudden inUant death
is increased 1*
Maternal smoking during_ pTeRnencv. (LewaL Van Den
, Beckwith, "Sudden
inUant death ffndrome risk factors."'Clinical Pediatrics July 1 9.)
Infants and children born to smoking_mothers_ marexisizience _more longterm
morhidity:lienthoseborn tenon-smoking mothers; however; studies usually cannot
all. AIri: 111.14 between the effects of smoking during pregnancy and the effmth of the
s or child's/sundae _mpthure th cigarette smoke after_ birth. (Colley, Holland,
and aorkhill, "Influence of passive smoking and parental phlegm on pneumonia and
bronchitis Of early
" Unica 1978)

Stirdias in women and men suggest thatçigarette smoking may impair fertiliV.

(Perak*, O'Brien, Fine, Hir*fird,_ Kahn, and Beck. "The effect of alcohol and smoking

on teeticular function and egression in chronic alcoholics," American Journal of
134 19773

Ps=areighta_under 2450f) grams were 49 per thousand for non-smokers; 76 per
thonwnd for _smokers of less than a pack per day; and 114 per thomand for smokers

of a pack_per day or more. The risk of having a low birthweight baby therefore innramed 53% md 130% for light and heavy smoker* reapettively, compared with
nonsmokers.
Smokers' habies are 'Mailer than corresponding non-smolers' babies in all dimen-

sions ineatired, incltiding length, head drcurirence, chest circumference, and

&Milder circumference.
AsYsiciations have been noted between maternal smoking and deficiencies in nettfologiail and intellectual development of the child.
Smokers' children haeLlower_scores on the majority of tests of intelligence and

intellentual functionategee4 and 7.
Smoking during pregnancy is an important cause of the hyperkineric syndrome.
Smokers! infants tend towards "irritability; de-ere-aced ability Tor self-control,, and

a general lack of thWre4 whereas non-smok.ers' infants tended to be less irritable
and better oriental."

KUM
Herpes genital infection is not a_reportablediseasein the United_States. However,
echmtistanstimate_theincidence et herpes infection by sampling several clinics and
have found_that approximately one case of herpes infection is dimnthed for every
ten_ cases_of pnorrhes The estimated number of new cases of herpes is approximately 300;000 per rem
Womem who have herpes ;genital infection have as much as three- titles higher
raW of spontaneous miscarriage. Herpes infection increases the riek for premature
delivery.
Herpes simplex virus can cause severe disease in infected infants. If a mother ia
inVected at 32 Werlai_gestation or later, there is an approximate 10 to 20% chance
that her hiUaist will be infected; this risk is greatest if the infant is exposed to active
infection in the mother's birth canal duringelivery.
"Herpes Genital Infection," _U.S._Department of _Health and Human Services,
Public Health Service; Center for Disease Control; 1980.
GENERAL

In current studied, data collectien is a problem because ef subject attritionthose
mates who worild be likWy to participate in studies, over continued time periods,
may net be representative"Belf select samples."
There are no longitudinal studies on these heantsthis is simply because studies
can't be done faster than the children themselves mature.
Women who ths dris would probably hamoralikely tomeglect_normal prenatal

careThisleadato a pre-ilisposition ta medical complications in_ pregnancy-.
'Davelo
tal Ontcome of Children Born To Methadone Maintained Women,"
Kal
&Finnegan (1984).
A study of pregnant adolescents revmtled that 8% were using _heroin or meths-

done; 8% barbltuates or other depressants, 10% marijuana,
25% Warholic beverages.

1'5

% cigaretteti, and
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"The philosoplxv ótthiFiallyCenter is that drug addiction him an impact not

only on_ the womani but on the entire family."

Gab: 1) developing permal resturcas;-2) improving faMily and interpersonal relatimuildpg 8) miming/eliminating tocially destructive hihaVior; and 4) facilitating
maximum attainable adaptation as new parents.
Maher-infant attachinent should be encouraxed prenatally and post-partum. Special emp:Iiisie shoUld be placed on enhancmgparenting shlls in an effort to lessen

the Possibility of chilclneglectThe mother's ability to care fbr her infant aftr dia

charge finm_the hospital must be acsessed by freAuent ohaervations in the clinic mid
home settmg. Lot% term fbllow up carais estremely impatant
FamlJy OlenWr-, Jefferson Alumni Bulletin, Winter 1985, Loretta P. Finnnegan,
m.D.

a the us., one in four individuals addicted to narcotics _and one in two abuse's of
idcaliol or barbituates are women. The vast majority of women who abuse drugs or
ideihol are of child beming age.

"PuLmonary _Problems IEicountered by the Infant of _the Drug Dependent

Mother," Clinics in Chest Medidne, Septemher 1980; Loretta P. Finnegan, M.D.

Chairman. Mumics. Certainly, without objection, that will be

done I would like now to recogiuze Congresswoman Lindy Diggs.
Mrs. BOGGS. We are privileged to be here this morning to he here
under the auspices of this great hospital, and its offices and its per-

sonnel. And we are Rrivilwed to be able to meet with the patientswith the children, with the parents, and with all of the

people who are working so very hard, and with such great compassion, in the fields in which this committee is so interested.
I am especially pleased lobe here as a former congressional wife,
because the Congressional Wives' Club is very active in_ promoting
the pregrams of Children's Hospitaland with very geod cauke.
I eon also grateful to the_ witnesses who have come from afar. I
am especially pleaSed that Mi. Walker is here. I have been on the

Beard of Odyssey House since its inception in my digrict, and I
will be especially interested in his Ustimony.
Thank all of you for coming. Thank you for your continuing in-

terest, and for the renewed spirit of service that I am certain that
you will be dedicated to, following-the testimony of these hearings.
Chairman Mnita. Thank you. Let me also thanl on behalf of
the committee, the Children's Hospital for All of the help that they
have given us with this morning's hearings, and with the tour. And
also with the help that they have given us throughout the life of
the select committee,in helping us produce hoth the evidence we
think the select committee needs on behalf of healthy babies and
healthy families, and witnesses, and just a tremendous support
system for the select committee.

We will be& today with our first panel, which will be Dr. Ira

Chasnoff, who is the assistant professor of pediatrics and psychiatry at Northwestern Medical SchoolLDr. traMe8 OleSke, who iS the
director of the division of allergy, immunology and infectious disease g the University of Medicine and Tientistry of New Jersey;
Benjamin Walker who is the-chief executive officer of Odyssey
Foundation in New York; and Joyce Thomas, the director _of the division of child _protection for Children's Hospital National Medical
Center, here in Washington. If they would come forward please,
and we *ill take your teTstimony in the order in which I called your
name.

Your written statements will be included in the record in their
entirety, and you may proceed in the manner in which you are the
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most comfortable, and which you think will be most helPful to the
members of the select committee.
Mr. Chasnoff, we will start with you.
STATENLENTAW_DIL IRA I. CHASNOFF, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
OF PEDIATRICS AND PSYCHIATRY, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL, CHICAGO, IL

Dr. CR-Amon% Thank you for your invitation W address you
today.
As we watch children groW, We can Select out those childfen who

are at veil, high risk for problems in developmental and medical
outcome. But the factors that place these children at risk can often
lxs identified low_before the children are born.
Theycome from families at risk.
One factor that certainly places a family at risk is under discussion kaley: dru4 use durinig.pregnanc7.

Patterns of maternal drug useAurmg prnminicy have not reall5
changed since the early 1970's. The use of martjuam PCP, heroin,
alcohol, cigarettes, has changed very little, ill fact Currently about

25 percent of all pregnancies are complicated by at least one of
these factors.

However, there has been one significant change in the last few

years, and that is the increasing use of cocaine by pregnant
women.

The Perinatal__Center for Chemical Dependence at Northwestern
University, in Chicago, was instituted
ut 10 years_ ago to deal
with the problems that theta* drug4xpoied infants exhibited.
An infant born to a drug-addicted mother would come into the
hoVital, be delivertd, and siiend 4 to ft weeksin The intensive_care
nursery, at a cast, very minirmilly, of about $28,000 per child. Since
the institution of our program, which is a comprehensive_program
to_provide medical and psychotherapeutic care for these women
before delivery, the average stay of these infants no* is 2 to 3 days,
at a cost of about $3 n.
Thi4 the costs that Were being borne by the hospital and by the
insurance companies, and by the State have been cut most markedly.

The recent numbers that We hear about cocaine use in_ the
United States are reflected in_ pregnant women alto. Currently, it
is estimated that about 25 million adults are using cocaine, 10 million of them using regularly. In tome parts of the country, it
mated that 10 percent of all pregnancies are complicated by cocaine uo.
We know that cocaine does cross the placenta. There have been

many initances in which we have had a woman come into_ the _hospital, who has used cocaine just_previoutly, and we can take ultra-

sound pictures of the infant, and watch the infant jumping around
in utero.
We also have teen able to find cocaine leveli in the blood and
urine of infants for several days after birth, if the mother has used
cocaine in the last fa* days before delivery.
Complications of pregnancy that we have seen in our_peram indude a high rate of spontaneous abortion in the first part of preg-
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nancya high rate of stillbirths due to abruptio placentaethat is,
when the placenta separates from the walls of the uterus prematurely; poor growth of the child in utero; and inability of the child
to respond or interact with the human environment once he is
We have also had two infants, who have had a stroke in utero

from their mothers' cocaine use.
This has been reported in adults who use cocaine, but there have
lxten no previous repprts in infants born to cocaine-using mothers.

Recently, we have also been investigating the high rate of

sudden infant death of th&ae infants.

In the general population in Gook County, 116 there is a rate of
sudden infant death of three-tenths of 1 percent Among heroin
users' infants, the rate of sudden infant death is 4 percent. In this
study that we just completed, the rate of sudden infant death for
cocaine-ex/mai infants is 15 Tenant So, you can see that there is
a marAcedly increased rate of sudden infant death.
This was a retrospective study, and we are in the process, of looling at this _problem over a long-term basis to confirm these facts,

but it gives us an idea that cocaine &es have effixts long after

pregnancy is over.
As we evaluate these children over the long term, we cannot examine these children only in the context of their exposure to drup.

It would be very convenient if we could predict that any child expoted to drugs in pregnancy would fail to develop normally, or
would have medicalproblems in future years.
But this is aiv oversimplificationAt would fit a very nice medical
mOdel, that said drug une causes problems, and it would give us a
rationale for treatment; that is, keep pregnant women off of drugs.

But it is not simply a matter of drug use. The issues are veu

complex, and the quality of parenting that each child receives from
his parents is more a factor in the long-term outcome of these infants than their actual exposure to drugs.
Thus our role is not only to educate the public as to the dangers
of drug use in pregnancy, but to address issues that engender and
enhance the effects of drug use: poverty, malnourishment, ignorance, and immaturity on the kart of the parents.
It it is not & problem _of only numbers. The interactional effects

that produce the addictive personality in the first placa must be
understood, and this personality must be changed, or at least intervention must be instituted, before success can occur on behalf of
theTse very innocent bystandees in the process of addictiofi, the &itdren &out whom we are talking today.
Thank you.
[Propared statement of Dr. Ira Chasnoff f011ows]
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PREPARED STATZMENT or IRA J. CHASNOPP, M.D., ASSISTANT PiorEasoR (M_PEDLATRICS

AND PSYCHIATRY, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY MEDICAL_&HOOL,_ DIRECTOR, THE
PERINATAL CENTER FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE, NORTHwEBTERN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, CHICA00,.IL

BACKGROUND
As our mophistication in defining the problems of drug abuae has
increased, awareness has increased regarding unique populations
Within the large group of substance. abusers who require further
study and specialized types of treatment.
One such population is
the pregnant substance abuser and her offspring.

At the present
time, most information is concentrated on the effects of
alcohol and opiates on pregnancy and the neonate.
However, with
the increasing use of cocaine in the united States, there hall
been growing concern regarding the effects Of COdaine On the
fetus and neonate of the pregnant abUser.
Data on women of Childbearing age show that they are "rep.-esented

or overrepresented among those persons who are current and regular users of legal drugs, illegal drugs and alcohol" (Chambers
and Hart, 1977).

More specifically, studies looking at drug tee
by women during pregnancy (Forfar and Nelson, 1973; Hill, 1973:
Doering and Stewart
1978; Haul et al., 1978) have shown that
63-93.5% used analgesics during pregnancy (these were nOt brOker.

down to differentiate narcotic_from nonnarcOtIC analgesics), and
sedative drug use ranged from 22-28%. The Majority of the women
involved in these studies were women who were receiving prenatal
care and were obtaining these Medications by prescription from
their phyeiCiens.
JeCdby (1975), in a study of 86 pregnant women
from a lower socioeconomic level than the women in the previously
mentioned studies, found that by checking urines using thin-layer
chromatography, 22% had barbiturates, salicylates or quinine in
their urine.
This high level of drug use during pregnancy may
often coincide with concomitant alcohol use or the alcohol use
may exist without drug use. With an estimated 20 aiIlion Americans having tried cocaine at least once, and 5 MilliOn Using it
on a regular basis (Fishburne, 1980), it can be assUMed that
cocaine follows the same pattern of use as the previously men-
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tinned substances. and large numbers of pregnant women have used
cocaine.

It is erroneCtiely believed by many_women that the placenta acts
as a barrier proteeting the fetus from various toxic substances
taken by the mother dUring pregnancy. However, this is not so.

Numerous reviews of drug use during pregnancy show that the
placenta is freely crossed by many drugs taken by the Mother
during pregnancy (Ooldstein et al., 1974; Mirkin, 1975; Finnegan.
1976; Hollingsworth, 1977; Yaffee. 1978). Drugs which act en the
central nervous system are usually lipophilic and atz of relatively Iew molecular weight (less than 1000), characteristics that
These are
facilitate the Creading of the blcod-brain barrier,
the same characteristics which facilitate crossing the placenta
from maternal to fetal circulation. For many seiative-hypnotic
medications, there is rapid equilibration of fre drug between
the maternal and fetal cir- 'idn. Although the exact distribution of drug between maternal and fetal Circulation Is difficult

to determine because of a large number of variable-a (Nirkin.
1973), it is reasonable to say that drugs with high abuse poten-

and stimulants) are found at significant levels in the fetus if the mother
id Using or abusing these drugs. Some drugs which accumulale in
the fetal" can be metabolized by the fetal liver and the placenta.
Frequently, the Metabolites are water-soluble, which hinders the
tial (opiates, cocaine, sedative-hypnotics, al..:ohol

passage of the metabelite back across.the placenta to the maternal circulation where it can be excreted.
Because the fetal liver is not fully developed, it is frequently
difficult to anticipate the exact fate of a specific drug in the
Rene and Tomson (1980). in a recent revieW of prenatal
fetus.
and neonatal drug metabolism, indicate that the majority of drugs
studied have a longer half-life in the fetus than in the adult.
ThiS iS &leo true In the neonate since the enzymes involved in
_

the mettbelid process of glucuronidation and oxidation are not
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fully developed in the fetus.
In addition, the immature renal
function of the newborn *ay delay the excretion of druge Which
have been metabolized to An excretable form.

The fact that drugs cross the placenta and reach the
fetus
creates potential for problems of fetal development.
These protleas can be manifested as congenital abnormalities, fetal
growth
retardation, low birth weight, neonatal growth retardation
or
behavioral problems.
Intrauterine growth retardation is the
major adverse effect of drugs taken in the second and third
trimesters, whereas congential abnormalities are the major
adverse effects of druge taken in the first trimester Of
pregnancy
(Redmond,

1979).

Besiden intrauterine growth retardation and congenital
abnormalities, One Of the important effects of maternal drug
use
during pregnancy, especially use of drugs with high potential
for
abuse, is that dependence develops in the fetus
as well as the
neither.
The extensive literature on opiate addiction during
pregtancy has been reviewed in the N/DA publication Drug pependm
encc in Pregnanew Clinical Management
of Mother And_Chilg
(1979).
Since the fetus develops
tolerance and dependence, it
Ill experience withdrawal When the mother is withdrawn
from her drug or at terd When the maternal drug use nO
longer
provides the newborn With drugs.
Besides withdrawal from opiates, withdrawal syndromes in the newborn have been described
with sectobarbital (Slayer and Marshall, 1972); ethchlorvynol
(Rumeok and Walravens, 1973);
phenobarbital (Desmond et al.,
1972; Blikenthal and Lindsay, 1977); diazepam (Rementeria
and
Matt, 1277; Backes and Cordero,
1980); chlordiazepoxide (Athinaravanan et al., 1976), glutetheMide (Reveri
et al., 1977); lorazepam (de la Fuente et al., 1980) and alcohol (Schaefer,
1962;
Nicola,

1967).

The predominant literattro on perinatal addiction f0OUnee
on the
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problems of alcohol and opiate addiction.

The literature on

opiate dependence in pregnancy and neonatal complications has
been reviewed in a book edited by Rementeria (1977): the NIDA
monograph Drug Dependence in Pregpancil Clinical Management of
Mo ther and Child (1979) and in several recent articles (Eriksson
et al., 1979: Glass and Evans, 1979: Hill and Stern, 1979). AlI
that is mentioned about drugs other than opiates is the presence
of withdrawal syndromes in the newborn, the potential for low
birth weight and the possible teratogenic effects. There is
limited information regarding the effects of stimulants during
pregnancy;_with no information regarding cocaine's effects on
fetal development or neonatal neurobehavior.
A recent study completed in our program (Chasnoff et al., 1982)
showed that infants born to poIydrug-addicted mothers differed
from baLies born to opiate-addicted mothers and drug-free controls.

The opiate-addicted babies were smaller than the poly-

drug-addicted babies and the controls and had smaller head circumferences.

On the Brazelton Scale, the opiate-dependent group

had more depression of interactive behaviors and state control
than the polydrug group, although the polydrug group had more
depression In these scales than controls. (See paper in Appendix
for SnaMaries Of data.) Although the polydrug group was heterogenedUe. it Indicates that there Is Impairment in neonatal devel-

opment In infants born to mothers who abuse drugs other than
Despite the fact that in our experience and the
narcotics.
experience of most treatment programs patients are abusing more
than one class of drug, there is little data on the effects of
nonnarcotics on pregnancy and subsequent neonatal development.
Chambers and Hart (1977) state that "too little attention has
been given to those pregnant women who are high frequency users
of drugs other than heroin. There is no question among drug
abuse epidemiologists that this group of women whose primary drug
IS nOt heroin far exceeds the number who are addicted to narcotie,.
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PRgLIMINARY svirm
Although it would be anticipated that cocaine would cross the
placenta, recent data from our clinic confirms this in two infants born to mothers who had snorted Cocaine just prior to
delivery. The infants excreted unchanged cocaine at 12 to 24
hours post delivery and continued to excrete benzoylecgonine, a
cocaine metabolite. for five days.
There are conflicting reports
of cocaine's teratogenicity in aniaal studies (Mahalik et al.,

1980; Fantel and Macphail, 1982), and the effects of cocaine on
pregnancy in the human have not been previously studied.
A
report of two cases of abruptio placentae associated with cocaine
use appeared in 1983 (Acker et al.), but no further evidence fat
this association had been published since.
In a preliminary
study in our program (Chasnoff et al.,1985) 23 infants were born
between June 1983 and Septemb3r 1984 to cocaine-using women
enrolled in the Perinatal Center for Chemical Dependence of
Northwestern University Northwestern Memorial Hospital. All of
the women were enrolled by the second trimester of pregnancy and
had completed a course of intensive prenatal care. Maternal
urine samples and breathalyzer tests were obtained on a regular
basis in order to screen for illicit drug and/or alcohol use.
In
order to specifically evaluate the effects of cocaine on pregnancy and the newborn, the cocaine-using women were divided Into two
groups based on concurrent use or nonnse of narcotics and were
compared to two control groups. One control group 448 selected
_

_

from the population of the Perinatal Center representing Methadone-maintaIned patients whO did not abuse cocaine, and the
other control group was selected from nonaddicted pregnant women
presenting for prenatal care at the Prentice Ambulatory Care
Clinic.

Both control groups were matched for maternal age,

gravidity and cigarette, marijuana and alcohol use.
It was foubd that infants born to mothers who used cocaine during

23*.

111

pregnancy had an increased rate of stillbirth due to abruptio
placentae and impairment of their growth in-utero. These infants
also showed a deficiency in their ability to interact with and
respond to their mothers, a characteristic that hampers proper
bonding between the newborn and its mother.
Further studies by
our group have also shown an Increased incidence of sudJen infant
death eyndrOae ("Crib death") in infants bOrn to mothers who use

Much further information on the effects of cocaine on
the developing fetus, newborn and child is needed before direct
cocaine.

correlations between use and abnormalities in the newborn can be
drawn.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
From the information above it can be seen that there Is no question that the use and abuse of drugs during pregnancy is a critical problem in the United States. The toll in human cost is
unestimabIe, but from a purely economic viewpoint intensive educational and therapy programs save large sums of money for hospitals and medical facilities. At Northwestern Memorial Hospital,
prior to the institution of our program, the Perinatal Center for
Chemical Dependence, in 1976, the average hospital stay for an
infant born to a drug dependent woman was 4 to 6 weeks. At
approximately $1000 per day for intensive care of the infant over
that period of time, the aost conservative estimate of cost to
the hospital, the insurance company or the state would be
Since institution of the program, the average period Of
hospitalization for the infanta ft 2 to 3 days in the regular
$28,000.

newborn nursery, a maximum cost of $300 to $400. There is no
question that adequate and appropriate prenatal care is
requisite for pregnant substance abusing women.
Long-tera evaluation of these infants will also be necessary in
order to intervene when necessary.
It would be convenient if we
could imply predict that any child whose physical system has

been affected by his aother's chi:laical dependence would fail to

respond appropriately or demonstrate deficiencies in particular
areas of deveIopaent.

However, this would be a vast oversimpli-

fication of the problem of substance abuse and its effects on
both the infant and the *other.

This oversimplification would

fit a purely medical model, that is, a straightforward cause and
This would provide a rationale for preventive

effect pattern.

aedicine: keep pregnant woaen off drugs.

Hut the quality of

parenting shown by husan aothers and fathers varies greatly, from
comiortable, confident parents at one end of the spectrum to
anxious, depressed or even abusing parents at the other end. It
le thls quality of parenting that is going to be the key to the
approach to the problems facing educators and medical personnel
In this field.

We aust not only educate the public ae to the

dangers of drug U. in pregnancy, but we must address issues that
engender and enhance drug abuse: ignorance, poverty, malnourishsent, immaturity.
It is not simply a problea of numbers of drug users.

The issues

are complex, end the interactional effects that produce the
addictive personality in the first place must be understood and
interrupted before successful intervention can be undertaken in
behalf of these innocent bystanders In the process of addiction,
the children.
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Chairman Mazza Thank you. Dr. Oleske.
STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES DLZME,DIRECTOlt DITISIONAN
LERGY, IMMUNOLOGY AND mincinclus DISEASE, UNIVERSITY
OF MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY OF NEW JERSEY, NEWARK, NJ

Dr. Omits. In 1972; as part _of my masters_ in public health requirement% I looked at 118 infants born to drug-using women in
Newark, NJ. And I remember, after finishing that study, coming
away ftm it, saying that these children never could have had it
worse. There were so many complications, so many problems comparei to a normal infant, born into the same socioeconomic status
as these,axcept their mothers did not use drugs.
In 1979, unfortunately, 8 years later, we began to notice a new
disease that seemed to be occurrim in children as it was occurring
in_adults at that time. That disease is now very well-known as
AIDS. And it was devaitating to find out that the same group of
children who had so many problems Incause their parents used
drugs, now were subjected to another tragedy. And that is the risk
of develwin4 Acquired Immune Mficiency Syndrome.
That problem has mushroomed In the United States right now,
there are probably 1,iiLto2,000 infants with AIDS. In Newark,
NJ alone,we have cared for 90. Almost half of those have died.
The vast majority of infants who have AIDS are born to women
who are either drug users themselves, or had sexual contacts with
a male who is a drug user, or in one of the high-risk groups such as
bisexuals.

Fortunately, the acquisition of AlDS into newborns because of
blcxd transfusion, with the new screening tests, has become less of
a problem.

So, clearly, the problem of AIDS in children and the problem of
AIDS facing smiety, is mostly derived from the drug-using population% and particularly_children born to such women.
The CDC hag had 350 cases reported to it of padiStric AIDS, but
as I mentioned, clearly this represents significant underreportink
And as I mentioned, there is potentially 2,0O0 cases right now in
the United States of _pediatric AIDS.

The_mortality rate, overall, in this group of children is 45-percent. The clinical presentation las been well-documented. These
children have failure to thrive. Thehave a special Wpe ofpneumonia. They have chronic diariee4_ swollen lymph glands, swollen
liver and spleen. And malt devaatating, the recognition that maybe
half or more have an encephalopathy. In other words, their brains
are directly infected. /said this, of course, introduces so many problems, as it relates to treatment and rehabilitation.
Their immune _system is depressed, just like the adults, and they
are at the risk of many opportunistic infections, many of them difficult to treat.
The_treatment programs that are available are catch-as-catchcan. They have been developOd in places where the concentration
of patients are most heavy They have develted without support.
Presently, we only give sup rtive care to cr* dren. We work on
nutrition, we work very hard on it, bacause we recognize it as one
of the major problems.
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We treat all their ongoing infections, which are many. We use
special drugs for special situations. In particular, we use intravenous gamma globulin, a very expensive therapy, for these children
to try to prevent infection. The cott of thete sometimes are rejected
and dendei by the various health care_providers.
Specific therapy programs for children are still not available. We

try to_provide rehabilitation services, because of the tremendous
problems these children have, as I mentioned, related both to their
encephalopathy, and also their deprived background.
There are tremendous needs for psychotocial services to these
groups. The parents need help. The children need help.
It it Sad that these children are born to a_family that is fracture& has little abililw to care for the child. Twenty-eight percent
of our-mothers are dying of AIDS themselves, and trying to take
care of a child who is dying of AIDS,
There are problems of schooling, that I will not even begin to get

involved with at this point But clearly, one of the things we have
learned is not every child, or for that matter, adult with kIDS is
going to die Some of them, if we give them good support and gOod
care, may survive And they are going to go to the tchools, and
they are going to survive, and they are going to be interwoven back
into soeiety. And we are going to have to accept them. And we are
going to have to figure out how to do that.
Right now, hystena reigns, and unfortunately, we have no rationgappoathtoth The four Staffs that have examined the
issue of children going to schtml, fortunately have all said that
these children could go to school. Unfortunatel of all the States
that have considered it, the local school boar& have rejected that
decisiorL

Adoptive services are a problem. Originally, these children are
born into families where adoption and foster care is frequently necessary. It is an added difficulty in_providing foster care service and
adoptive services for these children.

Frequently, the _parents of these children and the fotter care

families are overwhelmed, and we need to_provide respite care for

these patientt. None of this is really avWe.

minclusion,really, I _guess I have to say that we need comprehensive programs for this group of patients. Those with AIDS and
born into the drug-using family.
These programs need to be comprehensive, need to take into con-

sideration both the medical issues and the michowocial issues

which are presently overwhelming.
I might _point out that presently, there is little or no funding for

these issuesChildren receive very, very little of the moneys allocated to AIDS work. Most of the money goes to research. Very,
very little for oare and treatment.
As one of the major centers for pediatric AIDS in the United
States, we have not received any Yederal dollen; for the caxe of patients with AIDS. It all has been, if you will, a local effort.

Pediatricians, and people taking care of children, have always

been, or tried to be, the spoleTsmen for these silent victims of society's mishaps. Clearly, we are trying to speak out, but clearly, I do
not think we are being heard very o n.
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The* children need tremendous numbers of helps._
are not
having movie stars giving benefits for Children born to drug users.
And we probably should not rely on those efforts.
_
We should rely on the Federal Government for their efforti to
take care of these children. These childTen _deserve gocKI care, and
they are not_ getting good care, twcause of the limited resources
available to this tragic group of patients.
Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Dr. James Oleske followsj
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PRIWARED STATEMENT Or DR. JAMES OUSEL CRILDREN'S HOSPITAL Or Navi JERSEY
_Sinde 1981; Children's Hospital of New Jersey has
provided care to children with HTLV-III infection (AIDS).
The-average age at diagnosis is 6 months, and the majority of
patients are- toddlers and preschool aged children.
Of 41
children actively followed, most Aave multiple problelms
including poor wetght gain, developmental delays, vision
defects and speech deficits.
Many families have a history
of impaired parenting skills, intravenous drug abuse, and
adult AIDS.
In addition, parents and guardians are stressed
due to recurrent and chronic infections, the uncertain
outcome of the disease and the social isolation that can
result when the child is diagnosed as having AIDS.

The majority of children With AIDS in_New Jersey_receive
treatment at Children's Hospital_ The_program_is_coordinated
by a pediatric nurse practitioner/clinical_specialist who has
overall
responsibility
for
the
organization
and
implementation of service to children andtheir _families;
She also initiates aSsessment_by other services and provides
on-going case management in both acute and ambulatory care
settings.
_

The °AIDS team" _sees _every_chIld monthly and Mdte
frequently__if warranted by the child's dOnditiOn.
At the
monthly_visit, the child is seen by the various team meMbers.
Disciplines
represented
_at
the
clinic
include
medicine, nursing, social_work. nutritionist, speech therapy,
occupational therapy;
The _following protocol has been
developed for the management of the Well dhild With HTLV-III
infection:
_

- interval history and examination
- neurologic evaluation
- evaluation of the home environment/consultation
with servicee involved in the case
- assessment of parental coping
- developmental review and home program (speech
pathologist and occupational therapist)
- comprehensive evaluation by the Child Development Center every 6 months

_un,!ea Hz.so4.3.3
Centcr
A major teacrtmg affiliate of T.', Co, eye a' t.fett.c re arC Ce^f,strzi of New Jertei,
15 South Noth SIre.i. N.?..vark N J ;:7107 204 26a-8760
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Staff meMbers are well-known throughout the state _and
nation as experts in the care of children with AIDS
called upon to act as resources_for physicians, nurses and
The staff is _actively
other health care professionals.
involved in educational and advocacy issues related _to
Upon recognizing the need for service for
pediatric AIDS.
developmental delays and the resistance of community programs
to_accept children with AIDS, we sought and obtained funding
fromthe Department of Education for an Early Intervention
it can provide
Program.
In operaticn since January 1986,
rehabilitation services on a once a week basis for up to 12
children.
the

The__present program developed informally in response to
at
of_ the children/families receiving care
_The _high _incidence of AIDS in northern New
Chfidrens;
Jerseyi particularly__Essex_ and_HudsOn countiesi and the
Children's
existence of a multidisciplinary _program at
HospitaI_supports_the formai designation of CHAP_as_the state
center for_ the diagnosis and_treatment of _pediatricAIDS.
Support and funding are needed to formalize _the_ existing
program and_expand_services._ In addition-, a defined_ physical
space must be found_for staff, equipment_and_the_provision_of
We have
direct--care- to _the-patients on a_ daily basis;
identified the following areas for developments
the_ _ needs

1.

Volunteer support. Several groups have approached
us to collaborate on a community network_of volunteers foY children. :At this point,_Staff do not
have the necessary time to work with these groups.

2.

There is a great need for
Educational materials.
educational materials on AIDS for children, parents,
schools and community. We have recently written a
guide for parents and have expertise to develop
other materials.

3.

4;

Resource/consultation. We are receiving an increasing number of requests for information on
the needs of children and the specifics of developing a comprehensive treatment program. We
are looked_upon as a model program nationally
and_internationally. We would like to have the
personnel to func ton as a resource to others.
Jersey_City; We would like to develop a satelite
ambulatory facility_in_Jersey City for ncn acute
care. Children_ would continue_to_be hospitalized
at Children's but routine treatment could occur
closer to home.
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At this
positions:

time

we

seek

SUpport

for

the

following

1.

CHAP_coordinator/case manager (masters prepared
nurse) for program planning and implementation.

2.

Staff nurse (Regittered nurse) io assit in day to
day operations.

3.

Community health nurse (Bachelors prepared nurse)
Full title to make home visits on_an_acute_and 6IectiVe basis. She would also coordinate hospitalfo
home care and deal with home care agencies.

4.

Social worker (masters prepared) to prOVide
Counseling and support to children and faMilies.
The social worker _would also_supervise Volunteers
and work closely with schoolsi DYES, and other
community agencies.

S.

Secretary to provide support to the AboVe staff.

_

.

7.

Clerk to assit_with routine tett:ad keeping related to patient care;

Jersey City_would require an Additional case
manager lmasters prepared nUrte) and social
worker_imasters preparedl. Clerical support
and space would also heed td be identified.

The above__is__a _brief _OVerView of
the health
and
psychosocial_problems_of the Child with AIDS and the attempts
of Children's_HospitaI to Meet those needs. Although we_have
developed a_strong cIinidal program,
additional support is
needed _if we are_to Continue to provide care as well as ongoing data collection, retearch and education.

_We also see A need for an out of
hospital_faciIity
lgroup _home or some vertiion of) to provide a_tempsrary home
for
children_ &Waiting placement in foster care and/Or
confirmation of diagnosis.
This same facility_sLou/d also be
available to provide respite
care when pc:ents need a break
orif a_parent (with AIDS) is hospitalized and the child
needs a pIaCe to stay.
James Oleskei
Edward Connori
_
Mary Boland; R.N.; MSN
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CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL AIDS PROGRAM (CHAP)
Number of children with AIDS/ARC since 1981
Number of children presently treated
Number of children lost to follow-up

Out-patient visits per child
Hospitalizations per child

80
42
0

1-2/month
2-3/annually

Concurrent problems identified in these childran
-

failure to thrive
encephaIopathy
developmental delays
speech and hearing deficits
nutritional deficits
family/social problems
recurrent fever
_
acute and chronic infections

Departments involved in treatment (ambulatory and acute)

Division of pediatric Immunology and Infectious Diseases
Division of Pediatric Neurology
Division of Pediatric Pathology
Division of Pediatric Hematology
Division of Pediatric Gastroenterology
Division of Pediatric Nursing
Department of Habilitation
Department of Speech and Hearing
Nutritionist
Early Intervention Program
Child Development Center
_
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CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL AIDS PROGRAM

prcrnz-ar-3s-aarzm
Age

(CHAP)

WITH HTLV6III INFECTION*

0 - 12 months

8

13 - 24-months

6

2 -

4 years

13

4 -

6 years

8

6 - 13 years

1

Number of Children Reiriqung:

Fbster care placement

14

Community nursing service

14

Family protective agency

13

AIDS

TOTAL

Height at or be10w 1041.16

12

12

24

Nlight at cc below Mile

13

13

26

Develtpirentia Delay

12

14

26

Encephalcpathy**

7

11

18

Interstitial Pneumonitis

-

12

12

17

9

26

SurViVing

* Data as of January 31, 1986
**Miceptit.lopithy is defined as abnormal findings on neurological

exam and/or abnormal CAT scan
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rdatlirMall_ MILLER. Thank

u.

ThiS panel hai been joined by another one of our witnesses, Jen-

nifer Custis, who is a parent from Vienna, VA, who i13- accompanied

by Meredith Finste usch, who is a program coofdinator at the
women's center.

Jennifeare you ready to testify?
Ms. Owns._ Yes.

Chairman Mnaatt. All right.
STATEMENT OF JENNIFER CUSTIS, PARENT, VIENNA, VA

M13. CUM& am going to go_ ahead and read this._

Chaiiman. Muzza. Plotieed in the way in which you are the

molt comfortable. We are a very relaxed committee.
MS. CURTIS. Thank you. My name is Jenny, and I am 28 years
old, and I am a recovering aleoholic and drug abuser.

When I was 0, mrnother and father split uk My brother and I
were left with my mother, who eventually turned to grescription
drugs, suth as vellum, to ease her pains. We all moved in with my
grandmother, and there were many conflicts and hardships. My
normal.
childhood was nowhere close to .

My mother died when I was 1 , from emphysema and drug
abuse. Ilktween the wer I had with Gok for toking away my

mother, and the kids who teased me unmercifully at the time, for
being a goody-gOody, I tamed to tequila and marijuana I wanted to
ease the pam,_ and I wanted to fit in with the crowd.
When I was 18,1 moved in with, who is now my ex-husband, who
Ai alio an alcoholic. I was 20 when I got pregnant with our first
child.

I quit drinking within the first 3 months of my pregnancy, because it made me sick. I continued to smoke _pot once in a while.

I got prenatal care as soon as possible, but lied to my doctors

SböütthSOccaáiöñAljOintlsmökëd.
My son was carried il term, weighed 7 pounds 11 ounces, and
there were no complications.

A little over a year later, I gave birth to my daughter.

my p.kreivanm, _I smoked got and drank for the fix* 3 months. I di
not_ know I was pregnant at the time. The pot and the booze started

making me sick, so I quit, and started getting my prenatal care at
that time, also.

I tiled to get s. a few times, in spite of the fact that it made

me sick. My daug_ ter was carried full term, weigh 6 pounds, 12
ounce4 and there were no complications.
Three years later, and many haldships later, I got pregnant with
121Y third child. It, this time, I was drinkimi very heavily due to
stress. I drank _and smoked pot the whole time I carried him. It
never once made me sick. I Started questioning_ my drinkin4 and

drugging at this time, and my friends would tell me that they

never had anything go wrong with their pregnancies over it, so I

figured it would not happen to me.
My pon was born 7 weeks prematurely. My water broke, and he

went into distfess. And the dottors had to take hunbyCetion .

He weiglied 3 pounds, 14 ounces. I only had imen getting prenatal
care a very short time piior to this, because I did not want anyone
63-621 0 - 86 - 2
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to find out I was sick. He it doing fine now, but he had some problem with muscle development.

I ended up giving up my children just a few weeks after I

brought my new_ baby home, because we could not afford to keep a

roof over our head& This gave me a chance to leave my er-hasban& and left me plenty of free time to drown in my zorrowi. The
pain I felt cannot be measured in any way.
In spite of the aleohol and drug increase, I got a job and Ikept it.
I had a roof over _my head, I gained weight, and eventually convinced everybody I was straight Never had a drinkimg and drugging problem And I became more secure than I had ever been at
any pointin my life.
I *at alio doing over the counter speed at this time, so I could
make it through a day's work without a hangover.
This went on for shout 2_years, and by the 3d year,I had cut
down my drinkiiig and drugging, realizing my problem. But I could
not quit on my own.
At the end of this year, I Started getting sick from booze and pot,
because I was pregnant EVICM, this time with a child the father did
not want. I knew my family would be disgusted, zo I ran. I came
back 1 week later, completely defeated.
I then movexl into a house with a couple of People ffom an anonymous self-help group for alcoholics, and started attending their
meetings. Three dayi after I had moved in, I started hemorrhaging
from some heavy lifting I had done from moviag. The plazenta and
the wall of the sac of the anmiotic fluid had torn apart a littl& I
had been getting prenatal _care, from the time I found out I wai
pm-plant, and this time told the doctors everything truthfully.
My water broke, infection set in, and 1 week later, they had to
induce labor. My daughter was torn 8 weeks early. She weighed 3
pounds, 9 ounce& and is doing great in the infant IVC unit in Fairfax_Hospital.

The self-help group had been a great help for me, but I needed
something moi& I had had a lot happen to me, and I could not
share about it in meeting& So I reached out to a member in the
group who I knew was also a counselor for aleohol and drug abuse.
He referred me to the_Women's Center for Alcoholict and Drug
Abusers. That is where I found the things I needed.

I find myself owning up. At I learn more about my disease, I

learn more about myself.

The key word here is education. The self-help group gave me
their ezwriences, strength and hopes. They showed me there was

lifeandhowtoenjyit .

The Women's Center is teaching me about my dimaszt, and how
to lxscome more responsible, and restoring my dignity. Helping me
become more indewndent, and teaching me not to blathe myself.
They tea& by one-to-one counselin& and group therapy, through
fihns, lectures and diacussion& Without Them and my welf-help

group, I would be on my way to it very long and painful death.
They taught me to forgive myself, which gives Me the strength to
be here and tell yuu my Story, m hopes that I may help someone
else fmd the kind of happiness I MO now found.
I -..
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My story, which IS very long, and I do not have thne to tell you
in full, should be told to_you, for you to tetally understand what
these reople have done _for me.

I lived in hell, and I am grateful that these trustworthy doors

and hearti are open, and I need them .

lirecause of them, there is one less DWI, one ices bum on the

streets digging out of trash cans, one less criminal, one less suicide,
and one less hopeless mother.
GiX1 bless all who have stovx1 hy me. Thank you very much.

[Preparmi statement of Jennifer Custi3 followsl
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PREPARED 9M7EMEWF OF JENNIFER CIIIITIO

My name is Jenny Custit.

I AM 28 years old and am a recoverine

alcoholic and drug abuser.

When I wiie five my mother and father split up.

My brother and I

_

were ieft with my mother who eventually turned to prescription drugs
to ease her pains.

We all moved in with ny grandmother and there

Were many conflicts and hardships.

My childhood was nowhere didie

to being noraAl;

my mother died when I was IG from emphystha And drug abuse.
Between the anger I had with God for taking away my mother and the
kids who tearted me unmercifully for being a °Goody-Goody,

I turned

to tequila and marijuana to wit the hurt and so I'd fit in with the
crowd.

When I wee 18 I moved in with my ex-husband, who is also an
alcoholic.

I was 20 when I gOt pregnant with our first child.

quit drinking within the first month of my pregnancy because it ma i
ma sick, but I continued to smoke pot once in a vhile

I got

prenatal care as soon as possible, but lied to my doctors about my
occasional joint;

My Oft Wie carried full term. weighed 7 pounds,

11 ounces, and there were no complications.
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A Mae over a year later I gave birth to my daughter.

During

my pregnancy, I smoked pot and drank for the first three months
didn't know I vas pregnant.

I

The Obt and the booze started makiug me

sick so I quit and Stetted getting my prenatal care.
high a few times in spite of the fact it made me sick.

I tried to get

My daughter

was carried full term, weighed 6 pounds, 12 ounces, and there Were
no complications.

Three years and many hardships later, I got pregnant with my
third child.

But this tine I was drinking very heavily due to

I drank and smoked pet the Whole time I carried him, and it

stress.

never made me Sidk;

/ started questioning my drinking and drugging

and friends would tell me 'hey never had anything go wrong with
their pregnancies over it, so I figured it wouldn't happen to ele;

My son Was born seven weeks preeatUrely;

My water broke, he went

into distress and the dOttOta took him by C-section.
pounds, 14 oUhOtS;

He weighed 3

I had only been getting prenatal care a short

time prior to his birth because I didn't want anyone to find out I
was sick.

He's doing fine now, but had some problem with Muscle

development.

I ended up giving up my children just a few weeks after I
brought my new baby home, because we couldn't afferd a roof over our
heads.

This gave me a chance to leaVe my ex-husband and left me
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plenty of free tiMat to drown my sorrows.

The pain / felt cannot be

measured.

/n Spite of the alcohol and drug increase I got a job and
kept
it, / got a rota Ogler my head, gained

weight, eventually Convinced

everyone I was straight, and became more secure than / had ever been
in my life.

At this time, / was aISO doing over-the-counter speed

to get Me through a day's work without a hangover.

This went on for about two years.

By the third year, / had CUE

ddlin my drinking and drugging, realizing my Oroblem, but couldn't

quit Oh my Own.

At the end of this year, / stetted getting sick

from booze and pot beeause I was pregnant again, this time With a
child the father didn't want.

/ knew my family would be disgusted

So / tan, to come back a week later completely defeated.

/ then moved into a house with a couple of people fttat in

anonymous self help group fOr alcoholics, and started attending
their meetings.

Three days after I'd moved in / started hemorrhaging ftom
some
heavy lifting / had done;

The placenta and the wall of the saC Of

amniotic fluid had torn apart a Iittle.

/ had been getting prenatal

Cate from the time / found out / was pregnant and this time told the
doctors everything truthfully.

My water broke, infectiOn set in a

week Inter, and they induced labor 8 weeks early.

She weighed 3
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pounds, 9 ounces, and is doing great in the infant IVC unit in
Fairfax Hospital;

The self-help group had been a great help for me, but I needed
something more.

I'd had a lot happen to me I couldn't share about

in meetings, so I reached oUt to a member of the group who I knew
was also a counselor for alcohol and drug abuse;

De referred me to

the Women's Center for Alcoholics and Drug Abusers.
the things I needed.

That's where I

I find myself opening up as I learn more

abbut my disease, I learn more about myself.

They key word here is

education;

The self-help group gave me their experience, strength and
hopes.

They showed me there was life and how to enjoy it.

The Women's Center is teaching me about my disease, how to
become more responsible, restoring my dignity, helping me become
more independent and teachng me not to blame myself.

They teach on one-to-one counseling, group therapy and through
films and lectures and discussions.

Without them and my self-help group, I'd be on my way to a long
arid painful death.

They taught me to forgive myself which gives me

the strength to be hero and tell you my story in hopes that I may
help someone else find the kind of happiness I have now;
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My story, which is very long* and I didn't have time to tell in
full, should be told for you to totally understand what these people
have done for me;

I lived in hell, and I am only grateful that

these trustworthy doors and hearts were open when I needed them;
Because of them, there's one less DWI* one less bum, one less
criminal, one less suicide, one less hopelese mother.

God bless all who have stood by me;

Thank you;

Chairman Mime& Thank you.
Mi. Walker.
STATEMENItOF_BENJAMIN WALKER, JR._, CHIEF EXECuTIVE oF-

FICER, ODYSSEY FOUNDATION OF NEW YORK, INC., NEW
YORK, NY

Mr. %mac& Good morning. It is, indeed, an honor to join this
distinguished panel and Share tome of the Odyssey House Par-

ents'
Chairman Klux& Can you bring the microphone cloier?

Mr WALIUM. OK. We are a unigus, drug*w, there utic cornof residents, for addicted parents end their c dren. Our
target population consists mainly of women who are
pregnant or/and parenta, but includes males and couples, who are
anxious to midntain an intact family unit.
More than 15 years ago we re-dip:deed that a specialized _prowas needed to break the multiqpnerational cycle of drug adction and abuse. The majority of our resident& are second and
third generation substance abusers. We learned that this lack of
value itnitem shows upin other areas as well .
Children who are abused grow up_to become child abusers. The
tremendous advantage that Gdyssey Rouse Parents' Projoani offers
ie residential _psichiatric services., and skill-training to pm:
substance abusers, and &lig _abusing parenth with young cMdren.
This milieu of there includeTs group therapy, _parenting workservices for wents and _children, with
individual counse
'onal child care .. , medical staff, psycholegiste, child psyChologisti, social workers, and mrchiatristh.

The Parents' Privram is designed to meet the child's needs first,

and_ the parent's second.

Living Within the Parents' Program community results in the
first chance that many children_ have had to know what it is to be
loved and cared for on a daily beta. The addicted paienta do not
alter their lifestyle tccauee of their child. The addicted perso
does not give withoutexpecting something in return, an unpoesibiL
ity for the infants. Women addicts have a destructive narcissistic
bond to their children, often competitive in nature, that has to be
broken before positive nurturing can begin. All of theae dlYstructive

habite must be changed if their children are to break the multigenerational cycle, and have a chance to grow up as all children
should.
While children :ust more rapidly to their physical surround. the levels of consciousness
ing% itis much .Y.1 er to work

that still makes them cry in the mid e of the niejit.
The Parents' PrAram provides various forms of therapy for the
parents and !Ine child to ftwver and wait to remedy these situaflank
&hies horn to addicted parents oftemare born prematurely, have
a lighter birthweight than normal. They experience periods of

withdrawal, and have a far greater tendenu toward illness in

early infancy. They often arrive in the program sick and malnourishW. There are often early developmental deficiencies, especially
in attentiveness, alertnew, eye movemen and reaction response.
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They are often withdraWn and isolated, as they have been accus-

tomed to being left alone for long periods of time, often crying,
often without Wing clanged. The addictied parent often blockS out
the child entirety.
In the ParTiint's Program, the parent learns to be responsive to
the child, With a positive vocal interaction and cuddlinit. She and
the child-begin to antrience interaction with other children and
parents. Special programs and individual treatment programs are
designed, according to the age, emotional, and mental nee& of the
child.
These _are developed and implemented by_ a medical and child
care staff, in conjunction with staff psycholcgists and psychiatrist:4.

There are three main nurseries on the site. Infant, toddler, and

preschool. Each has its own constructive environment, in whith the
child may grow, with the assistance and guidance of the child care
staff. As with their _parents, all children ale given complete medical examinations within 24 hours of admission.
Some babies in the Odyssey Program were born addicted. Medical staff monitor their development and detect physical and_ emotional problems immediately. Often, children of drug abusers lag in
various areas of age-appropriate development We find in our 6
month to 3 year olds, much immaturity and aggressive behavior, as
Well as other emotional and behavioral problemt

Their individualized tieatment plans are designed to enhance

each child's emotional and cognitive abilities. Arts and crafts, sciences, which are basically nature walks,drama and play therapy,
are Wine of the major activities the program provides for the cluldieE.
There is much positive reinforcement given for proper behavior,
and had behavior, or acting out behavior is never punished by physicality.
FOr more than 15 years, our unique Odyssey !route Parents' Program has sought to break the multi-generational cycle of substance
abuse, leading to child abuse and neglect. Our parents are learning
to live drug-ffise, positive lives, and develpp parenting skillS and a
healthy relationship with their children, who can grow up protected and nurtured, under the_guielance of our child care staff. As one
of our parents said, "L know my child has to Wel Safe before anything can go forward. It is not enough to tell her all is all right I
do not think she would helieve me. Not yet I know she remembers
the bad things. I have to show her that those things are not going
to_happm anymore."
IA&ft and_gentlemen, there is light, and laughter, at the end of
this tunnel. There is a chance _to grow up outside the Shadows of
fear and abuse that abused children know too well. There ill also an
opportunity fort an abuse-free life. As Julio Martinez, director of
the New York State Division of Substance Abuse stated, "I knot/ of
nothing more important than the Saving of innocent children from
the tragic lite of substance abuse. Odysmy Hour* hos developed a
caring and compassionate program for substance abusing parents
and t eir young children. It is truly a humanitarian and a very important service." Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Benjamin Walker, Jr. followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN WALKER, JR., M.P.H.. CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
OF ODYSSEY FOUNDATION OF Mew YORE, INC.
It is an honor to join this dietinguised panel and be here today

to share some of the Odyssey louse Parents' Program with yoo.

WO are a unique

drug-free therapeutic residential community for Addicted parent* and their

children.

Oui inidiiIiiid Utget OCIMIatiOn Meier.s mainly of women who are

pregnant ia perents; but includes males and couples anxious to maintain an

ihtitt family unit.

Nor. then 15 years ago, we recognized that a specialized program

mis needed to break the multi-generational cycle of addiction CM abdt4.
Ike majority of our riIidodtI its tecOnd Mid third generetion substance abusers.

We learnnd that thit Lick of a family vetue system shows up in other areas.

mutest

who are abused grow up to become child abusers themselves. The

tremendous adventase that the Odyssey Parents' Program offers is residintiel

psychiatric services and skills-triihing tb thi pregnant subince abuser and

the drug-abusing parent with yOung Children.

This milieu of therapy includes

group therapy; parenting workshops and individual counseling for the parents and

Children with our pr2fepsional child care staff.. medical staff, psychologist and

child psychologist, social workers and psychiatrist.

The Pirente Program is

desisned to meet the child's welfare firit ind the' parent's second.
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Living within the Parents' Program community is often the first chance

may dbildrIn have to know abet it is to be Loved and cared for On 4 dill, heals.
The addicted par4Ati de not alter their lifpatyle because of their chlId. The
addicted personality does not give without expecting something in return; an
Impossibility for ths infant;

Women addicts hive a destructive narcissisticc

bond to their children, often competitive in nature, thit has to be broken

West* positive nurturing can begin.

All of these destructive hibite must change

if their children 5*4 0 break the multi-generational cycle and have a chit A
to grow up as all children ehniUd,
.

Whi44 0414Ton adjust more rola* to their physical surroundings,
it is a much harder thing to work through those Umiak Of teiniCiousnesa that

*tin NM them scream in ths night.

The Parents' Program providen vkrious

forms of therapy for the parent and child to discover and work to remedy these
siteatiems.

Sables bora to addicted mothers *re often born prematurely, have
lighter birth weights than normal, may eapetinnes a period of VithdreVel and
have a far greeter tendency toward illness in early infancy.

in the program sick and marnoutieWsd.

They often arrive

There are often early developmental

deficiencies especially in attentivenese, alArtmsseitili in-moment and reaction response,
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They are often withdrawn and isolated as they had bectas accustomed to being

left alone for long periods of time. often crying. often without being changed.

The addicted parent often blocks out the child entirely. In the Parents' Program

the parent learns to he more responsive to the Child, with positive vocal

interectiob;Wpd:cuddling.. She and the child begin to.experignge interaction

with other children:endlarents.

Special programs and individual treatment plans are designed

according to the age. emotionl ahd mental needs of the Child. These art

diVeloped Ind bwiIemented by our Medical and Child care staff in conjunction

with the staff psycbclogist and psychiatrist. There are three

Infant. Toddler and Pre-School.

les on sits:

Bach has its own constructive environmemt

be which the child msy grow with the assistance and guidance of the child care

stiff.

Ai with their parents

all children are given t complete medical

ammeination within Q4 hours of admission to the program.

in the Odyssey nursery were born addicted.

Some of the babies

Medical staff monitors their

development to detect physical and emotional problems immediately.

Often

children of drug abusers lag in various areas of sge-appropriate development.
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W4 fild in our six-month to three year Oda much immaturity and aggreareiVe
behavier ail well ea other emotional and behavioral problems.

Their individual

treatment plans are desfghed to enhance each child's social. emotional

and cognitive abilities.

Arts and -Crafts, science, drama

ii4 piay therapy

are some of the luny activities the program provide' for the Children.

Dere is much positive reinforcement given for proper behavior and bad

behaviOr or edting out is never punished by physicality.

nit parents

for the day

avACn

each day with their children and prepare them

eat breakfast with their children.

The children are then taken by._

their parents oshe appoopriate nursemaraL;he patent* 16 tO their job
functions in the facility.

Several times each day, the parent retinae to the

nOreety fer brief periedi of interaction with his or ber child, observing the

ctidlit at p)ay with other children rand With the bursary staff. Mothers assist

the nursery staff as escort when groups of children lea*e the facility for

day trips to parks, soos. museums ankshows. At the end of each work day (AM

ell day Oa SUMO) the parents return to the nursery to spend about

with their 44n children before taking them to dinner.

an hour

This hour is one of the

most important of the day for potent aid and, because they interact under
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the observation of the nursery staff ind frith their &Lance, the parent

and child begin to divelep a pocitivi ralationaktp.

This interaction continues

through dinner end Un preparation of the child for bed.

Odyssey gradually

iftreasie ttlia tSme parents spend with their children, in both supervised and

casual ituations.

Staff meet weekly to discuss all residents aM convene

special conferences on particularly difficult cases.

PIAVis for parents and

children develop from a teen apptoteL

Per eerie thin 15 years our unique Odyssey House Parents

Program

hie bought to break the multi-generational cycle of substance abuse leading

to child abuse and neglect.

Our parents ars learning to live drug-free

positive lives and develop parentinu skiIIi And healthy reIttionships with

their children vho tea gine Up proteeted and nurtured under the guidance of

our Child. tire Staff.

As one of our parents said, "1 know my child has to

feta safe before anything can go forward.

are all right.

It isn't enough to tell her things

I don't thivl she would believe me, not yet.

remembers the bad things.

I rnow she

I have to Allow her that these things arati't going

to happen anymore."
Ladies and gentlemen, there is light and 'aught.: at the end of this
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towel. Mere is a chance to srow up outside of the 'Widow of feer that abused
Children knot all tobv#011.

lif ;

There is also an opportunity for an dhoti-free

AA JOlio Nertiniz; Director of the New York State Division of SubstAnce

Abuse Services stated; "I Mow cf nothing more important than the aving of
innocent children from the tragic lifa of rubstance abuse.

Odyssey House

has develops(' a caring and compassionate program for eubstence-ibUiing

Otteete Ohl their young children.

important service"

Thank you.

It is truly

humanitarian and very

Chairman Mnizu. Thank you.
Jo V&
STATEMENT OP JOYCE M_THOMAS, RN, DIRECTOlt DIVISION OF

PROTECTION,_ MMUS'S HOSPITAL NATIONAL MEDICAL CENTER, WASHINGTON, DC

MIL Titoism. Good moniing and thank yu.
Chairman Maxim Please move the microphone over.
Ms. Thosexs. My name is Joyce Thomas, and I am the director of
the Division of Child Protection here at Children's H.- .ital. I am
alto the chairperson of the intere.gency coomAinating
frsmmittee
of the Ittas Committee on Child Abuse and Nojgblet.

I am pWm-d and honored to_have this owortunity to

before the Select Committee on Children, Youthj and Families Rnd
the thpic is very, very important and deeply of concern to myself
and_ my staff.

Clearly, we are concerned about the problems of extensive alcohol and sulxnanai abuse in parents, and implication of such abusive behavior for our thildMn that we see in our program. We_are
alto concerned ahout the issues related to inranti born of AIDS,
and the issues that it poses again, for axial welfare programs and the
programs related to services to parent&
Let me tall you %1st a little bit ahout the division. Baiically, the

Division of Child Prottion is a multidisciplinarjr treatment program, which is designed to provide care and services to thildren
and their foroilies,_ for all aspects of child maltreatment. We see
large numbers Of children here at Children's Hospital, a total of

some 1,400 cases of child abuse, sexual &mini, each year. About 550

of those case; involve physical abuile and neglect Ahout 100 of
those cases involve thhthan_under the year of 1 age-1 year of age.
In loohinil at the issues of the Mayor'S committee, we are a large
group of both public and private agencies, some 31 agencies,which
are organized .-re in the city, to try to combat these problems on a

larger scale. Not only in the direction of the direct care for children, but to deal with issues of policy development problem solv-

ing, as well as coordinating services among agencies._ tRea. hng with
some of the problems of substance abums, it is critical to have such

an arena.
We are concerned alxout the increasing problem of parenth who
are substance abusers in this city. We are cxxicarned about the risk
it imposes to cliildren who are alused and neglected. Here at Children's Hcapital, as indicated earlier, we have youmixters who have
oevere burn% youngsters who have multiple fractures, head injuries, ancl many tinuYe there are situations where parents judgments
are impaired by alcohol and substance abute. Many times them
children are harmed physically, as well as emotionally.
We have seen young infanta and tiddlers intoxicated with substances, such as PCP- and other harmful drugs. Such a problem is
far reaching, and has far Mulling implication% beyond even the
direct physical care. They are low term eocial and emotional prob.
lens and developmental problems for these youngsters.
We are concerned about the issues, in terms of providing protective care. Many of these youngsters do ready% and must be placed
(
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into peotective custody. We are concerned, also, about theinoblems
of protective cuitody, in terms of identifying approperate homes for
these youngsters, as the numbors and the volumes of cases contin=IA° mcrease.
It hes long been assumed that there is a relationship between al-

coholism and child abuse. Nowever, we are really struck at the
problem of poor data collection, and the inability to make such a
comparison empific411y. By the lack of comparison of Making a
connection between akohol and child abuse, we realize we are not
giving the attention deserved to this problem. There are numerous

legal and_ ethical problems in obtaining such data. And perticularly, there is a prohibition by federally fonded alcohol and other substance treatment prcgrarns in identiting and working closely with
child protection agencies.
I helieve this is an area that we should be addressing more closely. Although it has been well documented that alcohol is a dangerous drug, we are now beginning to see real documentation of it, in
fact, particulaxly as it relatos to child abut* and neglect.
A recent factaheet which was developed by the National Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect has pointed

out that there are over 28 million children of alcoholics in the

United States._ One-fourth of them are youngsters under the age of

18. In general, life with an alcoholic parent is characterized by
feat tension, and insecurity.
deny alcoholic treatment programs recognize the tremendous
amount of emotional neglect impoad upon than youngster& For
adolescent and older Childfen it is neglect. For younger children
and infants themselves, it becomes a lifeT-threatening situation.
We are concerned about not only the actual child that is born
healthy, but the care for these youngsters in their home._ We have
seen a number of situations where these children have fallen, have
ingested other poisons, and have been severely traumatized accidentally, while they are in a situation where the ixtrents are
unable to care for them.
According to the dame factsheet, some 33 percent of all reported
cases of child abuse in the State of Florida are related to substance
abuse. In Matiachussetts, in one courtroom alone, we realized that
42 gercent of all child aduse cases involve an alcoholic mother, and
34 percent involved an alcoholic father. In the District of Columbia,
ahnoat 25 percent of BASTO cases of child abuse and neglect reported
to Child and Family %rvices Division of the 15epartment of Human

Services in 1985, involved alcohol abuse and emotional problems,
generally related to other forms of substance abuse.

Unfortunatay, it is not clear how many of these situations in-

volve actual infants.
One _major problem here_in the District of Columbia, as in ether
cities, is the problem of PCP. PCP ingestion_ and other drugs, mixed

with marijuana, creates an enormous problem for our youtl services. Public and private youth agencies throughout the city have
been struggling to deal with this problem, particularly in adolescents and young adult& And we are finding this problem has impending concerns relattd to children.
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Acco
to the D.C. De
ent of HUMall Services, Alcohol
and Drug AbuSe Services A. Oi - -tion, RCP was the third most
frequently mentioned drug in D.C. hospital reports.
In a study that was _done in 1984, we realized that at Saint Elizabsth's Hospital, 247 adults admittad_for mental illness, one-thiid of

them had confirmed positive fbr PCP. Another study which was
done by the D.C. Superior Ceurt, a 22-month study, we reidized
that some 824 *youngsters who were screened, all were screened
positive for MP.

These are enormous problems, and these are tremendous

amounts of problems in our social welfare system.
Aneedotally, in .. uui with_ some of the gentlemen who are look-

at this problem
er, thelr retdize that PCP seems to be increasing particularly here in the city. And there are a variety_ of
rograms which attempt to addieSs this problem, but they still
ve further implications for children, and fbr parents with young
children.

_

The problem is twofold here at Children's HoSpital. And I am
going to deviate slightly from my taitimony and just tell you spacif;

We find that many parents whose child may be brought to the
hospital for masons of a physical injury, may, themselves, 1* intoxicatscl with PCP. And we realize that the injury that the child
may have experienced is in direct relationship to the intoxicatad
Etatui of the adult who is caretaking for the child. Such situations
involve a mother who had oVerdotSd her child with cough medicine. Another situation involved a situation where the went was
intoxicatSd and held a 21-day-old, premature infant upside &I'm,
until the child was breathleus. And many times them children Will
come to us with physical findings, and many times we find we are
deahng with even more major problems.
We find duct many of these parents are hmeractive. They have
many mental health problems. They have loss of memory. They
have difficulty with judgment and have difficulty in identirying
some of the needs of their childrenThe problem is further incredied by the situation of young children actually being intoxicated with. PCP. It is unclear if theft
children are inhaling, or if these children accidentally get the substance. And we are aware that tome of the youngsters who come to
our attention are youngsters who have been newborns and have
evidence of PCP intoxication.

So, we have a major problem assmiated wid trying to treat

these individuals, and law* to provide au& earl.
In lazoking further at the questionif think it W.iuld be important
to realize that we sawsuch-10 youngsters here at Children's Hospital in the lad year. We have worked with these families. Many of
these children have had to be remoml from their home. But many
timis these youngsters remain in their setting.
It is clear that we have aproblem,_ of course3 that requires a
great deal of attention._ And we have a problem that is associated
with needins to nrovide better education about the problems of
IVP intoxication, aicohol intoxication, as it relates to in.fants.
We find that these youngsters do have situations where there is
decreastxl stimulation. There is decreased bonding. There it in-
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creased problems in the parenting relationshiP. There are problems

associated with general health and nutrition. There is increaSed
harm and risk for abuw. There is increated harm and risk for emotional damage fbr these children.
My recommendations are, I clearly want to continue our move
toward education and prevenfion, to improve the coordination of
services to these families, and to rexgnize, in a much more swific
way, by professionals, the need to understand this problem further.
Thank you.
[Prep:wed statement of Joyce Thomas follows:1
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PREPARED t*ATZIOZNT OF JOYCE N. THODAM3,_ R.N., P.N.P.,M.P.H., auuccroR, DEVI810,1_1)7_ CHILD_PROTICTION, CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL NATIONAL MEDICAL CENTKIL
WASHINGTON; DC

Goad morning.- my name is-Joyce N. Thomas arid_I ae_the
DireCter of the Division-of Child PrOtection-of Children's_
Hospital National Medical Center hire in Wathington, DC. I also
serve as the Chairperson of the-Interagency Coordination
SUbcommittee of the Mayor's Advisory Committee on Child Abuse and
I am pleased and honored to have this opportunity to
Neglect.
testify before the Select Committee on Children, Youth and
Families on a topic that has deeply concerned me for some time-abuse and neglect of young children by parents who indulge
extensively in alcohol and/or illegal drugs suCh as cocaine and
PCP.
In additioni I am concerned about the prebless of infants
born with positive HTLV3 antibodies /AIDsl. If these children
need foster care they are hard to place, and the societal stigma
may remain with them for life.

To begin1 let me provide some brief background information
that_shapes our Division's orientation. We are a specialized
program concerned_with_all_aspects_of_child_maltreatmenti we are
a_multi.l.faceted_uniti using a_combination_of_approaches_at_every
level_of interventioni_from_direct services_through_special
projects_to_community_advocacy for_abused_and neglected_children
and_their_familims.__Lest_year_we served_more_than_Ii400-new_cases_of_physical_abuse-i _neglecti and_sexual_victimization_that
presented_to the hospitltI;__We provide medical care, mental__
health services; social services; case management_coordination,_
professional training; public awareness;_parent educetion; child
advocacy and prevention programs to Children; parents;

professionals, and conity groups.
-The Mayor's Committee_is composed of 31 public ana private
agencies,_organizatione, And community_advocacy individuals who
meet to adViss the-Mayor, provide coordination-of the many
agencies ihVolved in the complex medical, legal, mental-health
and social welfare systems involved, and provide community
education.
The increasing problem of parents who abuse substances is a
major concern to the Division and the Mayor's Committee.
Parental addiction and chironic intoxication are placing more and
more infants and young children at risk for abuse and neglect.
Hero at Childron's Hospital we have seen many infants with
severe burns4_ multiple fractursai and head trauma from_parents
whose judgment is impaired by extensive alcohol consumption
and/or addiction to heroin4_ cocaine1 and PCP. We have also seen
infants_who_are_intoxicated_from_ingesting_these substances.
Such a_problem_has_farTreaching_implications_for_both_the short term_physicaI health and_the_longTterm_sociali_emotional,_and_
developmental_growth of_infants_who_live_in_environments_where
substance_abuse_is a_parental problem; Many_of_these children
must_be taken_into_protective_custody_and_the 'Matas,_ child
weIfare_systems_are_ovorwhelmed in attempting to find homes for
children with special needs;
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It has long been aSeumed that there is a relation-Ship
between alcoholism and Child abuse and neglect._ However,_tht
issue has been_poorly
researched and_there is_comparatiVely
little empirical data. There are legal and_ethicaI
obtaining wadi data: in particular;_the prohibition prOhle*i in
fOt federally
funded alcohol and_dther sUbstance abuse_treatment_prOgrams
disclosing informatidh to outside agencies-AncIoding dhild from
protection agendied; hail been a major hin4ance.
Although it has been well documented that alddhol is
a
dangerous_drUg, we-are just beginning_to demonstrate the
relationship tO child abuse and naglect.__A recent fact sheet
developed by_the-National Committee_for the_PreVention
of Child
Abuse_has pointed out that there are more than 28 million
children Of alcoholic parents in the_13;8;1_dhe fburth
of them are
under the age of 18.
In general; life with th alcoholic parent
is_charadterized by fear. tensicn;_and iheedUrity.
Many
_
alcohone* treatmentprograms
efttiOnal neglect as a
major theme for the Children. identify
_For infante; the neglect can
literally be life-threatening
as_parehte Under the influence_faiT
td_prevent falls from outside beldfties, burns, ingestions_of
pOittits, etc. We have_also seen Children
with severe_trauma_who
Were accidentally hit or_dropped in tho Middle
of an altercation
betWeen their intoxicated parents;
According to_the fact sheet;
abuse cases in Florida_ars_reItted SS% of all reported dhild
to substance abuse. _In
Massachusetts in one_courtrOom alone
42% of the child abuse
Oases involved as_alcoholic mother and 34t_involved
an aIcohaid
father. In the District of COlt*bia,
almost 25% of_the 6;000
cases of abuse_and_negIodt reported
to the Child and FamilyServices Division_of_tbm D.C. Department
of Human_Serviced in
1985 involved alcohol abuse and emotional problems.
_
Unfortunately; the nuMber of these children who were infanta
is
not reported.

Our_second major problem here_in the District df Columbia,
as in other_cities, is
phencyclidine--PCPr-elso knfth -as "angel
dust". "love boat", "lovely",
and_"clicker;"_wheh hiked with a
marijuana_cigarette. Public_and
private_youtbserVing agencies
throUghout_tbe City are struggling_to_dea/
addlescents and
young_adulte--the age group most likely to with
have young Children-who use PCP;
According to the D.C. D.H.S._Alcohol and Drtg Abuse
Aervices_AdMihistration,_PCP was the_third bbet frequently
mentioned drug in District
hospital_reports,-eUrpassed only by
alcohol_and heroin. In a four_month
period in 1984, St.
Elizabeth'S Hospital
admitted_2A7_adultivfor
illness;_one_
third Of these have been confirmed as related Mental
to PCP use. During
a 22-MOhth study_by the D.C._SuperiOr
COUtt's Family Division_on
juvenile-delinquents under court mandate, 825 of those
screened
were positive for PCP.
2
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PCP use is also related to preschool aged children.
Although intoxication and addiction in newborns and young
children have been reported only sporadically in the professional
literature, such reports have been increasing.
In the past several months our Division staff has seen an
increased number of cases in which PCP use is related to abuse or
neglect.
These cases have included a mother who attempted
suicide and mutilation of her infant/ a VCP-intoxicated_mother _
who gave her 2-month-old infant an overdose of cough medication;
PCP-using_parents who dropped a television on their_2Tweekold
infant during a fight/ and a_2_17day7old premature infant_who__
stopped breathing after her intoxicated father held her upside
down.

In our observation of_thess_parents;_we have_noted_that
some reveal various_levels_of_disorientation, euphoric affect;
hyperactivity_i_grandiose_and paranoid deiusions,_Ioss of memory,
and_grossly impaired_insight_and judgement;
Such_symptoms aro
never_ciear_but_are reIated_to several othercompIex factors in
the_parents, lifestyles that contribute to their unusual behavior
ir the Emergency Room;
In addition to the_prOblem_of PCP-intoxicated parents, we
have seen about_ ton Children during the-course of a-year-ranging
in age from_neWborns to pre-school-who have ingested or inhaled
the drug; _Mese cases inVolveid six males and four females; six
were-from D.C. the others from Maryland and Virginia.) The most
distinctive-finding was a chill, trance-like facial expression;
other notable-symptoms ware agitation alternating with lethargy,
increased salivation, seizures, minimal reaction to pain, apnea,
ateicia, and other central nervous system changes. Several were
nonresponsive at their arrival in the ER.
Their ingestion or
inhalation was confirmed by a specially requested PCP drug
screening. Their stay in the hospital was generally briefk
however, several of the children had to be taken into custody for
their protection and three had to be admitted to the ICU. The
possible causes of their intoxication include fetal transport_i_
ingestion, and possible inhalation from someone smoking PCP in
the child's presence. While it is difficult to generalite_from a
small number of casesk the potential grave consequences make it
imperative for us to recognize this problem.
There are a number of forensic questions that require
further study_with_respect_to_childran's intoxication_from PCP;
One major problem_is_the_Ievel_of urinary PCP does not _
neoesserily_predict_the_severity_or range of_symptoms; A second
problem_is_that_information gathering from_the parents is usually
limitedi_parental denial or ignorance_of PCP makes information
about_the_amounti_route; timing,i_amd_frequency_of the drugls use
unreliable_Since_PCP crosses the placenta and may_harm_the
fetusi_and_since_it has been found_in_the breast miIk_and
amniotic_fluid_of mothers, many infants are_potentiaIly at risk.
We do not yet know whether such infants win show the long-term
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symptoms and behavioral-the:4as of adolescent and adult users of
the drug; if so- our Child welfare and mental health systems will
have an over-shaming problem in the years to come in providing
necessary services,- For tbose-dhildren who are not taken into
foster care monitoring and follow-up are problematic.
__ infanta nt_risk tot AIDS because of their parents' illness
or their own early symptomatology are difficult to place in the
faster carn_slatani. We are-confronted with suCh problems here at
Children's-Hospital.- The difficulties in terminating the
parental rights_of AIDS Children in foster care and in finding
adoptive hOmes for them nay create a new class of Children for
whom_the permanency-planning goals of the Adoption Assistance Act
Of 1980 remain elusive.

Special needs children who are abused and lieglected_by
'..heir parents often linger in_public custody moving_through a
Pieties of foster and group homes and institutions without
fatilies or homes to call their own. A major social_question
facing us is_how we can batter meet the needs of these children
and their families.

Looking to the futurej it appears_that_we_have_muCh tO
consider as we ponder the problems of_infants at risk_due to

parental addon and disease. _Obviously, well coordinated
critical medical care and child_protection services are desentiel
elements in our fight to perserve the life of these infante.
We
need to do muCh more in the areas of prevention and pUblid
education about the problem.

Ama societyi_mben we hear of the probiami of drugs and
alcohol we often_faei_it is someone_aiWe ptalea; We still
tend to marely_focus_on and_bIame the indiVidUel drug abuser.
It's_hard_not_to fall into that posture. We seldom focus on the
probleme_of_thase vunarabIa infants, on the images of fractured;
bUrned_and_battered infante. It is not surprising that we seldom
know_what_to_do when_wa are presented with the problem of infants
at risk due to parental anbetande abuse or disease.

In closing, parental substance misuse, especially when it
is_of the payChoactive drugs (alcohol, barbituratesk narcotics,
and_hallucinogene) translates into an abundance of physical,
emotionaLand sodial problems for infants and Children. Each of
these problems becomes in turn a different stressor to the
faMiIy,_amplifying the problems of unemployment._poor housing,
immaturity, and generalised family disfunctioning that have
frequently contributed to the parents' use of drugsi alcohol, and
to their vulnerability to diseases like AIDS. Thusi_both the
parents' and Children's problems may become worse, leading to new
generations of misery.
Clearly we must break this cycle, using
our best research, education, and services to reduce_parental
substance abuse and help their children._ Such an_effort win not
be inexpensive, but the fiscal and social costs of failing to
attempt this effort will be even greater
4

ss
My recommendations include the !enraging:
drugs
harms
young
media

need_continuous_nalor_public_education_on_the_problems_of
and alcohol_abuse_with_specific_focus em_the tremendous_
and_potantially_life-Ahreatening_p.roblems_ef_infants_and
children; Mass public service announcements and public
efforts are needed;

2. We need to Cenect_mere_data to_document the extent of the
prOblem. Sudh information it: needed to improve professional
awareness of the prebIems.
3.Specialised-tteateent programs-for-pregnant-women and
adolescents Should be establithed._ Such rehabintatien_programs
must include-counseling services, job training, self-heap groups,
in-home services and 4otoxification capabilities.
Finally, the problems of substance abuse are intricate and
Whether these problems occur
pervasive throughout our society.
in multiproblem environments or_in middle class environments,
services must be provided for infants born in these homes.

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL NATIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
DIVISION OF CHILD P_ROTECTION
PCP PROTOCOL

STATEMENT OF POLICY: Atlases of PCP_iPhencyclidine) intoxication in children eix
emergency room or other hospital
units wW be referred to the Division ofinithe
ChildCHNMC
PrOtection.
(6) years old aria younger who present

RATIONALE: The_conftrmen diegnosit of PCP ingestion or inhalationin children Si*
years old_and_younger may be an iiidication of neglect if not abuse, and has grave
IralicatIons_for present and futhris Medical, legal, and psychosociaLintervention. Child
protection fuxi_advocacy, as well as the development of a research and education
oriented Information gathering syttem, are the ultimate goals of DCP triterventiOn.
IMPLEMENTAT1Oht
L
Magnetite
A; PCP intoxication should be considered when a child pretentli With:
L mental status changes of unknown_etiology
L neurological and autonomic disturbances
3;
abrupt and disturbing_changes In behavior
4.
allegation or admission by the peent(t), Caretaker, or other informant
of exposure to PCP,
Other conditions such as seizure disorders, infectious preeeetes (meningitis),_
head traurnik metabaliciderangemerft, brain tumors, and other types of drug
Ingestion must also be considered and Mee out as the diagnostic process
continues.

Diagnosis ofPCPintaxtatien it rade through use of the toxicology services
of the CHNMC Department of
tat-Watery Medicine. Drug screening for

children suspected of haVirVg litosted PCP will be handled in two major
ways:

L

2.

If the child presents with 'yen/mini alpicious of drug_ intoxication and
the porton aftempanying the child states that PCP was present In the

child's envirenmeti4 a cfuilitatIve screening_test for PCP can be
orders& For this test,_10 ml of urine anti the appropriam tinticology
request form are required,and the resulta_wIll_be available in
approximately one hour. If the PCP screeninglspositiveae
laborattiry ll1 automaticallt confirm the presence of
PCP in Urine by
gat chromatograph-rnass spectrometry. This confirmatieri, hoWever,
Will hot be avellable on a STAT basil.
Molt often the child will present_wia sympterre Of drug intoxication,
but kifewledge of ingestion of a specific substance Will be Unknown or
denied by accompanying adults. In this case 20 ml of urine with a
requisition for a comrehensive drug screen will be tent to ttie lab.
This test will take approximately three hOurs.
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3.

4.

The physician requesting the lab work must consult with the Chemistry
Director on call (5339 or hospital operator) regarding the need for the
emergency toxicology screening. The Chemistry Director will require
information about the clinical state of the patient, the details of the
emergencyt and the nature of the physician's treatment decision with
or without the drug screening results. Treatment may need to proceed
before lab results are known.
If the physician suspects that there may be an element of child abuse
or neglect involved in the ingestion or inhalation,he/she must initiate
documentation by filling_out a medico-limal chain of possession form
available f_or this_purpose (see attached sample). Often the lack of a
clearly completed medico-legal chain of possession document is what

resultsln the rejections& eviclenceimcort.

5.

No quantitative test (drug level) can be ordered on a "stat" basis;
furtkIrmore_ there W_a_poor correlation between the level of PCP and
the presence or severity of symptoms.

When the diagnosis of PCP intoxication is confirmed, the on-call DCP
clinician must be conUcted Immediately. The family should_be told df_the
imminent DCP involvement and asked to remain until the arrival of the
clinician. Upon_ arival the DCP clinician needs to:
I. Consult with medic= and nursing staff In order to obtain factual
information, end complete the atmthed symptom checklist. _
Introduce self to family members and explain the role _of the DCP.
2.
3.
Obtain a complete history of events surrounding that PCP ingestion or
inhalation from the family members or Child him/hertelf, if_possible.
Notify the DC MPD Youth Division, D1-15 Child and Family Services,
4.
and officials in other localities, When indicated, of Eh= positive PCP
intoxication. The DCP director, physician, and back-up consultant
should also be notified. The DCP clinician should decide with the
resxmdirwYouth Division officer whether a report to the DC MPD
Narcotics Squad is appropriate.
5.
Coordinate the details of medical, legal and psychosocial involvement.
Formulate a plan for follow up.
6.
7.
Offer sugport end couraeling to the child and family.
6.
Complete CCEintalos faint and obtain appropriate signatures on legal
release of information forms.
D.

Treatment
The following care and treatments may be indicated depending on the
presence and severity of symptom=
I. Observation of the child In the ER or other hospltalsinIts._ Thisshould
include the monitoring of vital signs and documentation of other
symptoms and behaviors._
2.

A controlled environment may behecenary to prevent physical and/or
psychological harm to di, child. Thli may require safe physical space
as well as one-on-one care by a sUff member.
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3;

TMUMorit Of inaiidual symptoms or medical conditions caused by the
drUgt

a.

Gastric lavage, or hydration to more speedily rid the body Of the
toxin. Acidification of_the urine_may be useful.
Respiratory_supportif this vital function is comproMiled as a
result of the ingestion.
c.
Medication to control symotorns (e.g4 Haidol erNaten)
d.
Psychiatric consultation if specialized intervention ii required to
manage_wnutorns.
Hospitaliz.etidn_for_further_obserVation and treatment, if warranted by
the medical or psychological condition;
Removal of the child Iran the hisme Into temporary shelter placement
dependingoothereYsolUtion- of safety and protection issues. The Youth
Division officer has the authority w Wake this decision.
b.

4.
5.

E.

Follow-iv_ _
1.
A medical appointment for the child gull be made for one week after

2.

thTt intiftht Of politive PCP intoxication as a part of the monitoring
cornoanTtnt of care. As this time the child will be examined for any
reMlinirtg or further indicators of drug intoxication. Additional lab
thsU may be indiceted at this time.
An **ointment with the DCP clinician shall alto be arranged for

purposes of case coordination and further psychological assessment tnd
counseling.
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Demographic ChsTracteristics and Information Chcklist:
Child:

Name
Address
DOB
Sex

Race
Measure of Developmental Level

Perinatal histom
School and Grade

Source of Primary Medical Care
Siblings (names, dates of birth)
Parent-CaretakerthN

Name

Address (attempt to verify by checking an I.D. such as a
driver's license)
DOB

Family & Household structure
Carethking arrangementh
History of Substance abuse
Psydhosocial problems
Situational Characteristics: - Indicate probable (Fate, time, place, and mode of PCP
Ingestion or inhalation: thl Who, what, When, Why,
Where, how

Indicate denial of any knowledge of the presence or
ingestion of PCP by parent(s), other caretaker, or child.
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mptoms Checklist
Violence
Bizarre behavior (describe)
Agitation/lrritability
Drowziness/Sedation
Lethargy/Stupor
Hallucinations
Fixed stare /Staring spells
Posturinggipisthotonus
Slurring of speech
Ataxia
intermittent periods of unresponsiveness
Coma
Poorfeeding
Miosis

Hypertension
Hypotension
Seizures
ResplraWry distressiApnea
Tachypnea

Tachycardiry mias

DysWiias (rigidity or jerkirTriiiivements)
Otheri
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Laboratory Findings

Presence of PCP in urine
Results of other diagnostic tests
Presence of PCP in urine on follow-up visits

Joyce N. Thomas, RN, NPH
; Director DCP

Mike Alfieri; KID;

Alsociate Director
emergency Room

Roger Boeckx, Ph;D.
Director, Clinical Chemistry

ibcb---

CPPCPPraP
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effect on a child's
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Child abuse is a majo: nai4onai problem.
!d isphySically
Sttidies indicate that a
abused or sexually victimized at least once
every tivo minUtes linproVing the skills and
expertise of professionals Involved In the
management of child maltreatment cases is
vital if children are to receive appropriate,
sensitive_treatment.
The Division of Child Protection of Children's
Hospital In WasNngton, D.C., provides

education and training prograrns for people
involved or concerned with all aspects of child
welfare. This includes programs for professionals

within the medical, health cora legal, law
enforcement social seMces; education, and
mental health fields. All trang_programs are
individually designed to meet the needs of the
particular audience and can be general or
specific in scope.

63-621 0 - 86 - 3
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Trainhg prdgrams provided by the DMsion

encompass it** arid other issue&

Ph Waal Abuse and Nes) led Medical - The battered child syndrome;
Mew imaging techniques uted in diagnosis
of abuse; comprehensive assessment of
pnyslcal trauma: non-organic failure-tothrive as an indicator of neglect
Legal - Crirninal and family court
piocedures in abu&eand neglect cases:
malpractice issues: legislative innovations
in child protection law.
Mental Health and Case Management fthdifcital indicators of abuse and
neglect social and errotional dynamics
that cause parents to abuse children:
parenting educatfon as an abuse
prevention technique.

Uxual Abuse =
Medtcal - Medical indicators of sexual
assault; forensic evaluation of child victims;
dlagnosit and management of sexually
transmitted diseases in prepubertal
children:

legal - Criminal and family court
Procedures In sex abuse case&

conticWntiality and informed consent how
to prepare a child for court testimony;
corrobOration of evidence.
Mental Health arid Case Management Crisis intervention techniques; how to
InteMew a child victim assessment and
and treatment of adolescent sexual
offender&

or

The DNition of Child Protectionis a_special unit
ci Children's Horipital National Medal Center
In Washington; D.C.-, which provides
compretvensive serVices to_pnyecally abused.
neglected; and sexually victimized children
and their families. Throuvh clinical services

child advocacy programs, and public and
profetticnal education. the Division has
pioneered several innovative_programs in child

maifreatment case management
Training activities are an integral part of
the Division's mission; The DMsion conducts
alMOSt 100 training sessions each year;
addressing the concerns of professionals in the
field.
Established In 1978, the DiviSiOn IS 0

national leader in the field of child protection.
The DMsion was named an Eicernplay Program
by the National _Institute of Justice, U.S.

Department of Jutfice, and a Model Program
by the National Organization for Victim
Aisittance. Since 1979, theDivision has
sponsored the biennial National Conferente bh
the Sexual Victimization of Children.

6

Training programs are conducted by the
pro-fee-Marti! staff Of the DiVition of Child
Protection. Faculty includes social workers,
psychologist& clinical nurse specialist& a

pediatrician, and a lawyer. All have academic
preparation at the graduate level and
extenMve clinical experience. Division Staff haVe
published numerous professional articles and

participate reltularly in recOnal and natiOnal
conferences on child maltreatment.

Training programs are available for professional
and lay audiences and InclUcW speeches,
presentations, and workshop& Training fees

c4pend on the type and length of the tralhing
requested. The Division recognizes the fiscal
restraints of many orgarilIatiOns and offers
some services on a sliding scale.

.

EdUcation and Training Coordlifatel
Division of Child Protection
Children's llospitaL
Natienal Medical Center
111 Michigan_Ave..,_N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20010
(202) 745=5682
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Chairman Mnixm Thimk you my muth.
Dr. Chasnoff, are you saying that 25 percent of the population
has abtued =sine at one tune or another?
CHASNOFF. No.

Chairman MIL12S. No?

Csasxopir. The most current figures did come out irom the
National Inititute on Drug Abuse show that 25 percent of thepopulation is using_ =sine at some point. The figures for pregnant
women are not clear, though, because there is no national registry
to keep a central record of pregnancies complicated by cocaine use.
Chairman MaLiaL Well, let us assume that if 25 percent of the
population is using cocaine at some time or another, it is catting a
pretty wide path across imicmconomic lines
Dr. CgasNoFF. That is nett.
Chairman JATrJ tt I juat wondered ifyou can describe how that
use is refiwted in the population of prepant women, in terms of
people from all income levels, from all different kinds of neighboraids, in terms of your studies at Northwestern. Maybe Dr. Oleske
has looked at PCP_use, also.
Dr. CH481.10Fir. When our program first started in 1976, we were

=Mill working with women who were heroin addicts, the great

malority of whom were coming from the lower socioeconomic clasSes, m the ghettos of the Chicago arca.

As our program progressed and the word got out on the street,
however, that we were available for geed medical care, as well as

norkjudgTental intervention, we started seeing our population
change, in that the women who were coming into our program
were younger, and they :gm coming more from middle-class backgrounds.

In the last 2 to 3 years, as cocaine has taken hold of the Chicago
area, we now havewe now serve a broad spectrum of the puletion, We have women from the North Shore, Winnetka, W ette,
Kenilworth, where cocaine is served at afternoon tea& We have
high schaol _girls who have income prepant We have college
women who have become pregnant while using cocaine, at a BoronAnd it is still in the ower clagth alta
Cocaine in the Chicago azz.tE4 currently, is less expensive than

marijuana, so that it is crossing all socioeconomic lines, and it is
craning all age_groups. There is no distinction between (my one
group or another, as far as drug use and drug involvement is concerned.

Chairman Mnazg, MrsFinsterbusch, your women's center is located in Fairfax or Falls rlurch2
Ms. FINSTMUMSCH. It ie located in Vienna, VA,

Chairman Maxim. In Vienna. So you serve that entire area, is

that correct?

Ms. FINSTERBEISCH. We serve all of Fairfax County.

Chairman Mui ing. ao, again, the women that are coming to you
or are referred to you, aria a cram-section of the American society?
Ms. FINSTERBUSCH. It is a complete cross-section, covering the
entire range of socioeconomic levela
Chairman Maim. Wlmt is the biggest problem, in_terms of getting women to come to you at an early enough stage? Liatening to
Jenny, it is clear she went through a imrical of years without any
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help, without any support. Irow do you get women to come in earn=
er? What are the barriers?
/0. Flizermtausca. Well, asone of theI would say the major
challeim for the women's center is to try to unlock some of these
hilitolic barriers to treatment for women, the primary one being
the stitma attached to the disease of chemical dependencyalco=
holism and drug dependence.
_That, of course, feeds the psychological component of the &Setae,
which is denial. Iktween the Stigma and denial, I would say that is
by far the most difficult banier to overcome. And the women's
center is trying on a nuMber of different fronts to reduce that
gma and to mime the denial.
ly identification and timely initiation of treatment are Certainly, very mportantone of the very important points in our
public mandate,
Public education is one of the methodsthe primary method ler
early identification. And reduction of Stigma, again through education, but also through the whole way that we are trying to be in
the conimuniVprojecting a digmfled respectable public imaile.
Chairman Mn.i.mt. Jenny_would be typical. You rely on trauma
to drive them into the program? I mean, they go through a cycle of
experienms?
Ms Fninricaniscri. I would ray that Jenny it not typical. Jenny
has tiouldit help on her own initiative. She was not compelled into
treatment throw*. the criminal juttice Syttem, or throng any external force it viaa simpiy her own very extraordinary dbility to
acknowledgt a problem within herself, and to want to do something ahut it Thrlt, in ittelf, is tomething very unusual.
She alto sought help at a relatively early stage in the develop=
meat of her ilk-ease.
White it is true that she suffered agreat deal before the got help,
she iTi ill a_young woman, and it is still relatively early in the
progreas of her diseate compared to What we Initially see in women
entering trei.tment.
Women usually enter _treatment at a much later stage _of their
ditease, far more _debilitated physically and ptychologically, and
under tome
of compulsion. So, Jenny is not a typical tate.
Chairman Mni.u. And you relate a gnod portion to their coming
for hel later in the development of the problem bacaum of the
.

Di

up

FINSTERMISCH. Yes. Even the family and loved ones of an alcoholic or drug dependent woman will typically deny that there is
a problem, will cover up the problem, indeed of encouraging her to
seek help.
Chairman Mitunt. Dr. Chainoff you mentioned you see women
ffoin the North Shore or other neighborheods. How do they come

toyou?iS it pregnancy that is the event that

. CHAO:WM. Preglian.
usually the initiating event
I should add to what was Amt said that one of the _problems in
identifyin4 drug abuting women eafly is the poor record of the
Medical _community in identifying these Women. Physicians have
not, hi the wst been trained_to deal with substance abute. Many
of them will ask, in a very offhand way, you do not use drugs, do
you? And then turn away. And many of the women, if they had the
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chance, would talk to their physicians. We do get some physician

referralt into our promm. But these are in the minority. Meet
women come to our program through self-referral.

They have heard about our program, they begin everiencing

some complications with their_pregnancy. Then thor will come in.
Chairman MILLER. So, again, you are suggesting they come to

you at a late stage

Dr. CHAAANDFF. Well, some of them

come to us in the first _part

of their pregnanc3r. But many of tliem come in the last part of
regnancy, when they finally start getting scared about what they

have done to their baby.
Chairman Mniace. In your testimony, you mentioned a program
at Northwestern Memorial Hospital that has provided for a reduction in the average period of hospitalization for these infmts. And

I am not quite clear from the written testimony how that was
achieve&

Dr. CHASNOFF. Well, the programwhat was happening, it was
really selklefense, in that the hospital was wending an inordinate
amount of money and staff time on infants whose mothers were
pregnant and were active drill( users, were receiving no prenatal
care, or showing up at the hospital and delivering these infants,
and diaerately leaving to go back to their drug uting life. And we
were left saddled with Infants with suffered all the compliaitions of
prenatal drug addiction, in that they were born prematurely, there
was a hirth rate of death. Many of them who lived stayed in the
intensive care nursery for, usually, at least 6 weeks.
So, the hospital knew that it had to do something. Our approadh,
from the Inginning, was that these women needed more than medical care. And so three departments within the hospital came toptherthe deLartments of paychiatry, Obstetrics and _pTdiatrics

to develop a multifaceted prwrath. So that now women are,

through aclvertiiing and through trying to get the women in various public service messages, that women know that we are there.
We encourage women_ to come before they are pregnant. But many
of them come byat leastas soon as they fincl out they are pregnant.
And they enter into our program, where they receive intensive
obstetric care, as well as individual psychotherapy, group therapy,
fathily therapy, speg?.W Lithaze daises. We encourage, if there is
if the father of th:: :thild is not in the _picturet we encourage them
to come in with a 4nificetht other, to participate in some of the
educational clatisas. And we teach the womenour goal is to get
them off of drtqgs. And at the aame time, we teach them how to
handle the infants.
Chairman MILLER. The reduction that you achieved was by get-

ting tothose women

. Cfasnorr. By prenatal care.
Chairman Mum. Prior to pregnancy, or very early in the pregnancy, and starting to work
Dr. CHASHOPIF. The single biggest factor in the .-Irbidity and
mortality_ of these infants is the lack of _prenate care of the
women. 'The lack of care during pregnancy. So that bythere have
Wen many studies that have shown that by sithOy getting women
into an environment in which they can be encouraged tomany of
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them continue to use drills, but at lead get some intervention

early in _pregnancy, so that there is some medical care for their
complications, you can lower the incidence of neonatal, or inrant
illness and death.
And that was ourour primary goal was to get theae women
into prenatal care. And second, to keep women and children to=
gether after birth. _

Chairman Mnixt. Eki youdo you have a figure? What doel it

cost the women for of those 9 or 10 months?
Dr. CHASNOM We are currently funded for about $200,000 a
yem,_. which is approximately half the cost of ourprogram. And we
carry aboutwe current's have about 50 to 60 women enrolled in
the program In variouF stagekprepartum and poetpartum. If I had
a calculator I could tell you that you achieve a great financial gain
with a large amount of money saved, by providing the prenatal
care.

For instance, if you find the woman has syphillis during pregnm, it is a simple shot of penicillin, which costs about $10, plus
any lab test that you newl to take, to do, to make sure that she
clears up and all.

If that woman were not treated for syphillis, you then have a
child born with syphillis, who is going ti require intensive medical
care for many, many years.
Another exampleis a woman who is an aciive heroin user. If
get her into a program where_you can provide psy&otherapy,you
as
well as methadone maintenance, which is the currentcurrently
the choice, medically, to maintain theae wothen_ on methadone, and
get them off of street drugs. You have a child who goes through
some very mild withdrawal, and usually is home within 3 to 4 days,
and we can follow that infant as an outpatient.
If that child isif the mother continuea to uie heroin during the
pregnan, that child is born with major complications, including
severe withdrawal, a high incidence of infeclion, a high incidence
of _prematurity. So then, you are getting back into the whole long

cycle of 6 to 8

Chairman MILIZR. Are you talking less than a couple of thousand dollars a pregnancy?
Cliasbron. Oh, certainly.
Chairman MILIZR. We heard from the Institute of Medicine that
they thought if you _could get to women prior to pregnancy, or at
the time of knowledge of the pregnamy, that you could provide
this kind of program for somewhere for between, I think, $600 and
$800.

Dr. CHASNOFF.

Chairman Mazza. And the choicethe other choicels,obviously,
what we saw upstaiii, which, as you say, is roughly $1,000 a day.
Dr. CHASM:Mr. Ifsou are looking at the immediate effects, also.
The long term effectsthe older children in our program that we
have found, we have 7- and_8-year-old children,_no*, whose mothers were heroin users or PCP, or any of the other drugs that you
have heard about today. These children, once they get into school
age, are many of the Children who are at very high risk for learning problems and psychological problems.
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For an example, in our program, we have realized, as we did developmental Wsting on infants, that by about 2 years of age, _the
infants were beginnin4 to fall off in their lanjguage abffiti& But
theie infants, once they got into programs with other children,
were having difficulties communicating with other children, as well
as with teacher& And they were lming laheled by the school district, immediately that they were learning disabl
So we started a very simpleprogram. JrJLby a year of age, we
had all the women enrolled in _our program take readinig looms.
We taught them how t 0 read. Weause many of the women could
not read. If they could read, or once they learned to read, we then
taught them how to read a story to a thild.
Now, this may seem like a veiy simple thing You put the child
on your lap, you put the book here, and help fccus the child on
words and on action and on turning page& These are ve simple
things that you can do, but we were able to raise the jauguage
Scors of our infants by a marlied level. So that these infants, by 3
and 4 ye
of age,their language abilities, because of a simple fact
of teaching mothers how to communicate.

A simpleone of the thingi we have done, also, is bro
volunteers into our privram. I have a small private _practice
that I
can pick up. goed _mothers ftni my private_ piatric practim, and
they come in and serve as role model& Many women who come
on:r an addictive background have very poor models as mother&
So that they do not know how to be mothers. And a simpleone
thing _I saw at our program was that one of the motherd from my
one of the good mothers from my practirF came in, and she began
talldng to her child, and She got down on her knees, to get on the
same 1-eiel as the child, and Ulk, face to face, with that child.
Now, we know in child development this is a basic fact, that you
inust provide eye contact for children. Many of these women did
not know it But they noticed this mother doing that And no* we
u

have all our women clown, crouching down to talk_ to their children.

So, you are not bilkincup here and the child is clown here, but
you are coming face to face. This makes a marked difference in
that child's ability to learn, t 0 express himgelf, and to have a faelingof acceptance, that someone was speaking directly with him.
ese are veu simple thingi that can be done.
Chairman Matz& Thank you. Mr. Coats.

Mr. Colas If one thing hàá come through loud and clear this
morning, I think it is that the problemi and costs are so excessive,
in cases like AIDS and so forth. 'The prospects of succors are to limited that we ought to be fecusing as much of our effort on prevention as we
can.
May I ask the panelists here to look at the prevention side, what
would you recommend? What ere the one or two most impprtant
things we could do to prevent the problem from happening in the
first_Rlace.

Maybe r will just start on this end. I want to come back to you,
Jenny, with another question.
Mr. WALKER. I would focus on the verywe are in the situation
where we arein New York, are exissriencing a crack epidemic.
And we are hearing storieTs where 6 and 7 year olds are being introduced to crack It is very difficult for a pusher to show a needle to
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a child and say, let me inject you with heroin, because it is very
. The colorful drugs might be interpreted as candy. Kids
II
t be reluctant to take that
t having cigizettes, and insulated with crack, and say, take a
puff of this. Most of the children will be willing to take a puff off
the cigarette, because they see their role models and everybedy
smoking. And so, we are finding the new phenomenr4 where the 6
and 7 year olds are becoming addicted to crack. And prevention
has fronally focused on second and third graders anci to forth.
I see a need for preschool cnientation, in terms of prevention services.

And informing the parents. And letting the parents knowthe
frtmilywhat is going on in the streets and how their kids are

you know, crack is available by schoel lunch money at this point.
Yeet can buy crack for $1, $1.50. That is how cheap it is.

The teenagers arewho traditionally sold_ marijuana_are selling

crack now, because there ill such a huge market in New York.
So that is the main focus I would ftwus on is the younger generation.

Ms. Thous& I would oproach the problem of prevention on a
nuMber of levels. First of all, we still have large numbers of parents Who really do not understand_the issuesef parenting.
And we are fortunate here, at Children% Hospital, to have a program called PACE, where we actually work with parents Who have
abused their children, with the goal of helping to rehabilitate these
families, so that thew children Will know a more positive relationship.

Clearly, we have to wodr directly with the children at the same
time you are working with the parent And covering a variety_of
topics, both educational topics, as well as secial skills building for

the children.
But the larpr scabiN really, it the Secietal question of prevention.
Of ufiderstan
really, that we are talkhig about a major problem in this countiy. We ere talking about people's attitude toward
children. We are alto realizin4 that people have still very negative

and misperceptionmisinformation about alcohol and substance
abuse in adulti. Usually, there is a lot of blame placed on these individuals, when there is not a lot of itimiort systems of the kind.
I generally like to recommend _peoWe being friendly to a family

with children. It its very Stressful being &parent, and many times it
is difficult to have that support_Person. But that is a very basic and
simple _request. But many times people are left without the stip=
rta of day care and the supporta of just being al:1- to get away
it all.

For many of these factorsthere is no one simple answer nil
essential for us to use a variety of approaches. The prevention

really needs Us Ixt both primar_,_secondary, and tertiary, to break
the cycle. With the children, with the parents, and with society as
a whole.

Chairman Mazza. Dirtor?
Dr. Clissivorr. I think Ms. Thomas addressed the social issues I
think I will go back to this SjiSciftc itisue I mentioned very briefly
earlier, and that is the role of physicians.
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When a woman comes in for prenatal care, she routinely has a
urine sample collected _to screen for diabetes, to screen for ?rotein

in the urine, to screen for infections. But toxicoloothet is testing
the_urine for drugsis not done by physicians.
We initituted a program in our hospital_that every woman who

cameand this was several years ago-1981every woman who

came to the hospital for 2 months, we tested their urine. It was a
blind testing, so we did not know whose urine we were testing; so
we did not get into problems of confidentiality. But we wanted to
see what the incidence was.

At that time, over just a very short period, we found that 3 percent of all women coming in to deliver had, in the previous 24

hours, used some drug, such as valium, marijuana, PCP. And thiS
went across a bMad range of women frOm all social classes. I can
ftuarantee you if we conducted that Study again, the percentage
would be much higher, because of the recent advent of cocaine.
I think physicians must become comfortable with addressing the
issue of substance abuse, both in young children, adolescents, and
also in adultsespecially pregnant women. And if a woman's urine

does tuni out to be positive! then we must take the responaility
to help her get help. Thit is probably the single molt important
factor, from a medical viewpoint, is to identify the population at
risk, and then woHE with that poulation.

Ms. FINSTICRIKTEICII. I would like to agree with what Dr. Chasnoff

said about the importance of the role of the medical community. To
have the support of the medical community would be a tremendous
bonus for those of us who work in the field of alcoholism and sub-

stance abuse treatment
Generally, that support is not _there to the degree that we feel we
need it. But wicifically,_ I would like to put in a plug for there
being more p
, such as the Women's Center Program, which
vt s juit opéned by the way. Our_official opening was last Friday.

4T, is a_grant-funded projact, with Federal set-aside money, through
a blockgrant to the State of Virginia.
Specifically, to provide treatment services for women. To Eddress

the wcial, wwific needs of women in treatment. And I am not

talking _about pregnant women, exclusively, but any woman who
suffers fivm a prohlem of alcoholism or drug d.pendence.

Special,
te services for woraen are very unusual in thie
country. And the only programs that I know of that exist of that
sort, the tyPe that we have, have been initiated and funded by the
Federal Government_ either diractly or indirectly through cooperation and sharing with the States and counties.
I Said a few minutes earlier that Jenny was unusual in the sense
that she irowht help voluntarily, through her own initiative, In the
very short while that we have been open at the Women's Center,
we are starting to see a lot of self-refenals. Just yesterday, we hed
three women call on their own initiatiVe, aiking about coming in
for an appointment to see about getting some treatment for them-

KilytTs. They were under no compulsion of any kind.

I think the reason is becalm we are providing apecial aerViciTs
for women. In the majority of treatment p
, less than 20
percent of the patient population is fSmMe. That means that a
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woman _going into treatment, she might bethere might be one
woman to five men.

It is not unusual in a 20-bed unit--not unusual for there to be

only one or .9/co women in treatment at any_given time.

Mr. Coals. ILI could interrupt you, I think it is important what
you are doing. That treatment helps prevent worse problems down
the line. But how do we_get to the prevention aspect, so that there
is not a need for your place?

kb. Friarxasusat. OK, when I am talking about prevention, I
am interpreting that word in terms of prevention of problems for
children born_to substance abusers.
Mr. GOATS. I underldand that.

MS. FprancasuacH. Prevention of those problems
Mr. COX'S. But we are lessening the problem through your efforte, whicb is important, and whict we have to do. But how do we

addrem the_problem in the first_place? I know there is not a simple
answer. That is why I am asking the question. I was just wondering if you had given it any thought, and had any perspective.
Ms. FINSTERBUSCH. Well, what I am saying_isand maybo this is

not a complete answer to your question. But what I am saying is
that if woman is abataining completely, and is in recoveryif her

problem is in remission at the time that she becomes pregnant, and
remains in remission for the rtst of her life, we should not see any
problems, then, with the Children, of the type that we have Leen
talking about today.
Mr. COATS. OIL Dr Oleske.

D. Orieftric. Well, I think I have to disagree with that last statement, only because of our experience in Newark, NJ.
In some ways, the previous_speakers all have it good. The intm
duction of AIDS infection in IV-drug-abusing mothers, Changes all

of this. If you thought you had troubles now providing services,
wait until you see your population develop AM:, like they have in

Newark, NJ.
Right now, 70 _percent of our drug-using women in New Jersey,

all m urban poverty areas, are positive for this virus, and have

about a 50 percent chance of having a Child with AIDS. The problem is going to spread.
Other areas of the country discussed so for are not as affected as
we are. But if drug use continues, the spread of this virus can be

expectal to find thaw sroups. And then you will have the added

problem of having a mother dying of a disease, and the child dying
of a disease. And then to provide those additional services, if possible.

My answer to your question is very simple. Education. Somehow,
we have got to convince people, and educate people of the dangers
of drug use. We have got to somehow, accepting the fact of how dif .
ficult the problem is, but not giNimg in to the defeat that we cannot
do anything_ahout them. Educate women about the dangers of getting pregnant if _they use druga. At least in New Jersey and areas
where there is AIDS. Arid certainly, that is going to spread.

We would not see a ixrdiatric AIDS caseif women who were

abusrng druirs would avoid
. At least until we know more
about thii diabase, and can do something about it.
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How many times have you seen educational programs geafed to
that fact? You have seen loth of programs about keeping &year-old
children out of whool, Wuause we do not want AIDS to spread that
way. We know very_well from medical facts that is not how AIDS
is going to spread. But have you seen one program talking about
the issues of avoiding _pregnanc/ if you are a drug user, or you are

msrried to a drug user? And my answer to that is you have not

seen it.
I think people feel that you cannot Educate the drug using community. I have been in Newark my whole career. And that may be

true that there are a lot of difficulties in educating the drug using
community. However, I do not think we should give up.

I think the nieqor focus of a lot of programs has to be on that

educational message. Some way we have to support those prwrams
that, in fact, deal with the chug users, to get that message across. I
do not know how you do it. That is not my area of expertise. But
that is the answer to your question.
Actually, it is a very simple answer to your question. Doing it is
a little bit harder.
I would also say, thought, that I would hope that, in your drive
to prevent these prwesses that we have been talking about, you_do
not forget about the ongoing need. One of the problems with AIDS
has been that, I think, people have said, well, we have some AIDS
patients, they are going to diu. Let us forget about them.

We have a lot of children we have to take care oE And I think
we have turned our backs on the AIDS victims. We have expected
them to all die and go away. But they are not all dying. And they
are not a going away. And the problem is there. And we have got
to Start providing services for them.
So, yes. We have got to provide educational services to prevent
AIDS, prevent a the complications of substance abuse.
There are alto a lot of people out there who are sick. lloth with
substance abuse, and now with AIDS. And we have got to do some-

thing for them to. And I think we ought to diiect our efforts

toward that, because there are a lot of children, and there are a lot
of women, and a lot of mothers suffering the terrible cost of drug
abuse.

Again, as I started off my discussion, in 1972, I was so impressed

as a young doctor, what a horrible thing drug use did to children
and to women. Now, in 1986, I realize that that horror was onl
half of what it really is, now with the introduction of AIDS. I think
we have really got to start maliing an effort.
I do not mean to keep hounding thia issue home, but it is a moat
important issue. I do not think we have recornized what the problem is. I do not think we have realized how severe it is. Certainly,
we have not liegun to apply the mechanisms to address those questions.

Nothing right now is being done for_the drug using women, and
the child who develops AIDS because of that process; nothing.
Chairman MILLER. Will the gentleman yield on that point?

You_ know, it is very difficult to get people in our i.ositionpolicymalultrs and politiciansto embrace the notion of education. Be
cause there is not a lot of public appeal in that.
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But
facts

the factsheet
have pre
, and I think thes
are actually &mi., a previous hearing thut we had on
.4rome, we note that 30percent of the mothers who
di:31 ;.rior to
cy but were then informml shout the detri=
mentai t
*of drinking, Stoned. Even heavy drinkers stopped
drinking cia-n.g that pimnancy.
Thirty Tiecilot of a million represents 300,000 people. It is not
the perfect 6ca1, hut it does Show that people who_are abusing substances can hP ,ducatal as to that detrimental effect. If you start
to place a vaitv.i an the fetus and on the newborn infant, you start
to see a change ui behavior, at keit through most of the studies,
that r_va see. Whether it is lkpercent or 25 percent Who Stop smoking, 30 percent who may stop drinking, it does appear that if you
do it in a fust-rate fashion, you can heel and start to change some
of that_behavior.

I Will not suggest that you can change all of it. But it is hard to
get the Congrew or any legiilative group to say education is where

we should put our money. Or rather, it apoars, more advanta-

geous to put it in a More _dramatic program, perhapi more expensive but not as successful. Da. Finkterbusch?
Ms. FINSTERBUSCH. I would just like to agree with you totally, in
terms of education as a method of prevention.
I do not think it IS an accident or a coincidence that in all of the
years that I have workai in substance abuft-, I had never seen a
pregnant woman_ entering treatment until the Women's Center
opened, and the first two clients who contacted us were both pregnant.
I see that of; tieing a direct result of the public &location around
FASfetal alcohol syndrome. In lioth cases women had become
aware through efforts in .public education of the fit-3k to the fetus.
Attempting to stop drinking, they found they were unable to, and
sought profemional help.

I think that, in itself, is testimony, really, to the efficacy of

public education, as prevention,in terms of drug abuse. With alcoholism, I think it is a little different. I am not sure that there is
any possibility of absolute prevention of alcoholism, because there
is such a strong genetic factor in the etiology of the disease. I just
believe, on the Weis of what I have Seen, and in clihical experience,
that there are people who have such a strong genetic_prediknoSition
that if they drink at all, they will develop addiction to the drug alcohol.

This is a sothety in which people drink. There is nothing abnormal or deviant aliout starting to diink, at some point, during adolescence or early adulthood. But there are Some people who, if they
drink at all, are doomed to develop the disease of alcoholism. I do
not know that that can be prevented.
But I think women can be taught that if they wiith to, and there
is any Pessibility_ of their 'miring children that they need to ab-

stain completely from alcohol.
Chairman Mazzo. Dr. Clwsnoff?
Dr. CHAsiropp. I would like to additra that last whit. The infoic
motion that alcoholism or drug AC. liction is genetic is not really

clear. We are not able to cr.oessocinte the effects of the environ-
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ment in which a child is raised, as opposed to the real genetics.
There is no genetic marker we can look for.
There are some studies that we aTe presently 40;??.g.

see if there is something that camm

beCome alcoholic or chemica y deyeendent_ bui

kw*, to

Ten= to
thinp are

really not complete. I do not ffrkink that time Ytly researcher
concluggely that there is a
who will say tt he has heen

true genetic aspect of alcoholism.
The other frator is that, when we speak of education, we speak of

fational thought And many women, and many men, who are addictat are not capable of taking rational information and convertersonalpolicy;
ingThatrational information
ore than pure education,It1ink we have to begin chan4in4 at;
titudes in this country. Chanjing attitudes means looking at the
rock star& movie star& politiway we live our lives: publióflgu
cianswe have to begin setting examples for children when they
ung that alcoho
e know that public attitudeswhether a _person uses drup or
not, it is his attitude toward -drugs that is communicated to children, to pregnant women. So that it is not just the fact of going out
and having a drink in a social situation. It is how you utilize that
drink to entertain yourself and to entertain other people.
Thit is the job that we have in front of us. In some of the schools
that I work with in Chimvt we imgin education p rograins in the
firth grade. Now, we are taBang about more of a mi e-class population in these schools, so these children are not specifically exposed to the hazards that were mentioned earlier
Chairman Mum. If I can interrupt you, let me ark you a ques-

don.'
There is no question, if you are dealing With the serous, habitual

drug useryour problems, in terms of education, to overcome that
twhavior as related to pngnancy, as we were_ tt1kin about this
mor jag, are very difficult. But just what levelor what percentage oi women are we talking ahout, who are simply ignorant of the
relationship between sinoking drinking, at moderate levels?
Women who drink a couple of arinks a day, or smoke a couple of
cigaretteskcause what we are seeing in the research is that low
levels 01 use produce some detrimental effect& Not all low level
does, but in some awes where we are not teakinig ahout heavy
drinkers, where we are not talking about the thought process being
impaired. There appears to be some relationehip there, simply of
the ignorance of the transferann, of the chemicals to the fetus.
Dr. CHABNOFF. I think there are very few individuali in the
United States who do not realize that cigarette and alcohol cause
problems during pregnancy. I think that that has been demonstrated. Whether those individuals can apply it to themselves he not
been shown.
Now, I realize you have cited some studies. But when you look at
the studies of _pregnant women chanIginig their habits duringonce

they become pregnant, that data is not really clear. It has been
stown in sevend other studiessome studies that were done up in
anada by Peter Fried, that women do not really change their
druNarmian
e patterns dufing pregnancy
Maul. What happens in your program?
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Dr. CHASNOFF. Well, bccause qf the intervention they do. I mean,
that ia one of the goals.
Chairman Mn.actt. OK.
Dr. CHASNOFF. OK. So, you were asking education, or you were
Eating for intervention before a woman becomes pregnant. We are
talking ahout substantive_preventive programs.
Once a women becomes pregnant, I really think it is too late to
chane everytliing in that 9 months, so that thehaby comes out
fm% because there are going to be some effects. We have to reach
women and merit before they contemplate having children.
We have also ignorad men in WS whole issue as we have talked

today. We know, from several studies, that a man's use of
Chairman Mugs. Congresswoman Lindy Boggs has
Dr. CHASNOFF. You shake yes
Chairman Maxim She has et a series of questions
Dr. CHAO-RM. That is all nght Do you mind if we talc about
men for a minute? We know that in opiate users,such as heroin
and methadone, that a man can take his drug, and we find levels of

the heroin and methadone in hit/ Lunen.
Now, at this point, it appears to have a major effect on his fertiliin that there are fewer sperm produced. And the sperm that are
produced are less mobile, or motile. In human Studit*, there is no

evidence that that directly affects the outcome of the child, if he
does conceive.

There is evidence in animals, that the baby rats horn to a father
Who hai been expised to the drug are smakr, and the litter sizes
are smaller, and this kind of thing, but this hai not been Shown in
humans.

We certainly know that a man who is abusing drugs has an

effect on the woman. His mate. And his effect on her, certainly has
an effact on how she interacts with the child.

So we know there is a role of the father in all of this. Ifnotbiologic certainlyjnychologic.
.

Goma. Yeah

Ms. TBDRA13. I think the problem also has been, not only in ckfil

ing with the actual pregnimcy_issue. But again, after children are
born, and are horn _physically OK, we are seeing large numbers of
children who are brought to our emergency room, and parents do
not realize their judgment has I.
impaired, until they start to

come out of it.

I have stood over too many families, grieving over the dying
child, and subsequently are facing issues of homicide, when they
say,"I have killed my child." Their intent is certainly veu different, as they are coming out of the drug, as opposed to when they
were heavily involved in the drug, and bashecl the child, out of
emotion.

. _

_

_

.
So,we are looking at both ends of the continuum,
because just a
guarantee of avoiding the pregnancy, when there are children in
the home when there are problems of substance abuse, we are

really walking on a time bomb of issues. Those Waimea are the kinds

of things that require services, both at the preventive level, but
clearly at the intervention level.
Emergency rooms are overwhelmed with these kinds of families
who are very, very difficult, really, to work with at that time.
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M. GOATt. Jenny, if I could just ask you one last question.

You have heard us all talk about prevention, and the need for

education at younger and younger levela What would have made a
difference for you. If somebody had told you in second grade, or
fifth grade, or if pu had a claw in eighthgrade?
You _know, I am reminded of the line in the Bruce Springsteen
tongI should not admit it as a conservative Republican that I like
Bruce Springsteen. [Laughter.]
But there is line in one of his song that says, we learn more in
a 3-minute remrd than we ever learned in school And that gee to
Chasnoffs point about society's attitudes and our role models.
What doyou think would have made a difference for you, if anythine Would a teacher standing up telling you that drug addiction
if; bed and it might harm a child, or yo.. atould not have sex if you

are on drugs, b-ecituse you niight end up hiving a baby, or you
might forget to use prevention. Would that have made a differ-

ence

Ms._ Cusns. It did not I had peakers come to my junior high

richOol claisieS, and my

school classes, in health usually. They
had films, and different
And thii was before I started getting hi6, and durthj the time Istarted getting high.
I Was under a lot of emotional stress, too. A little more abnormal
than most rople, I am sure.
But I think, basically, that if I had seen the results of what haprned after a baby was born, or if more rople were willing to iget
up and speak and tell their storiesi :. is diMrent having a teach.er
tell you something, or a doctor, or your mother, than it is to hear it
from some .-Wy elae'sfrom the horse's mouth, as they Say. I think
I would have ;Waned a lot better.
Now,_we had one spwirer, but it had no
to dothat used

but_it had nothing to do with pregnancieb an other tuch thingi.
There justpeople are not- wdling to get up and admit these
things in front of rople..And I think there should be more.
Mr. Coma But in addition to the knowledge, and maybe Mar;
from _people your own agepeople that have been _through the experience, I think you Just said, you needsd to dall With the emotiunal problems, too.
Ms. Cum. Yes.
Mr. CoAT8. Yon had some problems that you were trying to deal
Afith, in terms of family, and acceptance and love, and so forth .
fhat has to be-part of the solution, too, dose it not?
NU. 0.811T03. Big part And it has a lot to do with it

That isI was pot getting Support, liecause I was not telling anybody what my problem was. I did not want anybody to know. I hid.
I ran. I saw what happened to my mother when she was using, so I
knew better than to go to my family, or to et doctor.

I jukt was affaid that they would force me to get help. And I
wanted to do it on my own. It had to beI had to la rock bottom,
almost, in _order for me to see the light. I had to dr4 and drink
myikilf to the point of getting sick all the thne, and waking up with
hangovers, and getting_ tired of it.

But as far as education is concerned, it is very important that
along with the sducation, that you have somebody that you can
illy on, like Meredith, for example, who is there with the love,
63-621 0 - 86 - 4
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with the understandik in that kind of sense. &cause without

that support of the Women's Center, end the self-help groupthey
are all very loving people, and understandhig. They have been
there. They understand.
I would not have made it. There is no way.
Mr. COATS. Do you think if that love and support_and understanding might have been available to you, in some form, before
you got addicted, that this might have helped prevent you getting
into that?
Ms. CUSTIS. Well, if I had told somebf.gly I had had a prOblem, I

believe my family might have come around with some love and
support. But it would have been a forcible, forceful type support.
They would have been saying "you go get help or they would have
yelled at me and screamed at me, and approached it in a totally
different manner than the way it was approached to me later on
through the program.
Mr. CosTs. OK, but what I am saying is if the right kind of support had leen present, could it have helped prevent you from turnmg to that as an alternative, because you knew if you went to your
parents you would get the kind of reinforcement or support or help
that_you needed?
Ms. Cunt& Defmitely.
Chairman MILLER. Lindy.

_

Mrs. 116WS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank all of you very,
very much.
I have been enormously impressed with the loving and caring attitudes of the great professionals. It is very heartwarming to all of
us, and it should be to you, Ms. Cuatis, because you know that that
is the ingredient that is most needed in the treatment.

When we are talking about education, I think we should also

look to the kind of education that IVis. Thomas and Children's Hos-

pital provides. &cause it is really educating the care agency personnel. It is educating the law enforcement personnel. It is educating all of the persons who are involved in the private agencies and

organizations and community advocacy groups. What hie been
done here at Children's Hospital to coordinate, the Mayor's Committee that is made up of some_ 30-odd private organizations, and
the D.C. Mpartment of Health Services, and the D.C. Sehools, and
titJ D.C. Polio:, Department, and the US. Attorney Incorporation
CoUrldl, end the D.C. Superior Court Social Services, and the
Maryland Ikpartment of Social Services, and the Virginia Department of Welfareto coordinate the activities of all of these groups,
and to educate those experts in prevention and care. Recognizing,
that these are all of the areas that are necessexy to stop intergenerational difficulties, to rescue the children, and to certahily, treat
the parents.
So, I think the educational activities have to extend far beyond
the education of the parenti. And I think parents should be emphasized, immure we have to educate boys aLd young men, as well as

the young women who are responsible for childbearing.
I wondered, Ms. Custis, if you know what has happened to your
father? If you know whether or not he is a drug or alcohol abuser?
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MrS. CUSTIEL I do know where my father is at. Re has never used
.

I believe he used to &rink mildly. And he claimad that it

him meai4 so he stopped drinking.
Mni. Saws. And your brother, has he been affected?
Mrs. Cusns. Yea; nly brother went to Nam. And we all know the

story about the- drugs over there. I am not sure what he was involved in but I_ remembar a lot of drugs when I was little, and
watching the kids that hung around.
I remember running across &Alga in his room, and I remember
some of the stories that he told my parents, allout hini being a
narc, and that he had evidence baggies full of stuff. And it definitc.ly liras not evidence_baggies.

WS. Ef6GGS. D. Oleske, I was so very interested hi your testimo-

ny, and extraordinarilgrateful that someone with your expert

knowledge, and your caring, is involved in the AIDS problem.
You have said that there are no Federal funds for health care for

AIDS. That the Faderal dollars are mostly research, I know that
theidea of putting a lot of Federal dollars into rewarch was to try
to fmd some tyw of cure or preventionpreventive kind of inoculations, before AiDS bacame a terrible national epidemic.
For instance, we have heard that you can take a shot of penicil-

lin and cure a case of syphilis. Think of the years that went into
the research that discoverad that kind of a cure for what was a national difficulty.
What kind of Federal dollars do you think we should put into e-te
health care for AIDS patients?

Dr. Comma. I understand the dilemma The problem is that the
epidemic is already here, and that we are still mayhe 10 years
awaymaybe 5yearsfrom a preventive vaccine.

I cannot really answer what are the necessary dollars. I can only
tell you that I know that the dollars so far put in, are not enough,
certainly, to provide services to patients.
I have no objection, by the way----in fact, I am very su ..rtive of
research care dollars, and have participated with the V in gettinl them projer specimens from our patients so that they isolate
the_virus. And I think that is all very important.
The point is we have a very rich society that Lthink certainly
can afford to_provide alto care services to patients. Maybe that will
change in the future. But right now, as of 1986; very precious few
dollari go to AIDS care.
To eve the numbers, there is a _proposal now, I guess, of almost

$200 million to go into AIDS endeavors. That has not 7et been
spent, and has not yet heen allocate& Clearly, aboutapproi *mately $20 million has been, I think,given so far to AIDS.
The care of one AIDS child in the hospital is overwhelming on

their children's hospital. I am sure the people here at Children's
Ha:vital who have one of thoneour hospital in Newark NJ, Chil;
area's Floapital, _just about went helly-up, trying to take care of
these children. They spent $186,000 in just IV gamma globulin

alone, a medicine we give just once a month.
The care costs_are horrendo-ls. And noone wants to pay it. The
problem with AIDS and patieats with AIDS is that no one knows
what to do about it.
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We knew that We had to provide research _dollars to get to the
root cause of it and to provide prevention. That is all well and

goal The problerii vies, we nev! i s1ly had an epidemic of the proportions of AIDS Wore. And I wink everyonenssumed that either
Medicall or Medicare, or Blue Croas or Blue Shield, or Travellers,

thatsomeonewasgoingtopickupthecarecatsofthepafie.

Well, that never really happened.
And the extensive conwehensive care coati that are needed, the
social problemiit is hard to explain. But we have trouble even
getting an ambulance to take a Si& bild to the hospital, bemuse

they do not want to take an AIDS_patient. And we have to have
the ability to argue with them, and_ to convince them. And there
are people who do that, and the ficicial woritersso that the p..oblem is very large. And the amounts put into programs are very
small.
Now, I do notI cannot Liptak for other 'programs. I know there
is a maior program in Miami, with Dr. Gwen Scott. There is a
makm program in New York And we have our program _in
Newark, New -Tersey. I can_ Speak for our program We have not
received the kir :Iany kind of suport from the Federal Government, for care
UV for patient& And we have done it, if you will,
catch-as-caftk -* .
we have built a house of cards in a program that has, for example, a nurw working full time who is only
paid half time.
That is how we have responded to it. We have just done the hest

job we could, with the limited refources.

I alin.11 4,2:"0 million is a travesty. I never realized, by the way,

how muoi. V. million was, until I got involved in looking at Federal
budgets. Only because I was interested in how much was put into

healthcare.

_ I did not knowas a doctor. Should have known, I guessthat
$1 billion was $.1,000 million. You know, I think ti e are a lot of

peojde in this _room that probably think $20 million ir close ter
excuse me$200 million is close 'm $20 billion$20 bDion is an
awful lot IIIM 7. money. And

Pumhter3
Omm. If you Its* at right now What we spendif $1 1, alion
was $1. If $1 billion equals $1, then we are ps;ig about 20 cents
for AIDS research in 1986.
If we-go to build that nuclear aircraft carrier, we are paying
about $20.

If you look at the regular budget, I guess it is $1 trillion? That

even comes,

C'iairman Mn

We will_notadmit to that

Dr. Om= Well, if it ia $1 trillion, you are going to getout of

that $1 tedlion, you_are spending, all the xervices you want to provide to ud citizena Out of that $1 trillion you err- ;;....1Ing to give onefifth of 1 cent toward AIDS work.
Let me tell you, you are dealing with a major hk.cith crisis facing
this country right now. And you are giving one-rifth of 1 cent.
So, is that appropriate? I do not think So. You people may think
that is appropriate. You may _decide that the nuclear airc_carrier cash-flows throughthe 150th oneis more necessary, and that
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more Americans aregoing to die if we do not build that, than if we
put an effort into AIDS research.
if I may just _dives& one seconch When Kennedy said he will land

a man on the Moon, he was able to do that; because he _knew he
had the bichnical resources to put a man on the Meon. And if he
committed enough moneys toit he could accomplish that task.;
If he had said, I am going_to land a man on Alpha Centauri, another star, no matter how much moneys we put into it we could
not have done it.
We -are at the aeme story with AIDS. We have the technical
_

know-how._ We _know what the _virus_ is; That _ we could; in _fact,
eradicate this disease. We actually could _probably eradicate a lot of

other diseases; But we could eradicate this one; This is the one we
are_ talking about.

If someone made the miimitment that in the next 8 or 10 years,
we are going to eradicate it; and_ commit the resources necessary to

do thatwe have the technical drilla We are not even coming
close to ormimitting the tachnical refources._

If .you ask me to give you a number, twill_ give you a number;
yes. bive us an aircraft carrier. Give us$20 billion.
[APplausej

Mrs. BOtdi. Dotter; you say that 20 percent of the mothers

die---

Dr; Otasaz. Atleast 20 perent.

Mrs. ao-aos. What happens to thk: children of those mothers?
Dr.__Orzsia. Well, in Newark, we have bov: fortunate to be-able
ta talk to _other family members, and fiiidi_usuilly grandmothers,
who would take over tae care of the child. We have some problems
_

withwe have some problem with foster _cam; but I hairi fallen in
love again with grandmothers; because
arx
11131:-,..,!..titiint re-

source in our_smiety

Mfg. %dos; They do semuch.
Dr. Outeicz. So,a lot of our children are cared for ;')-y those individuals. The sal part of AIDSts_when the mother is saill alive and
trying to take .care of her child. And that is a struggle.
She is sick. She recognizes what has hamened. And alto, she has
tremendore troubles with her _own gt.i lymuse_you can imagine
what she Weis. I have done this to myselfi and I have done thin to
_

_

_

mc

We have seen; in ear drug-using community., now: about half of
the children born to a drug user who has this virus develop the dieease. And 20 percent of those _die
go, I say te my colleagues in other drug using pr_ogramsi if your
virui3 is not there yd; awl is introduced, that is the tragedy you are
going to have tO add to all the other_ problems you have.
I mean, all these other problems they are talking_ ahout7-preinaturity4 sudden_ infant tleathyou are going to have to add into that
equation another mkior _problem. And. it is .going to be subitantial
if we allow this _virus _to spread into that porThomis. I think that point should_ be empluAized because we

are br;.-

g. to see that increase at least m the social welfke

tF.i, :ea problems; first of all; of fmding placement for
thwe ocial nee& children. Arid I also would support thecertainly eitended family responsibility.

system
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But many times, there is not an extended ramily And many

times, the extended family, also, is not capable. And I would certainly want to emphaiize, really, the long-term effects for these
children, in terms of Rife homes and caring llornes, this just could
not be minimized.

We are already at the limits of our ability to fmd adequate

homes for _these youngste.. with other problem& And this is going

to be an added problem

Dr. OLINKE. Well, respite care is gin area that needs to be consid-

ered. The Ronald_McDonald houses v., a nice concept, that 1s a

voluntau effort. But there may bethere probably is a need for

more formalized, falerally supported respite care for these individ-

Mr& Bows Thank you. I know that Mr. Walker knows the
value of grrnetfathers, as well, with the programs that he has at
the adyssey Parental Program And I fee
-:trongly that we
must involve the lmys, the young mep, the
a'i of the areas

of education, treatment, and of learning to ...
,?nerational difficulties for their children or their grandchildx, and to be healthy,
emotionally and physically themselves.
But I have many, many other questions that I would like to ask.

I get terribly worried, for instance, ahout the children who leave
the rev Program. What happens to their care between the time
that they leave there and the time that they are able to go to preschool, or are able to get into some other program where health
care is provided?

But I would just like to end, Dr. Chesnoff, with thonking you
very much for combining your brilliance and your expert knowlof medicine and science with a very carmg and loving attitu e. And I would like to tell you that when my son was tiny, I felt
very badly about talking down to him SO, I so t out the safest
place in our home, and ecided it was a huge old
room table.
And so, I would place him on the table, and woul ull up the
chair, so we could talk, eyeball to eyeball. And suddenly, ont:: day
when he was 11, I. found myeelf looking up et him. [Laug ter.]
And he sort of had_ a little smirk on his face. A! I said,"Oh,

you." And he said, "What do you want me to do, Ma, put you on
the_dining room table?" [Laughter.]
Thank you_very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Maura. Thank_you.

Dr. Oleske, there is a traditional social service delivery systew

out tirtre for children, as inadequate as it is, on a clay-to-&.y ba8iI3.
But what you are telling us, is because of the complication of AIDS

that that system limply does not respond, or will not respond.
Whether it is out of fear, prejudice, whatever the reasons are, at

tb m. moment we er a confronted with a nonsystem for these chil-

irenand I assume, to the same degree for their parents. IS that
right?

Dr. OLESICE._ That is a fair statement; yes.

Cha:rman MILLER. We talked a little bit about cost. Regarding
the population in Newark, you have knowledge of the individual
circumstances there. What are we talking ahout, to provide the
kind of care that we should, in a humane fashion, for these people?
How do you develop the resources?
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Dr. Otzsaz. First of all, the resources that are already suppeeed

to he there and committed should be utilized. And we should_ somehow find a way, I guess, of enforcing that. But Medicare and Medic-

aid, and otherSixial Security tomehow just do not provide the

services they are supposed to.
I &was one of the things we should do is convince those agencies
and programs tt.. redefine how they fulfill their committment.
I think that one thing AIDS taught me, besides a lot of humility,

in the fruStration of not being able to treat people was that, as a
country, I guess we-do not know how to respond to an epidemic.
Our wades, the NM and the CDC, and in a small way, the Fed-

eral Drug Administrationthe FDAare riTally not geared to
handle a_ problem that is emerirent and rapidly provessinig.

They do not have theI guesathe charge to do_ it. And I am not
sure what the answer is. But clearly, we should learn, and la&
back on what happened with AIDS, and mayhe redefine what is
the role of the NIH. Is it only pure_research? Are they just supposed to buy chrome and equipment? Should they get involved in
direct patient care_services? Right now they are not.
The Center (or Disease Control is an epidemiol.
branch. It
collects &as and data. It tells us how bad the pro .lem is, It does

not do anything about the problem. Should they, in fact, be in=
volved in that?
The FDA is involved in limiting drugi, so that they do not hurt

our population. Yet what has hap ned with MI)S has been a stifling -?.? trying to get drugs, thro .4:1. a terrible disease that is rapidly pro:ressing, we cannot use the drugs.

Just a sideline on the FDAwe just _got permission and just to
tell you the dilemmafinally, after about year of' struggle_to get
approval to use a drug, an antiviral, in children with AIDS. It took

us a while to convince the (=pally that made it. They did not
want to get involve& in the treatment of children. Because you
have to understandit is bad enough treating adulti. But to treat

children, even though they are dyin4 just as quick is a problem for
them. Because the usual mechanism, which is ponderous and slow,
we do drui; trials in adulte, plaid 1, -,!ir.se 2. And if adults have
limited tosicities, then you try it in children.
Well, right now, with the MDR' epHemic,_ we should not be going
by those rules. But we are trying to follow the rules.
So, the drug _company d not war o eve, us the drug. They fi
nally k,-,reed, after I year, to give us the drug.
So, now we have the drug, and now we Issve the FDA-approve4I

programthey Pke our way of giving it, tht-4 think it is safe, go

ahead and do it.
But the problem jet to eve that driw, we have to monitor certain
things. We have to give certain care to these children. We have no
resources to provide this care.
So right now, in Newark 144, I have a drug that probably is not
the cure for AIDS, but it is a start. In other words, we are getting
away from jutt symptomatic care, and getting involved in looking
at_maybe new drugs that may help children.
Wis have got approval to use it, but we cannot go ahead and use

it, because we do not have the resources to pay for the tests, the
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labbratory studies, et cetera, that you have to do to meet that protocol.

Should there be another agency that is geared to rapidly respond
to an epidemic that has a group of funds that can be rapidly dis-

seminated? But _the problem is, I do irt know.

But dearly, the system we have right now has not been_ able to
rimsfend to a diseaSe like AIDS. And I do not think AIDS is so
unque;
There is going to be other diseases coming down the road in the
years to corn% like AIDS, as we move agrarian economWs into
urban areasas a jet plane flies all over the world, we are going to
be mixing viruses and other infectious agents.
And I think now is the time to take stuck of how we respond SS

country to a problem like this, and empower somebodysome
agencvwith the ability to respond a little bit better than we did
with AIDS.
Mr. Coml. Would the gentleman yield on thie point?

Chairman Miriam Sure.
Mr. Gomm Dr. Oleske, I lip, %jute what you are saying. However, one of the things we are dealin4 With in Congress, et least in
the public's mind, is_that there is a distinction between AIDS and
other &Noses that affect society.
It is not sumuch a question of trading an aircraft carrier for $20
billion for AIDS researCh._ It is a public perception, based on some
reality, that the victim) of AIDS are victims of their own choosing.
That AIDS is primarily the result of homosexuality, proStitution,
and drujg use. And that there are a lot of people out m society, who
question whether it is right or Wroi*, Why they Should use their
tak dollars to treat the consequences of those acts, when, if those
engaged in such acts would simply stop doing it, we could solve the
problem Or we would not have the_problem.
Now, I underitand that there are victim,. of these consequences
that through no in volvement of their own, have the disease. And I
would also hope thaG we are the kind of society where we show love
and compassion to those that are engaged in activicies that, perhaps
do not agrm with. and suffer coneequences from it.
ut I t' ik that we have to be realistic, at least I do, when I go
back home and ti7 to explain why we are spending money for certain things, whether it is an 8 imraft carrier or AIDS treAment: realiatic, in What the _public's rception of this problem is.

And I think when we tie talking ahout A1DS we are talking
abcut a difiease that, at lease in the public's min f3, is sepaimted
from other diseases that affect the general
,Ar. a whole. Because many people see this as something thii, -;:ouM be cured, or
would not have happened in the first place, without individuals engaging in illegal or other acts that a lot of auciety feels are abnormal.

Ms. THOMAS. I think if we leek at it from a iimpliatic point of
view, and put things in categories, that would be the public's perception.

But when we look at the volumethe impact on the social Wel-

fare iyitem, the implications towaTd child maltreatmentthe
issues in terms of hospital costs which, again, will hit the publicI
think that we have to look at it more comprehensively. And I do
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think that the problems, not only in dealing with ADS, certainly
are umlar to elealW,g with other problems.

There are coordinating problem& Getting people together to

problem-solve is difficult It costs money. And no one really identi-

&Ts Where those funds are coming from .

I think if we continue to use the fea-for-eervice incioel to just,
really, put a bandaid on that particular diagnosis, and think that is
going to resolve it,j will tell you that it will not.
Most of the costs associated with trying to combat all of thetie
issues that affect childeen, of tfying to work with professionals and
nonprofession_a_k to reqy underatand the problem at a variety of
leveb. And AIDS is ad.....: to that problem. There is much uncertainlywe are not seeing e high velumes that they are havingin
other communities. But we have the high drug population. We
have the enormous social welfire problems already-. And we cannot
single out one being worse than the other at this point in time, because we really can't see it
The coordination effort is never really financed by anyona And
the prccess of trying to get one agency even to Haft to another, is
hours and hours and hours _of time. And the benefit to one childa
henefit to a lot of children is what we really niust focus on. This is
our goal.

And I think if the public really had some concerns about the
broader issues, and understands the broader it-wilesI can understal -.' the problems in attempting to attach a dollar amount to such
a pi.i.blem. But I think that has been our problem. And I think if
we can really try to kelt a little broader,at the needs of children,
and the implications, aB a whole, we can begin to really get the
su rt of the American public.
o one wants to see _children hurt And I think one trip to the
ICU, and one trip to the other unit to hospitalized children will
convince one of th_ .vavity of the_problem. I could have brought
gory slides of all kinds of burns and injuries, and it would shmk
unpress this audience. We must underitand that these probus I.-se often based on a long history of suffering -7rithhi

individuali whowe cannot legitimately_blame them alone

hope that is goin4 to eoltre th- _verOblem liWicause they, substance abuaing pas ente, are not even listening. They are in another
level of understanding.
And we_ are attempting to cope with the results, and it ie becom=
overwhelming.
. Witizza. Are we repeating_ history where, in the 1960's, you
used to say that drvg addiction was a local problem, it was "ust a
mincrity_problem, or a poverty
Are we repeating
ry

by saying that it is the same t

with AIDS, and wait until it
hits the middle class and the rest o tb; population before we deal
with iC
Di. Omits. Let megveL you a scenario. Pexiple always ask Ite
that same question. Well, twit of all, the cbildren, I think, are the
innocent And all the spouses of_previous dirt Imre su 3 certainly
innocent. But do we even count those numbers?
The story ia, goinjto be the_guy from Prairie View, TX who is 18

years old and is drafted into the Army, and he goes toI am
making this all up=be goes to Germany, and he sows a littlefew
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wild oats. We may accept that. We ell turn our back on that. We
do not accent homosexual bAlivilr, but we would accept hira going
with a prostitute, my.
IU maybe uses a little drugs, but he is really not a_ bad person.
He gme lack to Prairie View,M becomes a honi-Again Christian,

and an elder in bis churah. He marries hisohndhood sweetheart,

end lo, and behold, they have a child with AIDS.
And that is the insidious nature of AIDS. Remenher, 80 percent
of women who have cliildren with AIDS are well. A good number

of fathers who Wher children with AIDS, infect their wives, end
are healthy, when they havt a child dying of AIDS.
And EA that story I Iu p. outlined for youand that person, by

the way, I- do not think -would he consbiered very far from the
norm of what our society a really like, is going to be how AIDS

spreads, if you will.
It is not going to spread because of the workplaces. It is notgoing
to be spreacl because you sit next to me, or you go to school with a
child. But it kilning to
dby those nite.hanisms.
But that story is not uncommon. That little scenarb said; goes

on all the tim% every_ day. And so that, I think we Lave got to
wake up, if you will, that AIDS is not just a disease of poverty.
Right now it is, mayhe, and it is in _certain populations. But it is a
disease that threatens us all. And if it threatens the least of our
brothers, it threatens us.
And I thinkyou know, 7ou guys are really putting _pittance into
it Youlnow, you are putting in one-fourth d cent. And yeak
do need an aircraft carrier. But sorneone is going to have to wake
u to that fact And ma_yba the; *ill wake up to that fact when
their neighbor, or their friend, or thelr brother has AIDS.
And it is a &lame that we have to, I guess, work on that level of
sensitization, in that we cannot do it a little bit _preventively, to
that we conld_prevent some of thetsagedies that we haveseen.
Newark NJ,_may be the start But it is going to go to Tulsa, AZ.
It is going to go toand-I am sorry I do not know the state you are
from=but even North Ilikota Je- going to get a little MDS, and
that is a shame. And you should stop it now.

I would love tasee no other St;tic no other cityI would love to
see no other _pediatrician hlrc ta go through the tragedy that I

have_ had to go through.

It is not funny, taking care
Atm, many of whom die. Especially when you went into
.
because you love kith, and you
did not want to see anybo# die. It is a very, very, sobering exwrience. A very. humbling experience.
And that is maybe why I sometimes get angry at things like this.
You have to understand, if you woth every day up in 1%wark, and
saw what we saw, you would come down here for a conference like
this, and get a little angry.
You want _people to bitten. We want you to know ahout the problem. We would like you to do something ahout the_problem.
You guys write the Checks. We just take care of the patients.
Lithpar

!ollu.sa. If we are going to start distinguishing whether or not we are going to deliver care baked on whether there are

self-inflicted wounds involved, grouja like the American Cancer So=
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ciety will have a great deal of trouble raising fnoney. Millions of
Americans need care due to self=inflicted woundb, whether it is al-

cohol, tohacco, or what have you. We still care for them. But I

think that What Congressman Coats points out is a problem of percaption regardinl AIDS victims- that is very real in the Congress of
the United States.
Some people think you deal_ with the AIDS problem by making it
a felony. And then people Will not get it But as you clearly point
out, Dr. Oleske, and other trawls have, to other committees, that to
ignore this problem, or to think that we are going Wget by on the

cheap,_is a grave miatake. One of the very cruel tricks that we
would play on our constituents would be to imply that by condemning AIDS, we are going to insulate our constituents from the trage
dy.

Recauve,as you have already pointed out, there is an awful lot of
evidence that the insidious nature of AIDS is going to work its way
thiough _ea& and every community, if we do not do something in a
rather effective &Shim pretty quickly.
Let me thank all of the members of the panel for your time, your

expertise I think it has just been veu, very, helpfiil to ui. I think,
once again, this panel helps us in making policy-, whether we want
to buy in in terms of prevention, as Congressman Coats _pointed
out or whether we shnply want to pay the billi for the failures.
There are opportunities for success in intervention and prevention
straiegie8 with this very vulnerable population so that we do not
have infants who, through no &tilt of their own, fmd thethselves in
a terrible amount of trouble at the very befuinning of their lives I
think we have learned that much this morning.
SiN I want to thank you again, and Childfen's HospitaL

The committee is _ping to take a 3 to &minute break, here, to
give everybody a rest And then we will start with the second
panel. And if memliers of the second panel would just come up
when they are ready, then We will Start right away.
[Whereupon, a short recess was taker..]
Chairman Mum. The select committee will come hack to order.
I think it is clear to everyone in the room that thissubject is one

of deep concern to the members of the committee, from the thne
that we just spent on the first panel.
Let me explain that Congressman Coats and Congresswoman
HMS are hoth very, very much involved in the trade bill thot is on
the floor in a few minutes, and had to leave for there. I Will cond. ue the hearing. And we have some tune problem but let us just get
throwli here, and make Sure that everybody is heard in proper
fashion.

On this panel we will first hear from Dr. Lawrence Fenton, who
is a professor of pediatric-8, at the sahool of medicine, the Universiof South Dakota, in Sioux Fails, SD. He ill acCompanied by Dr.
Wilson, who is the associate professor of the department of pediatrics at the university.
ows
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STATEMENT OF DR LAWRENCE FENTON, PROFESSOR OF PEDLAT=
RICS, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE,_UNIVERSITY OF_ SOUTH DAKOTA,
ACCOMPANIED BY ANN WILSON, PILD., ASSMIATE PROFESSOR
OF PEDIATRICS

Dr. FENTON. Ann will bigin our testimony.
Chairman Mmunc._01C
Dr. WIIAON. Mr. Killer, being here

Chairman Maize. Do you have proper ligting?
D. WILBON. To be here toda-=., and 0 contribute to

important
diecumion of high risk babies la, indeed, a privilege C' k: goals are

to share with this canamittw our view on the suite: 1 'rem very
,..rddionental persPective on the problems that have

liscussed

We will discuss how a baby develops _the capacity

ekperience

thin mornin4..

fWinvit of attachment, so critical for survival and emotional
well-being. Then we will e.woach the problem from the standpOint
of the pysician at the baby's bedside and finally, attempt to place
the data_you have heard Within a context of overall values in our
American way of life. We will Imgin by giving a ditcussion of
human attactments.
Like life ittelf, attachments emerge in a cycle, with any one
person connected to older_ generations, younger irenerations, and
generations yet to come. Yet, the natural begmmng point for understanding the development of human attachments is with a new
baby.
In orckw to survive, a baby is obviouily dependent on being cared
for by others However, care which wovides food and hlticiene alone

does not create an environment sdent for growth in its fullest
senm._ rro develop the_ capaci4, to experience the emotions of
warmth and love, a baby must experience a special clareness and a
sense of belonging to hit; or her parenta.

Indmd, this all hegina before birth. During the monthe of pregnancy, a grovimg fetus is dependent won the nurture of his or her
prenatal environment Genetticiate and developmental psyChologista
alike, will readlly apt* that from the moment of 3onception, the
emerging organism is affected ki environmental influences, which
will endow or destrly future capabilities A mother's invMtment in
her growing, yet unborn baby, is the is:ginning investment which
Will nurture the
fhture caps& to relate to E. as the most
important and simial person in his c.,? rieir world.
ttathment can be seen_in a baby'q ;itputment
cuddlol
by its mother and in the efrervescent
of a _young Chile reunited
with
tz4 following a brief separai-Uon. Pceitive attachments
bind fAnliliM together for generations vhile thwa-Led attachments
can- rovoke ti..1 angriest and mit violent of bAavior .
human attachments have notheen formed as a child, love
cannot be experiencUd as an adult Prof. &bite Freiberg, noted
child psychmuudyet oinerved that the diatinjunishing characteriatic

of nonattachthent is the inability of a person to form a human

tkuid of closeness with an.other. Such unfortunate people have an
unoverished _emotional range. Professor Fraitem detcrihed those
W1th no attachments as remote and experienemg no joy, no grief,
no remorse, and no guilt.

Weud was once -Mired what he felt all Adults should do well. EX-

pecting a deep and complex response; thA questionner was surprised when Freud simply_ replied; "to love and mark." Can we
think of a societY wher its memhers all cotild leve and work?
Would not many of the ills which plague us as a Nation be mini-

mized if those capabilities were within the razge oi _us _all?_ If _all
citizens eotdd experience pii:Zuctive work and meaningful, loving

relatinshipeove would probably all agree that there would be lecs
ktha anguisk lesa expens% _and less unnecessary labor for us
if3ii8l and world community.

_

In thinking about Freud's statement, of inwortance is that he

put lo.re before work; Indeed, the ability to loVe precedes the-ability
to work. The capacitY to experience affection and to give affection,

to share closeness and intimacy, to feel secure and eafe, are veu
basic foundations for _human growth and ftdfillment This is essential, net only_for survitial in ite fii1Wst sense, but 8180 for the ability

to nurthre a babieven a baby that is yet to be born.
To love requires, at_ time% that the other's needs _be put before
one's own._ Certainly, during pregnancy, a loving thether_whe is be-

coming attached to her baby is ewer to make the best beginnings

for thia new life even when this means her own _needs are_put aside
for the next _generation whoee care sheis fostering._ It is this whith
is missing when a mother placee her intent at risk by her addiction
or_disease-prone behavior.
D. FENTON. M. Miller, what I woidd like _to do at this point is
to bring us into a disctursion and portrayal of the everyeay realities
of patient care.
On a daily basis in the intensive care nursery, we are frequently

nfronted with sick children whose mothers will come to us and

saYi
Well, dovtor, I did everything I cOuld. I did not smoke. I tlid not drink. I nerds-al
approptiately. I did all of the thinp that- I was supliosed to do. Why it my haby
lick? Why was he horn with thia deUect? Why was he premature?

_IndeecL those are hard questiom and represent a particuts, kind
of tragedy in a family whose expectations for a normal, hdalthy
child were shattered, and who look to themselves for reasons why.
And though blameless, this type of family assumes pill fur tt?eir
child's dilemma. And while we recognize that a terrible laki.::,ri,une

t-has befidlen that family, we know that no matter what tiv.
lems are, parents with those attitudes_ tend to provide a
nurturing, and loving environment for their child.
Now let us walk through a 180 degree turnabout when a phystcian is confronted with an infant of a drug addict or alcoholic.
Mark Twain once wrote that we are all like a moon, each with a
dark side that is revealed to no one. This is the dark gde of &WIcine, u ..n agAich physicians are usually reluctant to place valual
and
"-4. tat Watuse to state them publicly is to open one's self
e and criticism Although we try to be nonjudgmental in
to
our approach to a patient's needs and concerns and in our prescriptions and therapies, let me share with you some inner feehigs and
olservations.
To m a newborn baby is the most wonderful creation and gift of
God. He is born innocent, n:.,4 having asked for the situation in
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which he finds himself. Although already imprinted with all of the
potentialk heyet has no impressions of wkat life can be like. Thew
Impressions will _come to shaim his feelings and emotions, and will
hep build a wholeness of personality.
in the intensive care nursery,_ I look down upon this child
snuggled in his crili blanket, and I know in my heart that he will
be cared for by a mother who does not care. You can say, "oh, well,
that_ is very harsh. Do not say that the mother does not care. She

really has fftlings and just cannot help herself." Well, that may
be but no matter what the problems of the parente were that led
to their utilization of drug% or to a lifmWe that was diseate prone,

the result is ttill a noncarhig parent Nther in her heart she

does not care, or whether the realities are thitt she is unable to
care, or whether the realities are tlmt she is on too many drugs to
care, or whethei the realfiles are that She is too drunk to care, or
whether the realities are that she, tixi, was to unloved that she
cannot care, the outcome is the same for the baby. She does not

care. And so we have a baby who is about to grow up in a home in
which there is no love. He is lost from_ the start
At a Snow at the Universi of Cincinnati, in neonatology, we
looked at our statistics
in&zats of heroin addicts. We
knew that by 6 Months to 1 year of age 85 percent of-these children would no longer be in their home. We knew that 30 to 40 percent Of them would be abused and battered. And we knew that 10
to 15 wcent of them would probably be ldlled. And then you can
say-, "Well, but we can get them out into fester homes." But that it
a tetible solution. As you know, in most Statek the child has to I*
bettered before thr can be removed from the home. NIéOt has to
be proven. If you are lucky eno
to capture the childbefore the
batter! was so great that the
d dies from it or is permanently

uamagso from it,then sve may successfully place himfind a

home. But the sagas of fotter plazement heap trawl, ..n tragedy. Many foster mrente are loving roeople, but the -4.: still does

not have somehWy who ways, "I will love you unconditionally and
no matter what, and you will be mine forever."
Some months after placement, the natural mother may petition
and get the child baOk only to repeat the cycle. And then the child
is placed again, perhaps in a different foster home O peKuipe the
child survives to an age where he has become a Whavior problem,

End then the foetar parent calls the social worker with the message, "I am sorry, we just cannot handle this child. You will have
to take him to another fa dlity."
The child grows and learns that there is no such thing as unconditional love. He learns that he can be rejected at will, and nobridy
need make a permanent _commitment to him.

Back to the nursery. I look down upon this child, who is freth
and clern4 and I am going to picture the first examination at 4
weeks of age. I can smell the telltale olor of ammonia from unchanged dispfers, and unwashed skin. I can picture dirt under thr
&tile of a 12-week-old and the_ funny little bruises and marks that

no one can explain and the flatness of the beck of the head, hecause the chikl is teldom picked up and the Ennidant, irritable
cuing_of a child, tob long without cuddling, As time p
there will be the general unresponsiveness of the baby, gritslint
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times failure to thrive and then perhaps hard evidence of physical
abuse

Mr. 'Allier, I think you have heen listening, not merely to a compilation of facts and figure% but to a scenario of the Wu-adding of
the very_fabric of society. The toll on human personality is unmeasurable. The further tragedy is the multiplier effect
Thew children Will pass on their misery to their _own &Harm
and to their children's children, and on and on and on. And the
larger tragedy is that ail of this may be a preventable and

sarywásteofhves
of lives.
The final result is an expandin* society of adults who _have

grows up without love. There is no tight side for such people. Their
lives are all grays or blacks. aur rapacity to love is the enabler of
joy, of achievement, of deeds and goals whicl contaute positively
to mankind.

Scripturee_leach us to "train ug a child in the way that he

should go." They teach us "to despise not those little one% for-in
Heaven, their angels behold the faces of the Father," because He
loves them so.

Therefbre, I would ask God's blessing on the efforts of this cornmitte% art behalf of these little ones, whose lives and futures are so
important ta us all.
And I thank you very much.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Lawrence Fenton and Ann Wilson

follows1
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PRap.R.ED STATEMENT OF Alm L; Wmpox, PaD; Antxte:rt PROFEWOR,

DEAE

OF_PEEHATRICS; DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY_OF

. Sount MuterA; AND LAWatkcs J. Fla4thiNT, Kai Pawl:won .OF 2/DIAISICS; HEitDi
. SECTION OF NEONATAIJPERINATAL MEDICINE; DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS; SCHOOL
OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF S.D.
Mr. Miller, Mr. Coats, and Committee Members:
To be here today and contribute te thie inportant discussion of
high-riek babies is indeed a privilege.

Our goals are to share with the

committee our views on this subject from edVetal &rape-caves. We will
discuss hoe a bey develops the capacity to experience the feelings of
attachment so critical for survival and emotional

yen-being;

Then we will

approach the problem fron the Standpeibt of the physician at the bedside
it'd finally attempt to place the data you have heard within the Context Of
overall values in our American way Of life.

Like Iife itself, attachments emerge in a cycle with any one person
connected to older generations, younger generations; and generation:4
come.

yet

to

Yeti the natural beginning point for Under:it-ending the development

of human attachMents is With a new baby.

In order to surviv.
by others.

thaby is obviously despeident Oh

lieu*

Cared for

However; tete WhiCh Otd4ides food aud hygiene alone does not

create an environment sufficient for growth in its fullest salad.

TO

develop the capacity to experience the elotions of warmth and love, a baby
anst experience a special cloienesi and sense of belonging to his or her
parents.
third all begins prior to birth.

During the months of

pregnawly, a growing fetus is dependent upon the tidrtdre Of hid Or her
prenatal environment;

GenetiCieti and developmental psychologists alike

Win reedilj, agree that from the inammt of conception; an emergg orgeniam
is affected by environmental influences whieb Will endow or destroy future
capabilities.

A Sether'i

itiVistsent

in her growing, yet unborn babyi is

the beginning investment which will nurture her child's future capacity to

relate to her as the most importmt end special person in his or her world.
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Attachment can be seen in a baby's contentment when cuddled by it'a nothet
and in the effervescent joy of a young child reunited with parents
following a brief separation.
for generations.

Positive attachments bind families together

Thwarted attacheents can provoke the angriest and most

violeut of behavior.

When human attachments have not been formed as a child, love cannot be
experienced as an adult.

Professor Selma Fraiberg.'noted child

psychoanalyst, observed that the distinguishing characteristic of
non-attachment is the inability :4 a person to form a human bond of
closeness with another.
emotional range.

Such unfortunate people also have an impoverished

Professor Freiberg described those with no attachments as

"remote" And "experiencing no joy, no grief, no guilt and no remorse".
Freud was once asked what he felt all adults should do well.

Expecting a deep and complex response, the questionner vas surprised When
Freud simply replied, "to lave and to work".

where its members AU coact love and work.

.

Can we think of a society
.

Wouldn't many of the ills

which plague us as a nation be minimized if these capabilities were within
the range of us all?

If all citizens could experience productifte work and

meaningful, loving relationships, we would probably all agree that there
would be less pain, less anguish

less expense and less unnecessary labor

for us as a national and world cOnauaty.
In thinking about Freud's statement, of importance is that he put love
before work.

Indeed, the ability to love preceeds the ability to vork.

The capacity to experience affection and to give affection, to share
closeness and intimacy, to feel secure and safe1 are very basic foundations
for human growth and fulfillment;

This is essential, not only for survival

in its fullest sense but also for the ability to nurture a baby - even a
baby that is yet to be born.
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To love requires, at times, that other's needs be put before one's
Certainly, during pregnancy, a loving mother who is becoming attached

own.

to her baby is eager to make the best beginnings for this new life even
when this means her own needs are put aside for the next generation whose
care she is fostering.

It is this which is missing when a mother places

her infant at risk by her addictive or disease-prone behavior.

Let us now bring our discussion into the realities of everyday patient
care.

On a daily basis in the Intensive Care Nursery, we are confronted with
sick children whose mothers will coma to us and say "I did everything I
could doctor, I didn't smoke, I didn't drink., I exercised appropriately, I

Why

did all of the things that I was supposed to do - why is my baby sick?
was he :porn With thit defect?

Why was he premature?" Weed, those are

hard questions and represent a particular kind of tragedy in a family whose
expectations for a normal, healthy child were shattered and who look at
themselves for reasons.
child's dilemma.

Though blameless, they assume guilt for their

And while me recognize that a terrible misfortune has

befallen that family, we bibs, that no matt,:r What the problems are, parents

with those attitudes tend to provide a caring, nurturing and loving

environment for their ChM.
Now let me walk you through a 180

turnabout when a physician is

confronted with an Want of a drug addict oz alcoholic;

Mark Twain once

said that ve are all like a moon, earh with a dirk side that is revealed to
no one.

This is the dark side of medicine upon which physicians are

usually reluctant to place vanes saNd judgments because to state them
publicly is to open one's self to ridicule and criticism.

Although we try

to be non-judgmental in our approadh to a patient's needs and concerns and
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in our prescriptions and therapies, let me share with you some inner
feelings and observations.

To me a newborn baby li the most wonderful

creatift and gift Of God.

Be is born innocent, not having asked for the

situation in which he finds himself.

Although already imprinted With ill

of the potentials, he yet hat no impressions of what life can be like.

Mese impressions to come will shape his feelings and emotions and will
.belp build a wholeness of personality;

So I SO leek deed upon this Child

snuggled In his Crib Minket and I know in my heart that he will be cared
for by a mother who doesn't care.

You say "Oh, how can you be so hatch;

don't say that the mother doesn't card, she teeny Mk feelingi and just
can't help heteelf".

Well, that may be, but no matter what the pioblems of

tbe parents were that led to their utilization of drugs Or re a lifeityle
that was disease prone; the tesult is still a non-caring parent. Whether in
her heart she doesn't care or whether the realities are that she is unable
to care, or whether the realitite ate that ihe ii on too teny drugs to
care, or whether the realities are that she is too drunk to care;

or

whether the realities are that she too mat ito UnleVed that she cannot care,
the outcome is the Bens:

she doesn't care.

And so you have a baby who is

about to grow up in a home in which there is no love.

Be it lett frde the

start.

AS a fellow at the University of Cincinnati, we looked at our
statistics regarding infants of heroin addicts;

We knew that by tie Months

to one year of age; 85% Of thee* thildten would no longer be in their home.
We knew that 30 to 40% of them would be abused and battered;

10 to 15% of them woad probably be killed.

We knew that

And then you tan say, "Well,

at least we can get them out into foster homes".

Terrible solution.

As

you know,.in mos:, states, the child has to battered befete they tea be
reweied from the'bose;

weglett bss to be proven.

If you are lucky enough
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to capture the child before the battering is so great th.t the child dies
from it or is permanently damaged from it, then you may then successfully
find a home.

Reviver, frequently the sagas of foster placement heap

tragedy upon tragedy.

Although many foster parents are loving people, the

child still doesn't have somebody who says, "I will love you
unconditionally and no matter what, you will be mine fel-ever.

Some months

after Placement, the natural mother ,..sy petition and get the child back
Only to repeat the cycle and due child is placed ,ttgain, perhaps in a

different foster hone.

Perhaps the child survives to an age where he has

become a behavior problem and then the foster parent can call the social
worker with the message, "I am sorry, we just can't handle this child, you
will have to take him to.another home";

And the Child grows and /earns

that there it no Stith thing as unconditional love.

lie learns that he can

be rejected at will and nobody need make a permanent commitment to him.
I look ,down upon this ehild who is froth and clean and I picture the
first examination:at 4 weeks of age.

I can smell the telltale odor of

ammonia from unebanged diapers and unwashed skin; I can picture dirt under
the mails o.f a 12*week,old; the funny little bruises and marks that no one

can explain, the flatness of the back of the bead because the child it
seldom picked up and the constant, irritable crying of u child too long
without cuddling.

As time progresses,. there will be the general

unresponsiveness and sometimes failure to thrive and then perhaps hard
evidence of physical abuse.

'Webers of the COmmittee, you have been listening, not merely to a
compilation of facts and figures, but to a ncenario of the shredding of the
very fabric of society.

The toll on human personality is unmeasurable.

The further tragedy is the multiplier affect;

1 01

These Children wil

a on

their misery to their own children and to their Children's children and on
and on and on.

I c..in tell you that the even larger tragedy is that all of

this may be a preventable and unnecessary waste of lives.

The final rasuIt la an expanding society of adults who have grown up
without love.
gray or black;

Thern is no light side for such people.

Their lives are all

Our capacity to love is the enabler of joy, of achievement,

of deeds and goals which contribute positively to mankind.

Scriptures

teach us to "train up a child in a way that he should go."

They teach us

"to despise not those little ones for, in Heaven, their angels behold the
face of the Father" because He loves them so.

Therefore, may God Mess the efforts of this ceanittee on behalf Of
these little ones whose lives and futures are so important to us all.
Thank you.
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Chairthan Mmes. Thank you.
Dr. Clarren.
STATEMENT OF DR. STERLING K. CLARREN, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PEDIATRICS, SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF
WASHINGTON, SEATTLE, WA

Dr. CLARSEii. Mi. Miller, it is a pleasure to he here today, and to
talk tkyou and to hear the other mieakeis who have addressed this
committee.
We have heaM a lot of testimony this morning about potential
epidemickin this country, and potential crises. I am here today to
talk_about alcohol, which is not a potential problem in this eountry. Fetal alcohol damage is at epidemic proportion now, yet I often
wonder why it iS din such a quiet problem.
Alcoholhas been susixacted of causing_ fetal damage since antiquiV. But it has only been in the last 10 yeana that we have identified
smcc birth defectS related to
drug.
Fetak alcohol syndrome is a s
cslly defined diionler. It is diagnoted only when all of the ollowing deficits are present in a
single pitient. These deficiti are pre and_nestnatal growth deficiency. A set of specific facial anomalies. Major malformationt, kspecially_of the heart and hones And central nervous system dysfunction, that includes abnormal brain Structure, intellectual and behavioral deficits. Brain damage is clearly the /110st serious contkquence of this condition.
It is permanent, and cannot be ameliorated by an enrithed environment, or a vigorous educational program.
Children with all of the characterisfics of FAS are distinctly recignizable as damagml- by alcohol.No other environmental agent, or
genetic condition produces this eniquecluiter of anomalies
While there is no evidence that malnutrition, cigarette smoking
or .4ther drugs produce FAS, the; maytentiate alcohol's damage.
Fa. example, neonatal growth deficiency is associatixl with gestational alcohol exivosure,Ein .1 cigarette expoture.

A childa fetus exposed to both $s often smaller than a &tut ex=

posed to either.

Based on asseesments done at other centeri in five different
countries in the United_ States, Germany, France, Spain, and

Sweden, the frequency of fetal itkohol syndroine has been calculated as one to two live births per thousand.
This incident rate 28 considered conservative, since many infants
with FAS are missed in the neonatal peried, and they are only diagnosed later in childhood.
FAS incidence may increase in subcultures of the populations
where alcohol use varies from the social norm. FAS incidence figures for several native American groups in the SouthwesA show

that that Navajo and the PuebloS have comwrable FAS rates to
the general rates of societyI to 2 ger 1,000. While the Plaine
Indian troupe have a rate of approximately lin 100 births.
The reason for this variation is not clear. It may come &om differences in eonsumptioin or from genetic differences that affect metabolism and alcohol. It is an imriortant question that deserves further attention.
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It is important to also note that fetal alcohol syndrome is not the
only adverse outcome from g.fstational alcohol expoaure. While it is
indicative of the problem, it does not reflect the total.
ExPeriments in anithal models have confirmed that alcohol oan
alter the brain's anatomic Stru.cture and function, without producing any external change in the offspring,
Alcohol may_also proauce isolated growth deficiency, or some

other cluster of birth defects. Unlike childeen with FAS, who are
easily identified, children solely blunted in powth or intelligence
by alcohol cannot, as yet, be clinically_recognized.

Ikcause there are so many kictors that determine humemgrowth
and intelligence, establinhing solid estimate figures of the fequency these akohol-related birth defects is not possible. Guestimates
place the frequency at two to three times the rate of fetal alcohol
syndrome,.per se.
Even using the FAS incident fijures alone, we find that alcohol
ik without any question, the leading known environmental cause-of
fetal damage. Using the incident rate of 1 to 2 children per 1,000,
and notinuthat 1 percent of the population, by definition, has an
I.Q. below 70, then one has identified alcohol as being fesponsible
for, conservatively, 10 to 20 percent of the mentally retarded persons in our society.
Scientists are currenly trying to establish a dose response curve
for fetal alcohol damage. Ikasicalli, this involves measuring the alcohol consumption of pregnant females, and comparing this to the
extent of their children's impairment.
Unfortunately, this is anything but straightforward. PeOple genwall, do not keep accurate track of the ounces of alcohol they consumk and they geneitilly underestimate their consumption.
While it is relatively easy to identik children with FAS, subtle
alcohol-related birth defects are usually found only through large
longitudinal and statistically controlled studies.
of human physiolc variability, _predicting the risk of
fetal damage ffom alcoM consumption is complex. Women may
drink the scale amount of alcohol, yet abiorb it differently, or metabolize it cUfferent1y. Fetuses who are expoeed to the same amount
of alcohol may withstand alcehol exposure differently. There are
rerarts of fraternal twinning, in which one twin is more damagod
than the other.
The timing of alcohol aaposure duemg pregnancy is critical, although there is noperiod in pregnancy that is immune from alcohors harm. Each embryonic task of organization and :growth has
ita own period of esiiecial vulnefabilit7; Qmsequently, we have
little criteria at present ly which to advise an individual woman as
to the risk she takes inconsmning alcohol during pregnancy.
While moat children born to chronic alcoholics will have k'AS,_or
isolated birth defeots, some of thoo children will be normal On

the other hand, while most children born to light =id drinkers

will be normal, some may have blunted growth and development.
Because of the difficulties in determining how much alcohol a
woman actually consumes, and the tzue extent of the fetal
animal models are needed to aitablish the bare &Sentialscililonf a&ee
dose response curves.
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Dose respmte data cannot be el-tally extrapolated from common
laboratory animals like mice, rats, and hamsters, since they metab=

olize alcohol differently from humans. And much development
which occurs fetally in humans occurs postnatally in these small

creature&
Furthermore, these animals lack the complex cognitive functioning that is impaired in humans exposed to moderate amounts of alcohol.

For these reasons, a nonhuman primate model is necessary to
understand alcohol's teratogenicity._ My colleagues and I at the
University of Washington Regional Primate Center have developed
a model for alcmhol-related birth defects in the pigtailed macaque
monkey.

In a project funded by NIAtbt, we have given alcohol to pregnant animals once a week, from the beginning of gestation to the
end. Our aim is to mimic aaturday tAlht drinking, which is currently a typical pattern of drip king among women who still drink
during pregnancy. We are no% in the final stages of this project.
All 117 prEgnancies are completed. But not all the infanta are yet
assessed.

Within 6 months, we should have information correlating weekly
exposure of alcohol smd fetal abnormalities.
The question that the model will not address, but one that could
be answered in later studie& is whether or not darnaged_produced
by early geetational exposure could be reversed by later gestational
absfinence,

RegaHless of any project's future finding& one fact is clear.
Fetal alcohol exposure is a leading cause of congenital brain
damaga While this condition is basically untreatable, it is com-

pletely preventable.

Since there is no benefit to pregnant women drinking we fully
agree with the Surgeon General's advice that it is safest for women
to abstain from alcohol entirely during pregnancy.
There are_three groups of women who will not or cannot heed
this advice. Women who drink in their usual fashion because they
do not know they are pregnant. Chronic alcoholics, who _cannot
stop drinking-. And adolescents or older women, who are either denying their pregnancr, or acting out in a destructive fashion.
Data should be available over the next few years to provide counseling for women who have inadvertently exhorted their fetus to
some alcohol_ in early gestation. For the latter high risk _groups,
prevention of alcohol-related birth defects will only come through

the kinds of interventive programs that we are discussing this
morning. Thank you.
[Preparkl statement of Sterling Clarren, M.D., followsj
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Alteliel NIS been suspected of causing fetal damage since antiquity;

bdt scientific evidence has only verified the association of alcohol and
birth defects in the last ten years.

Fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) is a

specifically defined disorder that is diagnosel only when aII of the followiog
deficits are observed in a patient:

I) prenatal and postnatal groWth de-

ficiency; 2) a specific set of facUl anomalies, 3) Maier balforhatieha,
especially of the heart Ind bends, Mid 4) tentral nei-Mnia Skateh dysfunction,

incIning armermal brain structUre, intellectUal ihd behavioral deficits.
Brain Jahage is clearly the most serious consequence of this condition -it is permanent and cannot be ameliorated by an enriched environment or a
vigorous education program.

Children with all the characteristics of FAS are distinctly recogninbIe
as damaged by alcohol; no other environmental agent or genetic condition produces this unique cluster of anomalies; Mile there is to evident-6 that halnutrition; cigarette smoking or other drugs prodUte FAS, thoy hay potentiate
alcohol damage;

FOr example, neenatal grovto defitienty is associated with

both gestational alcohel tipetiihe and tigarette exposure; a fetus exposed to

both may be Sheller than if it Were *posed to either drug alone.
BaSed on assessments in done in urban centers in five different countries
Crhe US, Germany, France, Spain; and Sweden), the frequency of FAS has been
calculated at 1-2 live births per 1000.

This incidence rate is considered

conservative, since some infants are missed in the neonatal period and only
recognized later in childhood.

FAS incidence may increase in sUbcultnte populations where altehel OS6
varies from the social worm;

FAS intideXt figures fOr SeVeral Native An-

erican groups in the SOuthWett ShOW that the 14&i5e and Pueblo groups are
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=parable to oVetill rates, while the Plains'group has a rate of 9;8 pet
1000;

The teikiii for this variation is not clear -- it may SteM ftOM dif-

fetehtta ih consumption or from genetic differences that affett Metabolism
Of alCahol.

This question deserves further attention.

It is important to note that fetal alcohol Syndrome is not the only
adverse outcome from gestational alcohel.

While it is indicative of the

problem, it does not reflect the total picture.

Experiments in animal

models have confirmed that alcohol can alter the brain's anatomic structure
and function withOUt inikkicing-any-external change in the offspring;

COn-

seqpent/y, altdhel may also produce isolated growth deficiency or some othet
clustet of bitth defeCts.

Unlike Children with FAS -- who Are easily identi-

fied -- Children solely blunted in growth or intelligence by aidohol -cannot
AS yet be recognized.

Because there are so many faCtott that determine human

growth and intelligence; establishing solid datiMatet Of the frequency of
these alcohol-related birth defects it not yet POSSible.

Guestimates place

the frequency at 2 to 3 tiMeS the rate of fetal alcohol syndrome per se.
Fven using the FAS ihcidence rate alone, however, we find that alcohol

is witimut any question the leading known environmental cause of feta/
damage.

Ibis* the inciderice rate of 1 to 2 children per 1000 and :ming

that 11 Of the Otipulation has an IQ below 70, then by definition aitoliol

iS tetpdasible for 10 to 20 percent of the mentally retarded petSons in our
society.

We are currently establishing a "dose-respOnSe CUrVe fet fetal alcohol
damage.

Basically; this involves measuring the alenhol COnSuaption of preg-

nant females and comparing this to the eXtent Of theit children's impairment.
Unfortunately; this is anything tait_StraightfOrward.

People generally do not

keep accurate tradk of the Othitet Of alcohol they consume and they generally
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underestimate consumption.

While it is relatively easy to identify FAS,

Subtle altbilibl-related birth defects are usually found only through large;

lraigitudinal and statistically controlled studies.

Because of human physiological variability; predicting the risk of fetal
damage from alcohol consumption is complex;

Women may drink the sate IMeUnt

of alcohol yet absorb or metabolize it differently:
differing levels of reSistance to alcohol:

FetUteS Seem tb have

there are several reports of

fraterniI twinming where one fetus is more dahiged than the other.

The timing

Of altOhol exposure during pregnancy is critical, and although there is no

peried in pregnancy that is immune from alcohol's harm, eath embryonic task
of organization and growth has its own periods of especial vulnerability;
Consequently, we have little criteria at present by which to advise an
individual woman as to the risk she takes in consuming alcoh01 during ptegodoq..
While post child:en born to chronic alcoholic Wdffieh will hatre FAS br isolated

aIcohoI-reIated birth defects; some may be nbirMal.

Oh the Other hand, while

most children born tb a light social drinker will be normal, 5030 may have
blunted growth and development.
Because of the difficulties in determining haw

, 4' alcohol a woman actually

consumes and the true extent of infant damage; animal z. ..;leis are needed to es-

tablish the dose-response curves.

Dose-response data cannot be easily eXtrapb-

lated from common laboratory animals Iike mice; rats and hamstert, Sinte they
metabolize alcohol differently than humans and mach deire1e0Ment iilh btturs
fetaIly in humans OCCLVS pbst-natally in theSe SMall creatures.

Fbrthermore;

these small AhiMat lack the tOMplék togoithre functioning that is impaired in
huMAAS expoSed tb Mbderate amounts of alcohol.

For these reasons, a non-human

primate tOdel iS netetSary to understand alcohol teratogenicity in humans;
My colleagues and I at the University of Washington Regional Primate
Center have developed a model for alcohol-related birth defects in tho pigtailed
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macaque monkey.

In a prOjeCt ftded by NIAAA, We haVe giVeh Alcohol to

ptAgnant

once a week from the beginning of gestation to the end.

OUt aim is to mdmic SatOtday night drinking, a typical pattern of drinking
among WOMen Who still drink during pregnancy.
We are now in the final phases of this project.

All 117 pregmcies

are completed, but not all the infants are as yet fully assested.

Within

six months we should have information correlating weekly eXlidthte Of AlCahöl

and feta./ abnormalities. A question the model Will hbt iddteis, but one that

could be amwered in later studies, is Whether or not damage produced by
early gettational exposure to alcohol can be reversed by later gestational
abstinence.

Regardless of any project's future findings; one fact is clear:
alcohol exposure is a leading cause of congenital brain damage;
condition is basically untreatable; it is comp/etely preVehtable.

fetal

While thit
Sinte thete

is no benefit in pregnant women drinking, we fully agree With the Stitgeon

General's advice that it is Safest fbr women to abstain from alcohol entirely
during pregnancy.

Mete ate thtee groups of women who will not or cannot heed this advice:
kb-eh Who drink in their usual fashion because they do not know that they
are pregnant; chronic alcoholics who cannot stop drinking; and adolescents

who are either denying pregnancy or acting out tn a &strwtive fathibn.
Data should be available over the the next few yeart to provide tbUnteling

forwtmmen An have irMvertently exposed their fetus to tea* alcohol in early
gestiition.

Fot the latter high risk groups, prevention of alcohol-related

birth defeCtt Will Only come with improved general interventive programs.
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Recognition of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
Sterling K. Clerreit; MD
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Uicrocephaly is usually _present

front birth and may be the first sign

of CNS dydunction. ii antopeled
eases of infants with FAS, tbelirsins
have shown similar types of malformations caused by failure or inter-
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of Ethanol Toratoteurne
Since the recognition of FAS, it has
become _clear _thitt._ in any specific
patient each individual anornely can
vary in severity a n d any subcombina-

tion of anoinies can occur. When a
Person's cluster otanomelks is Inert,quste for confident syndrome identification. we maggot the term "possi-

ble fetaLaleohol effieti" he need in
the differential diagnosis. In some
patients, behavior and intelligence
itin hi Oterid irithout "undated
dialfrUctic Sttaniteein ELromkitud
circumference, or facial morphogenesis.

klecherneme of Torstogonuls
and Doss Response Cum.

offen repeated question has

France." In at least one study, intelli-

been whether_cthanaleauktim_ demonstrated to be the specific teratogen!

gence could not be improved with
improved home end social environ-

ic agent- in- FAS. Could the fetal

ments."
Since many conditions feature
growth and tnentsi _deficiency, _it bas
become the striking facial eppeuance
of children with FAS that leads to the
secure diagnoiis There are numerous

lAnkonepetem
Cpthe deertleuls

JAMS.. June hA.

Table 2.'"

been noted during withdrawal. Treatment is symptomatic.

__Iereenksresuesseer

446.60._dyeareetra

ufti* continue' to grow larger

er neurologitalproblemehavi reedy

Celesser
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bismus and myopia are frequent eye
problems, and ptosis and blepharophimosis bays Welt reported.
When defining FAS by growth deficiency, brain dysfunction, and charac-

diuniFut be due to a combination of
malnutritional and environmental

factors that are parts of the elmhelk's life-style?_ The scope of -this
review preclukeftdlducussion of the
extensive animal studies that have
now been completed and that demon-

a

facial anomalies in this disorder as
listed in Table I. A small cluster of
anomalies produce the characteristic

strate the tiettagifik

face_ in_s_mall_ children. These are

nondrinking, malnourished populstions._Stbenotremaindthe only eniiir

short palwbral fissures, short upturned nose, hypoplutic philtrurn,
bypenlaidc maxilla (flat midlicel
and thinned upper vermilion: (gold,
er children and adults, variable
growth of the nose and mandible may
changethe typicel appearance some-

what (Fig 2i

ethanol in wide varietyof species"
In humans FAS has not been found in

mon environmental agent ,...msurned
by women bearing children with FAS.

Of_eourie ctgarette smoking, drug
ingestnnomd rnalnutrition may bsve
additive effects thst make the fetal
damage more severe.

SeveraLProblems_have_madi the

In the past the shortened palpebral
fissures have suggested mild growth
deficiency of t)ie eye. FranSmicropb-

establishment of firm fetal risks at

thalmia hu been rare. Recent evidence suggests that mild retinal

generally measured by self-reports

aberrations are more trolurntn
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Stra-

variable maternal drinking levels dif-

fithlt_Alitthel c00Oiiiiittii0 bii been

that may he of uncertain validity.
Patterns of drinking vary almost
Fetal Alcohol SandrorneClanan

110
daily; it is unlikely_ that any two
fetuses lave suer bean subjected to
the fsiet_same exposure _patters. It
has been &Scutt to Meatier the_more

mildly affected parsons. Still, important correFatIons baseless fount

likellhooted Miscierialn dole
seem to isereue directly with consumption. The risk of abortion is
Wee as hkgh in women drinking 1 ea
of sboolueecohol infrequently_as
twice per week. This may be a feto-

metabolic _pethweys of ethanol or
prolong its degradation so that the

theitiglitic effects

itrongly advitTe _ discontinuation of
alcohol front that Point- Tkrapeutic
abortion is often discussed as an

enhanced,

are

Aseteldekde; Amajortnetabedite of
ethanol, has been shown to be iteelf
teratogenic.'°° Variations in ethanol

option,. bit is not actively recom-

meWbrilism dad it; riUdonthip to

ception, not birth, must be fostered in
the_ennpsignant. Few parents would

mended.

The notion of motherim from con-

teratogenesis is an area of research
that deserves active investigation.

give an infant an ounce of lkikraley
should understand that gestational
&inking is the same thing or worse.

Incidence and Provolone'

toile rather than teratogenk effect!,

Fetal alcolud syndrome has been
reported to occur in between one in

Early_educatiOn_prograrns _may he_an

__Want _bili_insitrairy_virili with

600 and one in 1,000 live births in the

alcohol use. Consurn_ption of 1.6 es of

Seattle- area. an PAS curriculum is

aittes.!` _Prance_and Swe,
deo." In each study this was only the
incidence of clear cases of FAS in
population.
Principally

being intTro
into- the Primary
gredes. It hoe been wgli_receisedeLnd

absolute alcohol per day produces
infiSU averaging 9) g less than con-

trols.'
Fetal akohol iTyndrome occurs in
30% to 45% of infanta born- to

ckronic.lievy_diily_drinker."' Binge
drinkim and moderate drinkilgt. especially in the first trimester, carry a
lower but ID unknown riat. No upper
kvel of consunditionitatleen_eatab,

tithed that allows for prediction of
dednite damage to the fetus nor -a
lower level thiterelndia the possibility of fetal harm.
litajewski et sr have suggested that

okikm increases the
likeliltoodel PA& We kave_estimaled

that in our clinic 75% of women
bearing FAS infants are dead within
fise)wars_d_theaffieted thild'i birth.
Could alcoholic liver damage alter the

important aspect of prevention. In the

is available to other school districts"
(Fig 3). Identification of female alcolohca_before pregnancy is lion important. The National Institute of Alco-

Frequency has not yet been reported

in heavily drinking ethnic or racial
groups. These figure:, which underre-

holism and Alcohol Abuse has funded

Port the_full ectikotteratogsnesis

two programs to_ detect high-risk

from alcohol. already establish FAS
as a leading known cause of mental

women end _Provide_referral _service

retarclatiOn.

1.146.--AA087116-01, NIA A A

for treatment (grants No. NIAA A
114114

AA03922-01).

Prevention
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risenl W. Korilkalth_diedww WA= 1991_11
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you.

Dr. Marks.

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMBES. MARKS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR
SCIENCE, CENTER FOR HEALTH PROMOTION AND EDUCATION,
CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL, ATLANTA, GA

Dr. MARKS. Thank you. I am going to talk a little bit Shout the
issues of smoking during pregnancy, an addiction that is not generally considered in the same light ail the addictions we have heard
about earlier.

In the nearly three decades since cigarette smoking was first
shown to be associated with lower birthweight among infants born
to smoking women,4 large number of studies have confirmed and
extended these finding. ne 1980 Surgeon _General's report, entitled "The Realth_Consequences of Smoking for Women," highlighted some of those findings.
Cigarette smoking during pregnancy is deafly associated with-reduction_ in infant birthweight. The reduction averages up to 2 Li
grants for full-term newborn& The magnitude of a birthweight defi cit increases as the number of cigarettee smoked by the mother per
day increases. Furthe on average, a woman who Smokes has at
least twice the riik of having a low birthweight infant than does a
similar woman who does not smoke cigarettes.

In five laige studies _carried out in the United StattTs and

Canada, between 21 and 39 peecent of all low birthweight is attributable to maternal cigarette smoking. The major cause appears to
be a direct effect of smolung on fetal growth, most likely operating
through the effects of nicotine, and its metabolites, on feWl growth
or through reduced oxygen availability from carbon monoxide in

the cigirette Smoke that reduces the oxygen carrying capacity
within the blood.
In addition to this direct effect on birthweight, other important

relationships have heen found between the maternal smoking_ and
increasecL likelihood of stillbirths; increased risk of premature delivery and increased risk of sudden infant death syndrome. In addition, studies more and more are showing_ that there is an increased
likelihood of behavioral and learning_problems for the infant.
Dr. Clarren has indicated the fact that these effects may be miii
tiplicative with alcohol. And many of the women who smoke cigarettes also drink alcohol, and vice veria. In fact, your witness this
morning, Jenny, actually did not mention the fact that she smoked
cigarettes fairly extensively during her last two pregnancies,
though not in the first two.
%cause of the coniiitency of the harmful effect of smoking_ on
fetal growth, several of us at the Centers for Disease Control proposed in a recent article that the term "Fetal Tobacco Syndrome"
be used to identify thote children whose growth retardation was
prohably due to the fact that their mother smoked during pregnanGiven this background, how important is the problem of smoking
during pregnanc7 in the United States today?
As more hag been learned about causes of low birthweheit and
infant mortality, it has LveCOMe increaSifigly clear that in terms of
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the proportion of low birthweight infants due to known factors, cigarette smeking is the iinglë, most important known determinant of
axxc fetal growth in the United States.
Currently, about 29 percent of all adult US. women smoke. This
rate haa remained diatzWaingly stable over the labt two decades, in

contrast to the_ very dramatic decline that has occurred amorgg
male smokers. Only abeut 1.0 to 15 percent of all women smokers
quit smoking when they become pregnant. The figurW may be
worse kir low-income women.

Preliminary analyiWs from the Centers for Meal* Control nutrition surveillance system suggest that currently only about 6 to 7
percent of pregnant women smokers in WIC clinics quit during
their pregnancy Usually these quitters are the lightest SmOkers.
As estimated from_the national natality survey of the National

nter for Health Statiatics, about 25 percent of all pregnant

women in the Unitrx1 &star smoke throughout their _pregnancy.
Since there are 3.6 million births in the United States per year, ap-

proximately 900,000 infants are born yearkLin the Unit4T,c1 StatETs
exposed to the effects of tobacco in utero. Disturbingly, the rates of

smoking are highett among those women who are at greatest risk
of poor pregnancy outcome for other reagens. That is, the less well
educat4 teens, unmarried women, those who also consume alcohol
and those with lower income.
A powerful illustration 'comes from the State of Missouri, which
collects geed information on smoking during pregnancy from its
birth certificater. In Misisruri, in recent years, over 45 Nrcent of
women receiving prenatal care in_public clinics and a similar percentage of women in the WIC Program smoke cigaretteTsrat&

much higer than the 25 percent of prwnant women in general.
Even taking into account, though, the lugh risk of low bhteight
and the high risk of infant mortality for infants those women,

the evidence is that the Cigarettes that these women smoke further
increase their risk of haVing a low birthweight baby or one of the
other pregnancy complications mentioned earlier.
The next question from a public health perspective is, is there
something we can do about this situation? In a 1983 study of several hundred women cariled out by Dr. Mary Sexton and colleagues
at the Uuversity of Maryland, the rate of smoling cessation was
twice as high among a group of women given specific miunseling

and support to atop smoking during pregnancy. That is, among
three gren the counseling and support, 43 percent stopped smok-

ing during pregnancy. This intervention led to an average mcrease
of over 100 grams in mean birthweight oi the newbern infanti of
the women in treatment groups.
In a second study recently published by Di. Ric-hard Windsor and
colleagues, from Birmingham, AL, several hundred women attending three clinics were enrolled in a self-help program where-they
were even a very short counseling session, and. then a self-help

guide to 9uit smoking Again, the rate of cessation was nearly
twice as high in the treatment group as in the uncounseled control
group.

Thus, it appears that we are learning how to increase substan-

tially the number of women who can stojr smoking during pregnancy. However, it is equally clear that the overwhelming mrdority of
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Ras/tient women in the United States receive no formal help to

stop smoking.
We, a the Centers for Disease Control, will soon be working with

a State health ckpartment to develop and evaluate methods for incorpora ifim: formal smoking_ cessation efforts into public prenatal
and WYE clinics. It is our intention that this demonstration project
provide us with the information and experience needed to assist
other States to incorporate the methods that have been developed
through the previously mentioned research into their programs, so
that they can reach large numbers of women of great need.
Although much remains that is unknown about the prevention of

low birth weight and infant mortality, it is critically important

that effective means of prevention of low birthwe4ght, when they
are knoWn, be fully incorporated into existing prenatal care. Smokinx castration efforts are inexpensive, when compared to the expenditures for low birthwe*ht inrants,_ requiring intensive care.
The exUenses were estimated to be about $8,000 per infant, in 1978
dollars, in an Office of Teohnology assessment study. Recently, I
see, ;Ix your facts that _you have provided here, that it is at $24,000
per infant in this hospital
Based on existing evidence, there is a great likelihcxxl that smoking aeration intervention programs will be highly cost effective
Let me assure_you, though,that the subitantial oniortunity that
this represents for improvement in the low birthweight rate in the
Unitod StatcTs will _not be easy to seize. It is difficult to get the
women who smoke the most heavily to quit during pregnancy. It is
8190 clear that the women attending _public clinics are more likely

to dday beginning their prenatal care, and that thole who begin
prenatal care late are least likely to quit smoking.

The rate of low birthwe*ht in the United States currently

stands at 6.8 percent of all live births. The available evidence indicate that if we could eliminate smoking among pregnant women,
we estimate that the rate of low birthweight infants born in_ the
United States would decrease to approximately 5 percent of all
birtha a greater decrease than has occurred in the past 35 years in
this country.
Before I finish my testimony, I would like to mention one other
thing.
Earlier, we heard discussion about the issue of education, and its
effects. There is education that is effective for promoting healthy
behaviors for women who are currently or about to become preg-

nant And we also know that school health education has been

shown to he effective, at least in delaying the initiation of smoking
among children in grades 4 through 6.
That is, in a large study of 30,000 children, 40 percent fewer chil-

dren initiated smoking in the seventh grade if they had been exposed to school health education than thole not 80 expcised.
Thank you for your attention.
[Prepared statement of James Marks, M.D., follows:]
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PREPARED SorJS. MARiuji

Mineratm

DIRECTOR FOR &MICE,
CENTER_FOR HEALTH PROMOTION AND EDUCATION; CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTEOLi
PURIM HEALTH SERVICE, us. DITARTm=n OF IIMICLTh AND HUMAN SERVICES

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee.

I am Dr. James Mirka, Assistant Director for Science, Center for Health
Promotion and Education, Centers for Di 00000 Control (CDC).

I ma especially

pleased thi morning to be able to discuss with you the issue of cigarette
smoking during pregnancy.

In the nearly three decades since cigarette smoking was first shown to be
associated with lower birthweight among infants born to smoking women; a large
nVAber of studies have confireed and **tended these i_ndings.

The 1980

Surgeon 04heraI's Wort, entitled Health Consequences of Sienna For WoMin,
highlighted some of those findings.

Cigarette smoking during pregnancy is clearly associated with reduction in
infant birthweight.
newborns.

This reduction verages up to 200 grams for fullterm

The magnitude of the bitthweight deficit Inc

cigarettes smoked by the other per day increases.

as the number of

Further, on

Egli

woman who smokes has at least trice the risk of having_a low birthweight
intent (defined hero SO lode Chen 2500 grams or 5 pounds, 8 ounces) as does
similar woman who does not smoke cigarettes.

In five large studies carried out in the United States and Canada, between 21
and 39 percent of all low birthweight W62 attributable to maternal cigarette
smoking.

The eijor cause appears to be a direct effect of mmoking on fetal

growth, most likely operating either through effects of nicotine and its

metabolites on fetal growth or through reduced oxygen availability due to the
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- 2 effect of carbon monoxide on the oxygen carrying capacity of the blood of the
mother.

In addition to this direct effect on birthweight. othor W.ortMat

relationships hove been found botween maternal smokWg end:

I;
2;

Theroased liUlikOd
Thereas&I
*Other,'

of tillbitthi;

risk of premat4re delivery and premature rupture of the
araza-is;

3.

Increased risk of sudden infant death syndroms;

4.

Inersimmd

likelihood of premature separation of the placenta from the

uterine wall; and
S.

increased likelihood of behavioral and learning problems for tho
infant.

Seems. of the consistency of the hateful effect of smoking on fetal growth .
several of us at the Centers of Diseases Control proposed in I rittait ettiele

that tho term 'Fetal Tobacco Syndromo bo used to identify those children
whose growth retardation was probably MI6 tO thi fett tbet their mothers
keeked during pregnancy.

Given this background how

important

is tho problem of

smoking d4ring

pregnancy im the U.S. today'?

Am more ham boon Immtdd tbOut causes of law birthweight end of infant
mortality; it MO become increasingly clear that in terms of tho proportion of
le& birthweight infants duo to known factors, cigarette smoking Ls the mingls .
most important determinant of poor fetal growth in the United States.
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durrently about 29 percent of all adult U.S. women smoke.

This rate hie

remained distressingly stable over the left tee Catalog in dentreit to the

very dramatic decline thst has occurred anon male smoker'.

Only about 10 to

15 percent of women smokers quit rookie' When they become pregnant.

figures may be worse for low income weft.

The

Pteliainary inelyses from CDC's

NUtrition Surveillance Spittle suggest that Cerrently anly 6 to 7 percent of

pregnant meson in WIC clinits (Special Sepplemental Food Program for women.
Infants end Children) quit during their pregnancy.
the lightest smokers.

Usually these quitters ere

A. estimated from the National Natality Survey of the

Deportment's National Center for Health Statistics. about 25 percent of an
pregnant woLen in the U.S. smoke and continue to smoke throughout their
pregnancy.

Since there are 3.6 million births in the United Stets* per year;

IMProximately 900;000 infants t3rn yearly in the U.S. ere (devoted to the

effects of tobacco in utero.

Disturbingly; the rites Of eneeking ite higheit

among those women who are at greatest titk Of peet ptegiiihey outcome for other

reason-athe ISO* veIl edUcited

teens unmarried women. those who also

consume alcaol end those with lower income.

I will now summarize some of the recent findings from the field.

A powerful

illustration comes from the State of Missouri; which collects good information
on smoking during pregnancy from its birth certificates.

In Missouri in recent years; over 45 percent of women receiving prenatal Care
in public clinics and over 45 percent of pregnant women in the WIC ptegtiM

smoke cigarettesrates much higher thin for pregnint women in general.
taking into secoOtt the high talk Of lew birthweight and the high risk of
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infant evrtaltty for infants of women in public programs, the vidence is that
the cigarettes that these women smoke further increase their risk of having a

low bletWoigtt bell dr one of the other pregnancy complications mentioned

earner,
The next question is whether, from o public health perspeltive, something can
be done about this situation?

In a 1983 'study of several hundred wont, carried out by Dr. Nary Sexton and
colleagues at the University of NeryIend, the rate of smoking cessetion was

twice as high mon a group of women given specific counseling and support to
stop woolItg durihg pregnancy.

That is, among the untreated control group, 20

poreoht Stepped amain, whereas awes those given the counseling and support;
43 percent stepped smoking dueng pregnancy.

Ship intervention led to an

avertge increase of over 200 grams in mean birthwaight of the newborn infante
of ehe women in treatment groups vereus control groups.
In a second study conducted by Dr. lachitrd Windsor end colleogues from

Birmingham, AIe

, several hundred women attending three clinics were

enrelled in a self-belp program where they were given a short counseling
passion and then a self-help guide to quit smoking.

Although many of these

women began prenatal cars later then theed ro lb* Ikrilind study, again the
rate of caseation was nearly twice es high in the
uncounseled control grOup.

treataant

group as in the

Theis, it appears we ere learning how to increase

substantially the AUeber of women who top smoking during pregnancy.

However;

it ie equally clear that the overehelming majority of pregnant women in the
0.8

receive no formal help to stop smoking.
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we, t the Centers for DiSMISO Control, Win soon be working with

State

health department to develop and evaIOate methods for incorporating formal
smokiig cessation efforts into public prenatal and WIC clinics.

It is our

intention that this demonstration project provide us with the information and

experience needed to assist other States to incorporate these methods into
their programs.

Although mach remains that is unknown about the prevention of IOW birthareight

and infant mortality, it is critically important that effective Means of
prevention of low birthweight, when they are rnown, be telly incorporated into
existing prenateI care.

Oinking cessation efforts are inexpensive when

compered te the expenditures for low birthweight neonates requiring intensive
care, Which were estimated to be about 88,000 per infant in 1978 dollars in
recent Office of Technology Aesessment study.
there is

Based on xisting evidence,

great likelihood that smoking cessation intervention in prenatal

programs will be highly cost effective.

Let me assure you that the substantial opportunity that this represents for
improvement in the Iow birthweight rate in the U.S. wiII not be easy to
seise.

It is difficult to got the women Whe =DU moit heavily to quit during

pregnancy.

It is also cIear 'Alit women attending Public clinics are more

likely to delay beginning their prenatal care and that those who begin
prenatel care late are least likely to quit smoking.

The rate of low birtbweight in the U.S. currently stands at about 6.8 percent
of all live births.

The available evidence indicates that if we could

eliminate smoking among pregnant women, we estiette that the rate of low
birtWweight infants born in the United States would decrease to approximately
5 percent of all births, a pester decrease than has occurred in the last 35
years.

Thank you for your attention.

I au pleased to answer any questions you might

have.
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Chairman Mu Lick. Thank you vezy much.
Ms. Arkin.
STATEMENT OF ELAINE B. ARKIN, CHAIR, STEERING COMMIT-

TEE, HEALTHY MOTHERS, HEALTHY BABIES COALITION,
WASHINGTON, DC

Mi. ARKIN. Thimk you. I wanted to tell you about some _of the
educational activities that we can undertake to take care of Some
of this problem that we have been hearing about all morning.
We have been hearing about the importance_of prevention and
education, and the Healthy Mothers, Healthy BabicTs Coalition is
devoted to exactly that So, there is something goins on.
The coalition is a cooperative ventuie of 80 national organizations including voluntary, health profeSsional, and governmental,
and they include three Federal agenciesAgriculture, Health and
Human &rvices and Traniportation.
We an got tcgether in 1981 with a common concern about infant
mortality, and an eniasis on prevention. And a concentration on
what a woman can da, herielf, to help assure that she can have a

healthy baiby-._ Our focus is on education of women, their familicTs,
and the health care providers. And _all of our messaiges are positive
and theall concern prevention actions, including proper nutrition,
avoidance of _alcohol, tobacco, and drup during_preignanw, and eirptcially the importance of eatly and regular prenatal care. And
say especially, lmause you have heard that that is a problem with
low-income women. And low-income women are a special audience
for third coalition.

So, because of that, one of the firSt thingi We did Ili a group was
conduct marliet research. We talked to as many low-inaime women
as we could afford to do in an organized fashion. And they told us
that health care is not a priority for them. Pregnancy is not conaidered a medical condition. They do not consider it a problem. They

consider it a naturaproceia.
So that medical attention is not something that they see iS necee7saiy, unless they have an acute symptom. And while they told us
that they understood the effect of alcohol, smoking, and drugs on
their own bod-x they did not seem to be able to make the connec-

tion betWeen their own behavior and the health of their baby._
In fact_ for these women, everyday broujght a neV, itines of very
real problems to overcome. And more emotonal stresse& And they
told us that Smoking, and drinking, and use of chugs is one way

that they could deal with their problem& The birth of their baby
was something that was going to happen_ at some time in the

future. It did not seem very real to them. But those everyday concerns were very real, and they neeckx1 the ausistance of the emo=
tional crutches to get them through the day.
So, using that market reKtarch, we designed an educational
intervention, dealing With emotional appeals, and motivation, and
using some cultural sensitivity in dealing with low-income women.
We came up with a series of six ve simple information carcli on
each of th&te topics, including
drinking, and drug use.
They are very simple. Just a httle bit o information. And there is
a series oi posters that went with them.
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And we distiibuted them as a subscription series, over a imrics:1 of

several years. So that a woman, every time she came to a clinic,
could take another one home to put up on her refrigerator.

We distzibuted over 7 million ol those cards in English and Spanish, over the p&st few years, never in guanititATs of more than 50 at

a time. They were offered through clinics and other sites serving
low-income women. So, I think you can see there is a real needa
real demand for these materials, since we made them continually
come back to us for additional quantities.

Now, at the fume time we talked tA low-income women, we

talked to those health _care providers who srecialize in serving this
audience. And they told us, as you have heard already this morning, that they were not trained to identify substance use problems
in women And mucl less are they able to counsel those women on
how tb quit, or even refer them to treatment sources.

Nor; didthey told usdid they have the time to deal with what

they considered nonmediCal issues, like substance use during pregnancy. So, we formed a substance abuse subcommittee of our coalition to address these health care professional& And we designed a

kit of materials for these busy professional% including the latest
scientific information, and the policy statements of their own proWssional association% in oWer to convince them that they need to
take an action. We are _giving them counseling guide% to try to
help them learn on their own how to counsel these women, or at
least to refer them in the community for more help: We are also
giving them informational materials to make their job easier, because we recognize that they have very little time in clinics to deal
with these women.
Last summer, as a continuation of this investigation of what we
can do to help health care provider% we asked them what they Iliad
found to lye succes4ful in their own practice in motivating low-

income women to come in alid stay in the systembecause it is
verr hard to keep them there, once we get them thereLW of
them took the time to write to us, and give us their best advice for
their peers about what seemed to workwhat seemed to be effective.

And while there isa long list of suggestions, the top three included the importance of cooinating all the community services that

deal with these low-income women so that_ tngether,they can form

a Stronger, or more compelling, group of people trying to keep
women in the system.

Second, they told us that it was important to use thew women

thcrn1eitherasa;"iliaryi staff or as volunteers to help edu-

cate women like themselves. And not only to perform the education, but to help them plan the appropriate kinds of intervention
activities for those women.

Now, they also told us that there were a lot of things that they
needed. And in the educational area, for instance, they told us that
these low-income women really need_narenting skills. They need a
lot more materials on drug use during prepancy. It is something
that there are not very many of available rifht now. And they especially needed help in dealing with women s partners, because it
18 that sort of Social support that a woman needs to stay off hazardous substances during pregnancy.
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Now, that study is going to be publishftl as a comwndium of pro-

uram ideas for the health care providerthings that you can do,
within your own buket, within your own clinic. And it is a book

that the Coalition wifi be looking for private and public support to
distribute it as far as we can around this country. This summer it
will be released.

The coalition works on three levels. We woA on the national
level, with our member organizations,in order to coordinate the
programs that we all have to educate women and health care providers, and to try to extend those limited resources we have as far
as we can. And also,, to identify the gfqx; in prwramming, and the
need for materials &out drug_ abuse is cethdnly one of those gaps
that we have identified. And then try to get one of our members to
fill that gap.
On the State and local level, we work with our affiliate Coalition% And in California, in addition to the State coalition, I think
there are aliout 15 in different communities. And we work with
them, wain, to find out what their needs are so we can try to ad-

dress those. And also to provide technical assistance and educational materiali to them.
For example, we have just completed a prcAect whereby we provided a large quantity of educational materials and media materi-

alstelevision and radio PSAto 10 State coalitions to conduct a
statewide, yearlong campaign- to teach women abiut what they can
do to take care of their baby during a
cy.
We also try to help States exchange information about SucceTsiftd

strategies and techniques that they have found. It is difficult to
measure the effecti of an educational program But some of the
States that we are working with have reported back to Us an improvement in their infant mortality and low birthweight rates
since the implementation of these proArams. They emphatize
public educatior4 improvement of communication with health care

provider% and eTspecially community participation.

So, we feel, at the coalition, that there are two things that we

need now. We need a broader base of support otitiide of the public
health community. I think we are all converted here, and we need
to bimg in other kinds of people in this society to work with us, to
raise this issue to a higher level on the National, State, and local

agendas.
We alio need to deal with these women before they become preg-

nant Clearly, if we are identifyi4 subetance abuse during pregnancy, we are identifying it at a time_ when the very fact that the
woman is pregnant makes intervention mu& more difficult for

her.
I want to tell you one more thing, and that that is that there is a
new opportunity to address those needs. A new partnership, called

the Naional PnWership To Prevent Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Among_Touth. It is new. I am affiliated with it and it includes not
just the public health community, but all tectors of tociety=-busines% media, juvenile court vstem, parents, schools, and at all

levelsState, local, and Nationalto try to prevent substance

abuse among yout14 addressing this as a community concern.
Something that affects every one of us, and not just parents, and
not just their children.

:
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So, the opportunity is there, now, to increase our success 13y
thaking this a priority among more groups.
But I guess whether or not it succeeds will depend on the determination and the commitment that we all give this kind of prevention effort. Thankyou.
[Prepared statement of Elaine Arkin follows..]
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PUBLIC EDUCATION; CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL; WASIDNGTON; DC
I am Blaine Bratic Arkin, Senior Vice President for Communications
of The National Partnership to Prevent Drug and Alcohol Abuse, Among Youth.

I formerly served as Deputy Director of Public Affairs, United States Public
Health Service, where I spent 15 years in health communications.

I currently

serve as volunteer chair of the Steering Committee for the Healthy Mothers,
Healthy Babies Coalition, about which I will speak today.

The Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies Coalition is a cooperative venture
of 80 hatiOnaI voluntary; bealth professional, and governmental organizations
including the Aberican College Of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the American
Nurses Association, the Arnerican Red Cross, the Salvation Army; the March

of Dimes, and the Departments of Transportation. Agriculture, and Health
and Human Services.

It started in 1981 with a concern about the U.S. infant

mortality rate, when representatives of these organizations met to discuss
how to prevent infant morbidity and mortality through improved education
of women, their families, and health care providers.

Healthy Mothers, Healthy

Babies meesages and miterials encourage preventive actions -- proper nutritLon,
breastfeeding, avoiding ci9arettes, alcohol and dlugs, and the importance

of arly and regular prenatal care -- actions that a woman can take to help
assure that she will have a healthy baby.

Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies preventiOn activities ere directed
at three audiences:

Iow income women: their health care providers; and

the general public.

In a 1985 report, Preventing Low Birthweight, The Institute of medicine
noted that *factors typiCal of socioeconomic disadvantage are linked to
inc aaaaa d infant mortality through both higher low birthwaight rates and

a birthweight-independent risk of post-neonatal death".I
-1-

C. Arden Millar, M.D.,
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professor of Maternal and Child Health at the Univereity of North Carolina;
Chapel Hill-, haS reported that, "Hy far the most impressive correlation
(of any rite* feeter with low birthweight) is with poverty and minerity L,tatus".2

Cetaitioh-sponsored market research with low income woeen indidated
that for low income women, preventive health care it het a prierity.
ii not considered a health J,Leblem requiring
a natural process.

Pregnancy

medical Atte:it-id:1, but rather

Often women in the target audience only seek any kind

of health treatment when physical symptom:a arC

ctjte.3

_

Although the women interviewed did seem to understand the effect of
smoking, drinking and drug ute on their own bodies, they did not link their
behavior with the health Of their baby.

In fact, for thee,' wmen, each

day brought new problems to overcome and new emotional str sssss for whichi
they said, smoking, alcohol, and drugs offered some relief.

Priorities

of obtaining feed ahd shelter and caring for their families override the
importanee Of ieeking prenatal care.4
The target audience has a predominantly day-to-day Orientation; the
birth Of a baby seemed to be an intangible event, far in the future.

Also, assimilation of health information often requites wemen to change
long-standing habits and practicee: zhead Modifications may be neither understood
nor supported by family and peers,5
Using the findings of the Juarez study to guide program direction,

the Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies Coalition developed a public education
campaign incorporating emphasis on motivational appeals, cultural sensitivity;
and bilingual materials written at a level appropriate to reader language
skill and education.
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The Coalition designed a series of six simple informational cards and
matching posters on prenatal care; to be distributed through public health
clinics and other sites, such as WIC offices serving low income women.
Three of the messages related to substance abuse.

The series was designed

to produce a positive respOnse to a very positive message:

you can help

asaure that your baby will be healthy;
The materials were carefully pretested in inner-city and rural sites
before tha series was produced.

The cards and posters were produced with

the help and support of both public and private organizations.

A total

of 7 million cards, including English and Spanish versions, have been distributed

across the country through targeted mail and in response to requests and
reorders.

The Juarez study also interviewed health care providers serving low
income women, who said that they were not trained to identify subStance
abuse problems in their patients; much less how to counsel them to stop.

Nor did they have time to deeI with these "non-medicar i8surs.6
Por health care providers, the Coalition Subcommittee on Substance

Use During Pregnancy has prepared a kit including the results of the latest
scientific

h, and the policy statements of their professional associations

concerning substance use during pregnancy to convince them that action it
needed.

Also included will be guides to help them counsel their patients,

and educational materials tO make their job easier.
Last summer the Coalition asked health care providers to give us their

best advice abdut how to motivate low income women to enter and stay in
the health care system.

The 1500 survey respondents told us that most important

was to work with all community agencies to coordinate support services and
reinforce each other in their efforts to keep women in the system.
they st

Also,

d the value of using community women, as volunteers or auxiliary
-3-
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staff, to not only educate, but also to plan appropriate activities for
other women like themselves.

They also told us that they needed educational

materials for teens, for partners of pregnant women, and mateeals on drug
use during pregnancy.

The results of this study will be published and widely

circulated this summer as a compendium of program ideas for clinics and
other sites serving low income women.7

The compendium is the first of its

kind in the nation, and the Coalition will again seek to combine public
and private support to make it available to providers throughout the tLs;
The Coalition works on three levels.

On the natiOnal level, it coordinates

the programs of its nationaI Member organizations (a list is attached),

working to expand the availability of existing resources and identify gaps
in education and programs; on the state and local levels it works through

it' Affiliate chapters to ssssss their needs, provide technical assistance
and educational materials, and an exchange of successful strategies between
states.

Though it is difficult to measure the effect of public education,

several states report improvement in their infant mortality and low birthweight
rates since the implementation of programs emphasizing public educationi
improved communication between providers regarding care and follow-ur4 and
community participation by individuals and busi
For the general publici the Coalition has provided materials and technical

support to help 10 of the 45 State CoaIit-ons implement a year-long mass
media campaign directed at pregnant women and their families.

The campaign,

"Take care Of fedi Baby Right from the Start," also includes outreach to
fathers.

Other Coalition activities are highlighted in the attached summary

of our 1985 annual report.
-4-
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The Coalition is staffed by an Executive Secretariat which is funded
by a small grant from the Public Health Service.

Memberil contribute resources

of professional and tupport staff time; printing; production and postage,
and office space and supplies;
What is needed new for prevention of Iow birthweight and infant mortality
is a broader base of support, beyond the traditional public health community,
to include business and other segments of the private sector, raising the
importance of healthy mothers, healthy babies on the national agenda.

Second,

the problem of substance abuse needs to be addressed before a girl or woman
becomes pregnant, and the stress of pregnancy makes treatment more difficult.
There is a new national partnership now being formed/ The National
Partnership to Prevent Drug and Alcohol Abuse Among Youth (information attached).
This partnership includes all sectors of our society - business, media,

school; church; parents, volunteers; juvenile justice and health - working
together at the community; state; and national Ulnas to prevent substance
abuse among young people.
The opportunity to increase our prevention efforts is there:

success

will depend upon the determination and commitment given to this new prevention
effort.

-5-
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1905 ANNUAL REPORT
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The RMNB_Coalition_eMpurienced rapid growth and development during its
third year. The Coalition added twenty_new_members to now include more than
eighty national organizations. An Office of the Executive Secretariat wee
stablished to provide a single coordinating point for ell National Coalition
fidictions.
New subcommittees on adolescent pregnancy, oral health, genetics,
and_injdry prevention formed in response to member interests and began assembling
e_veriety of_resOurces_to_promote_maternal and child health. New and revised
Coalition materials were developed on &variety of topics, including how to
build a local coalition and how to reach low income women.

The organizational and educational activities in state MS Coalitions__
incrdased in parallel with the national efforts, sparked by a successful MRS
hi:tie/nal conference, the first of seven regional conferences, and technical
astiAtance end program support provided by the national Coalition and its member
organizations.
Mallow are the highlights of 1985:
Pub,id Ldwzatiom and Visibility for Maternal end Child Health Issues:

The third national conference of the MOB Coalition_was held_in
Rockville, ND in September. Its twenty-one workshops ran4ing
from key issues in infant mortality to resource development
attracted over thime hundred natiznal, state, and local coalition
participante.
The lOcond annual_RMIUS_National_AChideitent_AWardi Program;
condzcted in conjunction with.Child Health_Day_cdridafeade in
Washington, DC recognized innovation and commitment in_programs
from Rolland, NI: Lincoln, NB; and the states of TN, CT, and SC.

Tye pdblic service announcements (PSA), one on teen pareating.
and one_Winutrition_during pregnancy, were developed for member
use. _In_the tirsti_the Reverend Jesse Jacksom- talks to teens about

what being a man really meanstaking responiibilitY for ones
acts. *mot making babies befoze you are ready to_bem father*.
In the second, a couple talks about_proparing for pregnantryi_and_
the importance of good eating habits. coaation members were also
provided access to a new PEA developed by the American College of
Obitetridithe and Gynecologists on unintended pregnancies.
"Take Care of_Your_Baby Right free: the StaW,_ Ten itates participated
in a_mass madia_project_With_resources proVided by the naeonal Rah
Coalition and the US Public Realth_Service; in_ceeperetion With the _
NY State Department of Health. Television, radio, and print Materiel*
in English nnd Spanish wore offered to NM Coalitions who could_demonstrate
that their coalition was broad-baned and sufficiently well organized
to =induct a mass media public education campaign.
The states included:
FL; CA; MD; DC. TN. NI, CT, SC; NJ, RS.
A 1906 calendar of maternal and infant health Obieriances wis compiled
for national, state, and local coalition member&
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New Coalition (subcommittees on Adolescent Pregnancy. Oral Health. Genetics.
and injury Prevention were formed to join the already active Breastfeeding,
Low Income. Substance Use, and Policy Subcommittees.

Outreach was conducted to several thousand health care providers through
HMHB exhibits at cwlition meMbers' annual national meetings.

Resource Develimsmnst-unul-Strarings
The first of a series of regional HMO conferences was hosted by Maryland.
with Mid-Atlantic 'legion representatives from DE, PA. DC, VA and WV.
The HMIS Directory of Educational MaterialsU_a_collection_of printed
audiovisual materials_available_from government. professional and
voldhtery organisations. was revised for a third edition.

The Community Conne,tion, a HMS primer on coalition building, was
updated and expanded.
The over 1500 survey responses to_the MB call for strategies to reach
low-income women were compiled and analyzes) for the Comoendi,ns
for Reaching LOw-InCome %Inman.

Three meetinge of the national HMO Steering Committee were held.
Tour issues of the HMHB newsletter were published and distYibuted to
coalition mambas's and 'friends'.
In the area of adiiiiistration. the Office of the_Execntiye Secretariat
Space was
was established through a grant fr0M_the_Public Health Service.
donated frit' the office by the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists.

DIRECTI088 Pea 1986

Major emphasis will be placed on state coalition building in 1986. At
present, over forty states hies formed Healthy Mothers. Healthy Babies coalitions.
for activities ranging from public education campaigns to development of legislative
strategies on maternal and child health issues.

--

Six regional conferences will play an important role in state coalition
growth. As a supplemeat to the regional meetings (and in lieu of a national
conference), the national Coalition will conduct_a special_training Session_
for state contacts. The State Coordinators. Canference will facilitate skillbuilding and exchange of ideas, experiences and resources among the leaders
of the state Coelitions.
InitiatiVes for national Coalition building will continue with expansion
of tha national Coaon leadership base. development of new public education
resources, and continuation of the Coalition's technical assistance and national
awards programs. The Coalition relies on the expertise nd resources
volunteered bv its members.

_The cOMplete Annual report is available upon request from The Office of
the ElecutiveSecratariatr_Healthy Mothers. Healthy Babies, 600 Maryland Avo.,SW
Suite 300 8, Washington. DC 20024. (202) 638-5577.
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NOtional Partnersh0
to Prevent Ow and Alcohol -Nbu^e lvtiong Yaith
tilaverrnzntaverue, NW Sote 428
wozrrnIton DC 2=5
Teepi-one 202/429-2940

MIS -14-TRERE--A-RATIONAL-PARTNERSHIP?

Drugs and 416Sha have a devastating effect on tbe lives and
healtb_of_young people, on society and on the economy
Tbe us
of_drugs_and alcohol has grown_to such alarming proportions that,
desolke_many_state_and_community prevention efforts, control
presents an normous challenge,__The_time haS COM* for-6 44jor
new initiative. The National Partnership_brIngs_togethet ajor
forces -- including business, voluntaryi_professlonaI,
governmental and media -- working together to_create_pouerfotnew
Strategies to end drug and alcohol abuse among America,* youth.
WHAT CAN THE NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP

ea-roe-my-commummt

The Partnership_is_avalIable_WheIp Communities expand their
cUrrent drug and alcohol ahnse_prevention_activitieS,_fted6
attention on what can be done to stop drug_and_aICohoI 4bUde, and
begln-now prograls.
Resource lists, guidebooksi_and_sOUrcelLof
tedhnical assistance are available to_guide the assessment_of
community needs, organise a Partnership, identify prevention
programs and resources, and work with the media.
MKAT-IS THE NATIONAL PARTNCRSHIP?
The National Partnership is_a_natIonVide 61114466 of diverie
local, regional and national organisations, united by their
common commitment to prevent drug_and_alcohoi alma* SMOng yOuth.
Membership is open tO parent and youth groups_i_civIc_and
fraternal bodies, educational and religious institutionSi
buAiness and professional firms, governmental agencies,
professional and other concerned organisations.
The_Partnership does not provide-direct services to youth;
nor does it_compete_witb_other orginiSatiOha for funds orclients. Rather, its_energy la focused_06 support-and 41d kb
others so that they can work in a common_cauSei. The PAttairShip
exists, independent of any single point_of viewi_to_provIde_and
*divan national state and community leadership to prevent drug
Ahd alcohol abuse among youth.
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WHAT IS THE ROLE OUTHE PARTNERSHIP?
The Partnership brings its members together to-share
information identify resources,-inventory prevention programs,
and seek out gaps in our nationwide_efforts to end alcohol and
/t opens lines of communication_between
drug abuse-among youth.
groups with_difforing interests_and points_a_viewt it_taps_the__
akiiIai_resources_and_enthusiasm of_individuals and organizations
committed to finding new:ways to work together.
HOW-DOES-THE-PARTNERSHIP-WORK7

-

At the national level, the Partnership coordinates exchange
of-information, programs,- and new ideas among its members, state
and_local partnerships, Federal agencies, associations_and_
societies, husinesuand commercei_and eIeeted_and_appointed
officials at all_leveisi__All_membar_organisattons_are invited to
SerVe_On_a Coordinating_COmmittee_which_directs Partnership
efforts_to_identify_effective prevention progress ready for
adoption, to build community., state i and local Partnerships, and
to increase national awareness of_prevention strategies available
to fight drug and-alcohol abuse among youth. -Between-quarterly
Coordinating-Committee meetings, information is Shared through a
monthly newsletter and other communications;
Through other National Partnership committees le.g.4
phlIanthropici_programsi_sedia and_intergovernmentallo members
work_with_Partnership staff_to_develovitrategies and materials.
and provide technical assistance to communities.
At the state and local levels, the Partnership works with
leaders to help communities identify their own problems and needs
in order to raise abuse prevention to a community-wide priority
and-motivate every aspect of the community -- schools, churches,
businesses, parent and youth groups,_the media --_to become
involved.. TM' Partnership provides information about prevention
Strntegies_frommhIch e_community_can_construct_its_own_plan_of
actioni_and_heIps_Iocace_technical assistance and resources to
Build successful prograss.

WRATIBOUL-0-1-DONEXT7
Write to the National Partnership for help in gettingstarted. .If you represent an organisation that should belong to
the NationaI-Partnership,-ask for-a membership_application.
Contact:__John__HcOvire._Vice President_foc_State_and_Locai_
Partnerships. NationaI_Partnershipi_Suite_4214_1110 Vermont
20005. (202) 429-2940.
Avenue, Washington-, D.C.
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Chairman Mims& Thank you vezy much.

Di. Fenton, what isioing_ on at your university, in terms of

teaching future Physicians how to oipe with the problems we are
discussing Joday? How do we deal with what_ we hear here about
Some plysicians who sty that thit is a nonmedical problem, ar who
do not have time in their clinics to deal with a problem which cuts
across all socioeconomic line& A giod number of thete_kregnant
women are going to milk right into a private plysician's office, and
znay or may not Manifest this problem that it going to occur in
their newhorn infant.
What is going on in your medical school and others to addreits
this?
Dr. FENTON. I think that

Chairman Ilium We always hear about what is not included in
the curriculum of medical school& And they seem to be those items
which meet widely affect the American population. Nutrition, alai=
hol, smoking, exerciae. Thete are not included.
Dr. FENTON. I think that far too little is really done to even educate the medical studente as to the extent of the problem.
I have yet to question ajunior medical Student, whom I have not
had contact with, wlio really understmyd what the problem was for
the smokimlinother, for initanCe. Who really understood there was

anything more than mayhe just the baby will hot weigh quite as
much.
So, I think that our educational programs, even in the medical
sehool, are very deficient Now, hopefully, by the time I get done
with a Student it will have changed. But it it very deficient in
really comingclown and having a

student grapple

Chairinan Mush. So in the formal curriculum sospeaking
from your own experience

at your universi4vthere Si no fort-dal

curriculum to addrtTet this problem, and become informed, and to
figure out how to work with it?
Dr. FENTON. Ann, de you have some data on that? I htive none on
the formal curriculum.
Dr Wasosz. Our nsulical school is fecuied, priMarily on undergraduate medical eluration, with less emphasit on r&idencies in
pediatrics. But I can speak about programs that include teaching
for freshmen, sophomoredunior, and senior Student&
In the freshman year, we have a courte, Introduction to Hunutn
Development which is a part of the Introduction to Clinical Medicine curriculum This courza3 discusses development frOm "womb to
tomb" or human divelopthent across the lifecycle. Although thii is
an introductou course, and the level of integration with clinical
medicine is _down the road for the studentit we do spend time clearly talking ahout the prenatal effects of various agente on the developing fetu& We talk about parnting . We talk about the needs of
the growinc baby to be cared for m supifortive environment, and
that this will effect their own future abilit3r to care=
Chairman MUIR. Let mil interrupt you. From the moment we
Walked in here this morning, throuthout the Watimony, members
of this committee have heen exposed to a rather high level of
trauma, in terms of the impact of this-3 behavior, and our failure to
cope With it.
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And you can hear it in my voice.
you are not telling me
that you deal with the effect of drugs Iñd alcohol and smoking in a

survey course, when in fact, we see the impact on hundreds of
thousands of newborn infants on a yearly basis. And millions of
pregnant women. I hope that is not your answer.
Dr. Wnsom No. I am telling you about the beginning of the student's introduction_ to that problem and that this is at a very early

stage in their medical career. I think the impact on the clinical
basis comes later in their training. Information about substance
abuse is certainly a paxt of the curriculum, and is integrated into
theie oveeall training program ffeel the verY beginnie$.

Chairman Mum& Why do we continuously ffmt then that the
physicians are not able to either identify the problen4 screen the
peoblem, or to cope with it, in terms of their patients? I mean, this
is something I have heard the entire time I liave spent in public
life.

I Started way but in the school lunch program being told that

the physicians could not identify malnourished children. I am still
toll:IA:hat but it is lees prevalent.
What is going on? I mean, in your testimony, you lay out a very
bleak picture of a_generation and ewanding numbers of peovis an
a_geireation who are going to be incapable of functioning. And yet
do not appear to be in_ a position to deal with it
AndI own this up to the_panel at this_point to start with.

Dr. FENTON. I reallyI think you have hit upon an important
thing. I think that medical educationand other members of the
panel may disagreeis seldom_geared toward societal ills. Ikeause
nobody knows how to deal with them._ It is geared to treatment of
ve specific illnesses. And we know what to do about those.
ut tackling the large problem% which may have a far_greater
public health effect are seldom_ approached with that kind of vigor.

Dr. Cunt'''. Corgeessman, I think your point is extremely well
taken, and absolutely accurate. I think we are not well trained to
handle_these problems in medicine. I am a_teacher at the University of Waihington &led of Medicine, and I am actively involved in
our undemraduate and graduate programs, both in pediatrics as
well as across the medical. school.

I think the _first peoblem is the compartmentalization of medicine. You treat addicts m wychiatg. You deliver babim in obstetdo. And we care for these damaged children in pediatrics.
I have had ObetItricians Stand at meetings like thii and say with

a annpletely straight face that they had neva swn a damaged
baby born to on alcoholic mother. And I am sure they believed
they were telling the truth. liWicituse they never looked.

And the _problems of each of these groups are so foreiini to the
pkoblems of each of the other groups that they are all paralyied to
really grasp the problem.

The answer will come, not from training dmitors in medical

scTiools. The answer, I am sure, will come by a trend in our sodety

to aik the dectors what needs to be done. And through incretied
pressure from the _Government the pular
an the public.
Dr. FENTON. I did every brief ealc

Chairman Mama. Yes.
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Dr. FtszoN. On what the cost might be of preventing, or eliminating 1 da y o f naonatal care in an intensive care unit.
If we assume that there are approximately 3.6 Million children

horn each yeae, and let us assume that perhaps as few as 01 percent of those might be in that intensive care unit becauft of some
sort of drug or alcohol abuse problem If we save that child 1 day of
hoispitalliatiot4 on the basis of $1,000 a day in the hospital, that
would ba a Savings of Pk million a year.
Chairman /Mum. The purpose of this heaeingis not to_point fingers. But the purpose of this hearing is to try to difect public policy
to those areas where the investment of some resources will peovide
a pxdtive return, whether it is education, or intervention, or the
combination of hoth of those. You have addressed activities that
are bioadly based in the societydrinkini and smoking. According
toyour testimony, they have a direct impact on both outconi* not
for a drugrazed individuid, or people who have lost their ability
to _function.
But these activities have a severe impact on the outCome of a
pregnam,. And clearly one of_the areas for education and intervention could 1* the doctor's offica. Some investment in the dcctor
delivering credible advice, and information, and diagnosis leads
could lead to savings. Yet we are told constantly that that training
amd service is not there
Maybe that is the subject for another healing. But I have been
through this in occupational disease You find pople Saying that if
the doctor would juSt ask them where do they work and what do
they work around, mayba we could start to idiscover what the illness is. Just what is the substance you spend 8 houis a day working on?
But the doctors are not hained to do that The dador is not
trained to ask. It is a little distressing.
It sounds to me like a second hearmg, so We will not burden you
with it.
Dr MAXIM I would like to respond a little bit to that.
Chaiithan Miller, I_ know what we try to build into a public
health clinic like a WIC clinic. We try to assemble all the pieces of
the puzzle to pt this information to the person that is coming in.
And the lure is the nutritional packagethe food package. But at
the same time we try to piggyback a lot of other health-related information to that person. But it starts to apwar that for a middleclass person that education is not going on in the doctor's office.

Dr. MAAKS, The

Chairman Mn.t.za. Go ahead.

Dr. Mama The issues are complex. I think that teachini is

changing a little bit The medical itudenti that I see have a better
sense of it but they do not know how to incorporate it, how to áctualiy un- this in practice
en you get in_practice, you are under a lot _of time pressure.
You are not paid for the time spat counselinfg. You are not paid
for doing it_but there are places you can nder them to.
You are paid if you use an ultraiound in your office. You are
paid for &awing certain blocx1 tests.
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And then fmally, I think the physicians do not realize, and do
not see that' this infant was born small due to the fact that women
Smoke.

It is very common for physiolans to be discouraged. Mrtainly we

know ftni surveys that they are discouraged in their ability to
counsel pwTle to make them change iheir behaviors. And yet,

when you Wk to patients or when you talk to the public, they way
that a physician% advice is one of the Most important things. Padents maynot make the decision at that time, but they may think
about it They may notice there are others quitting, and that kind

of thincrenforces the padan's counseling.

The issue regarding public media such as women's magazines is
that the largest advertisers, as far as dollars, are tobacco compa-

nies and makers of alcoholic beverajges. As a result very few magasines accept articles regarding the health effects of smoking and alcohol

CLABREN. I think that is just the essence of the problem.
Which is our incredille societalambivalence.

Physiciansare ambivalent But they are a very snudl slice of

really changing the societal cloth on this issue.
We finally b.ave child abuse laws in this country. We do not have
anything like a fetus abuse law. Whati exactly, IS the difference be-

tween a woman who hurts her baby at age I, by bitting him over
the head With a bat, and a woman who is highly abusing one of
these neat% and blowing up his brain while she is carrying the
Child? There is no diffeeence.

But we have no legislation, no societal mandate. No societal con-

sciousness that that is a bad thing for that woman to do. That is
the first thing.
The second-thing is the incredible conflicting information that

women hear. roctors are a vezy, very small source of medical information today. There is health education on television, ma4azines,
television, and in this area, it is completely overshadowed_ by the
vezy sophisticated advertiiing of the smoking and alcohol industries.

Rs. Alum. And even hi the physician's office, it is not just the
physician. It is alio the nurse who may see a woman sitting in the
waiting room smoking a cigarette when she is pregnant So even
though there is maybe a problem with the Physician, we ii;zed to
hi* at those other geo,4e who are seeing the pregnant woman as
well, especially WIC staff
One of the reasons why_Cve started this substance abuse program
in our coalfticon, is that we had so many reRuests from WIC staff,

who said, we see women who &leer-4y are using alCohol, or smoking

cigarettes, cr using drum_ waiting sometimes veu long_ times in

our waiting room. And we have not been trainedwe are nutri-

tionists, and we do not know what to do with them.

So, Out is another glue that w9 do-neal to kiik. These are

le who really want to do something. That is why they wo& for
Wic . And_yet, they really do not know -howeither.
Chairman Mniza. Dr. Clarren, in the testimony earlier, with re-

qiect to drt4s, there was aJuggestion that the adverse impacti can
continua after birth. That the drugs show up in the mother's milk
h that alio true in alcohol?
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Dr. CLARREN. Sure. Alcohol will he in the Mother's milk in the
same concentration it is in her bloodstream. Now that it a much,
much smaller concentration than what she took by mouth. And
generallvjt is not that even a woman who is actively drinking is
going to give her baby an enormous amount of alcohol. Fut it is
definitely present. Certainly it can sedate a baby to have breast
milk that has alcohol in it.
Chairmim Mimic& What is the responm of the phyticians and
the WIC clinic people to your program, in terms of this kind of information?
Ms. ARKIN. The response has been very positive. It it jutt give us

more. There is not really enough that you_ are doing for us. We
need more materials. We need more help. It literally is reaching
1,500 physicianswe need to be reachinta lot more people.
Chairman Mum. Dr. Clarren, in the alcohol teratogenicity I am
not pronouncing that right.
Dr. CIAREZN. Teratogenicitr.

Chairman Mmum. Teratogenicity. What are you talking about
there?
Dr. Climatic A couple of things. The word teratogen it what doctors use to define environmental causes of birth defects, as opporied
togenetic causes of birth defecte. So, a virus, or alcohol, or ciga-

rette, or any of time things that hurts the baby, that it a terato-

gen.

I should also just comment on the origin of the_ word. It means,
literally, to_make a monster. It is only about a 54:1-year=old tertn.
But it was OK, 50 years ago, to think about children with birth defects as monsters.

I think it is a whole other societal problem. And maybe one of
the reasons emotionally, we have had trouble grasping with this.
Beraute there are a lot of emotional and magical implications to
birth defects that make the whole issue kind of one that people
prefer to avoid.
Chairman lodnxica. Does that alto go to the notion of spontaneous
abortions, miscarriages, the word teratogen?
Dr. CLARRIEX Yes; those can be teratogenic outeome, sure.

Chairman Mama. So will we See that with respect to alcohol?

Dr. CIARREN. Yes; alcohol increases miscarriage rates rather dramatically. Women who are drinking as little as 1 ounm of absolute
alcohol daily increase their miscarriage rate about twofold.
Chairman Musa When you talk to physicians uget tWo impressions on that. One notion is a glass of wine a day really is not
harmful, which 4 may not be. But yet, you are also increasing the
risk of a
, as you just pointed out. So, it is Whatit it
not harmful gener y but it is---Dr. CLARREN. It is not harmfulthe fetus who aborts.
Chairman Mmes. So how-do you convey that information? How
do you accurately do that? What is the primary way?
Dr. Wiliam/. That is why I think We need tome very sopliisticated_ mprketing analysis. It is the kind of thing that Ms. Arkin Waa
talkir, ,*out. I do not think we really know how to convincinigly
explain _to people that Just hecauft three of their filen& had
normal babies when they drank a small amount of alcohol, or
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smoked a few cigaretWs, that their baby will necessarily be normal,
too.

Chairman MILLIIIL I belong to a generation that Wieves that
they allvew up normal. And yet, their parents probably smoked

and .&and a lot of these issues were not publicly diacutsed,

nor did we have the knowledge. We ail sort of ffgurW our parents
did_ it and that is the norm.
Dr. CLfatREN. Right Think aboutliow smart we would all be
Chairman MILL= [continuing]. So I think our generation suffered greatly, ss a result [Lisughter.1
So,- again, if you are traing to people Illre myself, who are in a

weition of policy, who talk to audiencs all the time, should the
rule really be, if you are pregnant, you do not smoke and you do
not drink?

Dr; CIARREN. Yes.
Dr. MAIMS. Yes.

Chairman Maraca. And We are quibbling over whether we are
tallfing about one glass of wine, or one beer, or a half a shot of
whiskey. That is really not at issue thoagh, is it?

Aakm. But what we also have to
Chairman MILLER. You have got to keep this interesting--

Ms. Amax. Well, kee . it simple, but it is not enOugh to tell
women not to do those
gs. Because they do also need the help
to-deal with their own stresses in some other way.
Dr. CIARREN. Yes.

MS. AIsm. So the answer is not to say do not do it. The answer
is to say do not -do it, instead, try this. And to say that alio to her
family, and to the people around her, so that they can encourage
her in apositive way, too.
Chairman Musa. Suggestions? I mean, what are you doing in

the healthr

Ma Amax. Well, as you have heard, it is to tell the health cafe
rovider what to tell that woman. Try taking a walk, or a warm
th, or whatever. It is to work with the families, and all of us who
know pregnant_women to- saydo not chastim her, but do not offer

her a drink. Offer her a club soda, instead.
It is also public education, so that all of us will know about these
factors hefore we become pregnant, and be prwared, as a society,
to support these women.
I am still simplifying it, Mr. Miller, bacause we are talking about

middle class women, then, who can deal with their problems in
some other way. And I cannot give you an answer for a low-income

woman, for whom a problem is so immense thatwe are not talking about substituting warm milk for an aspiim. We are talking
about real-life problems.
And I do not have an answer for that.

Chairman MILLER. Dr. Clarren, what you are suggesting, in
terms of the impact of alcohol during pregnancy, is that we could
ix, a lot smarter society if we did not do it, I mean in terms of
brain development, or development of those children in that particular iteration?
. We arein our monkey model, whefe we can
where we have the opportunity to remove the brain and actually
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measure chemical

, subtle points, that it_would be impossi-

ble to diasnose in human beings of any age. Vie find chemical
changes iz the brains of monkeys expmd to as little as three
drinks once a weel.

At this imint in time, I have no idea how many a pointh that

may make you lose, orhow much that predisposes you to degenera-

tive diseases later in life. Or other

Chairman Musa. You do not we the opposite, though?
Dr. CLARREN. You _never see the opposite.

But the jxdnt is, that these changes are there, at very low levels
of consumption. We do not know how dangerous they are, but they
are there. And that means that there is, in fact, no safe level of
these drugs.
You can have very, very lithited_ amountsthey are dangerous.
More to some fetuses than to most fetuies. But they are dangerous.
Chairman Mama. Well, thank you.
Dr. Maitics. I wantad to add one thing. It is clear that the prevalence of smokinr, in women increased amow_ those in the early
part of the baby boom generation, and among teens. Female amokmjg is probably continuing to increasecertainly it is increasing
among thspamcs.
Probably alcohol consumption by women is also somethiog that
was less common, but has become more common in our society. So
that it may be not our generation who was at risk but the generation behind us marbe at increasing risk.
Chairman Mama. That is a good point.
Anything else?
Dr. Fsimpl. I guess I would like to emphatize, if I could, perhaps

something that Dr Clarren said. I do not think it was really

spoken to this mo
.
I think we have talked a lot about the physical daznage, and we
have alluded to the emotional damage. But for me, actually in the
intensive care unit_I see a certain percentage of kids who are actually physically damaged. And probably some with more physical

damage than you can even determine by testing, because it is so
subtle.

But the emotional """ 1.! e to come, once they leave the nursery,
is a far larlier portion of - iceberg, which then allows the problem to continue, and to be 'maxi on, and to mushroom.
When Dr. Clarren spoke of laws that pertain to fetal abuse, or
the lack of laws that pertain to fetal abuse, that would be an area
a

of public policy that would allow at least some action_ to be taken.
In the State of Arizona, it was possible to take a child out of the
home when the mother was a drug addict. If the child had evidence

of addictionwithdrawalit could be shown that the child was_ already abused and therefore, came under the Child Protective Act,
and action could be taken. He did not have to be battered before
the child was actually removed.
At some point, with _all of the things that we do to keep. families

together, and to rehabilitate familiesat some point a decision has
to be made on behalf of that child, to be able to finally and perina;
nently remove them from thea home which is abusive, or -emotionally devading in some way. So at least the cycle can be interru
there.
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And that is a very difficult social concept which is not generall3r
advocated by social workers or by others. But I see it as an important step to break that cycle.
Chairman Mnizza. You are right. It is going to be tough, dealing
with federal laws on abortion, and adoption and foster care. Trying
to break the ixtvert5 or abuse orc.101 and to get toddy to understand it in some cases, and to understand that is in the best intereat of everyliedy. Sometimes to do a very difficult thing.

What do we do, in terms of the other influenc&, juit quickly.
Jenny's ended up spending time with an alcoholic man We have
been told in previous hearings that women who are married to al-

coholic husbands Will drink more than other women.
How do you address that one? How do you--=-in tering of public

policy? Perhaps your coalition is also addressing this issue, Ms.
Arkin?

Ms. Aucw. I do not think you addredi it in any one way. What
we will probably Fal say is that in that case, Mr Miller, you are
talking about what is happening in a home. We have also talked
about what is happening in a medical care facility. We are talldng
about settings all throush the community.
And from a public policy point of view, if we can address the acceptance of Subitance use duzing pregnancy, and generally; in the
swiety, in all motors of our society. That is, when you are questioning not just NIHthis morning someone turned to NIH. But when
you are questioning any Federal agency, you may consider whether
there is a role for subatance abuse policy in that area.
It is not just a health problem. It is a problem with our schools,
our court system, our community, our businesses are affected. And

I think that the point is toin whatever situation you are in, to
think, is this a place Where substance use has somewell, some
effect
And I think you will_find that almost anywhere.

Chairman Mnztat. Thank you. Thank you very much for your

time and your exvertite.
With tMt, the committee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:47 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MELVIN EAJENIGNIL M.D4PROYIESSOR AND CHAIRMAN; DEYAETKENT or PEDIATRICS AND CHILD HEALTH; HOSVERD UNIVERSITY COL1ME OP
MEDICINE; WASHINGTON; DC
BACKGROUND
Of the approximately 20,000 infants born in the DiStridt Of Celumbia each
year, fifty percent are born to residents Of the dity:

Many of these infants

are born at Howard University Hospital And the DiStrict of Columbia General
Hospital.

Each of these hospitals has abbut 2,000 deliveries per year.

At each of thete hespitals, 45 percent of the pregnancies of mothers
presenting to the delivery room can be placed in the category of high-risk by
Virtue Of -age. each of prenatal care, explosure of the infant to naternaI CSC

of drugs, alcohol and tobacco, or medical cordition previously diagnosed.
While prematurity/low birth weight isi of itself; i significant contributor
to neonatal morbidity and mortalityi the lidded bUrded Of deng; elCahol and/or

tobacco exposure often causes these infants to require longer hospitalizations.
The additional burden placed on a child'S diVelopment when he returns to a
home environment, where particuIarily drug and alcohol are abused, is beyond
the scope Of this commentary.

THE PROBLEM

WASS do not come to the NICU nursery with one factor causing their
illness; these infants have many problems; their families haft many preblems.

In 1985 Howard University Hospital and the DintIdt Of Celubitie General
Hospital nurseries treated approximately 3000 newborns.

Of these a large

percentage had evidence of maternal exposure to alcohol.

In other infants a

history of maternal edhedittitIdii Of al:Cobol was obtained.

5-10 percent bad

symptoma of drug withdrawal.

Other infants had a history of maternal drug

0311.
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le
Our adolescent units treats many teenagers each year for drug-related
iIrsiesses, .indluding PCP use.

Numerous, other teenagers are seen each year

With aIcohdI relata health problems and countless adolescent girls and boys
are treated for STD.

Therefore, the young adult population, soon to be or

already parents, is a group where drug and alcohol abuse are prevalent and
a group whose lack of awareness of health care puts pregnancies at risk from
infection as well.

WHATISBEINGDONE
Many professionals are involved in the care of the mother and her baby
once she identifies herself as pregnant and some effective programs are in
place at the national/locaIiinstitutional level involving public and private
Sector.

Healthy Methers Healthy Babies is a good example of this effort as is

the Adolescent Infant Development Program at Howard University Hospital.
What presently cannot be dons is to identify a pregnant mother who does

not come to

1) a physician, 2) a hospital. 3) a social worker, 4) a supplemental

food program and 5) a knowledgeable friend.
remain unknown. she can.

In other words if a mother vents to

Many women who are abusers Of 11COh01, drUgs andier

tobacco will want to hide or deny their prepeedy;

HBAT OUGHT TO BE Dom
PdbIic education will be the keystone to making sure that the majority of
parents and parents-to-be are aware of the steps to take to avoid high risks
in pregnancy.

Parents need also to know that nothing guarantees a perfect baby.

but many known teratogens can be avoided.

Parents-to-bt should aloo be knowl-

edgeable in child development so that post-natal growth and development win
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be optimal for sttistics indicate that deaths after the first month of life

contribute to the overall neonatal mortal, by rate in a tignifiant feihion.
Education of professionals will help thee to identify those high risk
parents and parents-to-be who can benefit free help introduced at any point
in the family lift cycle;

There, remains, hoWeVer; i small but significant group who will not be
reached by these efforts, both before and after the birth of a baby.

These

parent-infint groups are particularily vulnerable to the physical and psychological harms of drug, alcohol and tobacco abuse.
must be concerted out reach efforts.
care resource we have, caring people.

For this group there

This requires the most valpable health
The efforts in pleat at preftent Are io

vary limited and overinmiered that resources after artiee tee lite te iignificantly change the outcome for the child and the finanCial teat to the tax-

Mem. Prevention depends on reedhing the gioU0 Very early, at a time when
who is high riak cannet be knoen by urine testing or psychological tests.

It

requires thet edutation end out reach begin in the elementary schools and that
thete efforti to pursued vigorously throughout the public school years.
Certainly our care and support of infants born to mothers vho abuse drugs,
alcohol and tobact., must continue with out reach and education and loving
commitment of health care resoruces.

Howaveri our hope flea in preventing the

abuse of thee substances by young people and prevonting preptaity in these who
do abuse them.
Research support for efforts to treat end prevent conditions associate
with parental addietion Meet dettithei because in this lies our best hope for

improvtng the physical outcome for infants born to mothers who abuse alcohol,
tobacco and drugs.
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ADDENDUM TO REARING PROCEEDINGS - A. L. WILSON, Ph.D.
I would like to submit to the written record of this hearing a very
bilef review of the integrated curriculum on Substance Abuse, which is
taught at the University of South Dakota SchoOI of Medicine.

Some of this

material was presented in response to questions of my panel, but I would
like to more fully describe our curriculum.

A Coordinated effort has been made to provide students, in their first
WO years of medical school, with a firm foundation on the adverse
physical, psychological, and social effects of Substance Abuse and its
treatment.

This material is presented to students through lectures on the

epidemiology of Substance Abuse, the prenatal effects of drugsl alcohol,
and tobacco on fetal growth end development, women and alcohol, treatment
modalities, differential diagnoses, and the di

process.

The students

attend seminars with recovering alcoholics, drug addicts, and impaired
physicians.

They also participate in small group discussions, which focus

upon their personal attitudes toward Substance Abuse;

AB pert Of their

course on physical diagnosis, students learn to include Substance Abuse ss
part of routine history taking.

This material ts then reiatittad for

.stUdente Whet they attend specifically focused floor rounds on alcoholism
and during three heIf-day visits to treatment centers where they are
supervised in doing patient histories.
During the students' third and fourth years. information about
Substance Abuse is clinically presented to them in their Psychiatry,
Internal Medicine, Pediatrics, Obstetrics and Family Medicine clerkships;

Perhaps of greatest importance is the students' observatiOna Of hOW
practicing physicians incorporate this concern into their routine cIinitil
care.

While this is a most difficult experience to assure in their

education, efforts are being made by the University of SoUth Dikrota School
of Medicine to provide continuing medical and community education on
stbitance abuse to practicing physicians throughout our state.
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